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Liquid metal ion (LHI) sources are currently the subJect of

active investigation due to their potential application in

microcircuit fabrication, focused beam technology, and surface

analytical instruaents. A LMI source is defined as a low volatility

liquid metal film which flows to the apex of a solid needle support

structure. Subsequent application of a high electric field deforms

the liquid and results in ion emission.

Considerable interest has been shown in development of LMI

sources capable of producing a variety of technologically important

ions. For implantation of silicon, for example, B is the preferred

p-type dopant, while As and P are the preferred n-type dopants. It

has been difficult to construct long-lived ion sources based upon

these species because B possesses a high melting point and reacts

xxiii



strongly with most refractory .etal supports. while As and P have

high vapor pressures. Further, little is known about the surface

behavior of high temperature liquid metal alloys.

To overcome these difficulties, the material and thermochemical

properties of liquid metal alloy surfaces have been studied. A

number of successful contact systems have been identified for B,

while the development of a LHI source of As has been completely

solved. To lower the chemical reactivity of B alloys, it has been

necessary to utilize nonmetallic support structures, but then

problems with wettability arise because wetting is dependent upon

sufficient chemical reaction between alloy and substrate. The

wettability of B-based alloys to nonmetallic substrates is governed

by surface segregation of low-level, low surface tension impurities

within the alloys. At melting, the molten alloy surface possesses a

large concentration of segregated material (e.g., C and N) which

inhibits reaction between alloy and substrate. This results in a

poorly-wetted droplet of alloy with a large contact angle. Coating

the substrate with a material having a high affinity to carbon (e.g.,

B or 5i) acts to tie up the segregated material and promote wetting.

When purified in this way, the alloy subsequently wets the virgin

substrate.

xxiv



Suppressing the high vaporpressure of As has been accomplished

by constructing a liquid compound with a low (i.e., strongly

negative) Gibbs free energy of formation. For a given arsenic

compound, AsXn(l), where X is a low volatility element, the

equilibrium condition between vapor and liqu{d is AsXn(l) = n X(g)

+ As(g). The equilibriua constant for this reaction is K = P(As)

pn(X) and the Gibbs free energy is dG = -RT In K. When dG is

strongly negative, K and P(As) will typically be smaller than the

case of an ideal solution (no co. pound formation) of the same

elemental constituents. Since the vapor pressure of As at the

relatively low temperature of 600 C is nearly 1 atmosphere. it is

necessary to lower the vapor pressure by over 10 orders of

magnitude. This technique has been successful because the increased

stability of the alloy results in a situation where it is

energetically more favorable for As to exist in the liquid than in

the gaseous state.

xxv
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this research effort is to investigate the aaterial

and theraocheaical properties of liquid aetal alloy surfaces. The

specific application to liquid aetal-ion sources is only one of aany

possible uses of this inforaation. Interfacial phenoaena between a

aolten aetal and the solid surface of a high-aelting aaterial occur

in .any iaportant technological processes, and constitute an integral

part of the structure of aaterials. These processes include liquid

phase sintering, crystalline growth froa the aelt, iapregnation of

porous solid aaterials by liquid binders, wetting, detergency,

adhesion, wear, and catalysis. Two recent studies by the National

Acadeay of Sciences have eaphasized the iaportance of fundaaental

studies on the subJect of interfaces, and have placed high priority

on further research in this area [1-2]. The priae directive

addressed in the present work is the developaent of a liquid aetal

ion source of boron and arsenic.

Liquid aetal ion (LKI> sources are currently the subJect of

active investigation [3-8] due to their potential application in

aicrocircuit fabrication, focused beaa technology, and surface

analytical instruaents. A LKI source is defined as a low volatility

liquid aetal fila which flows to the apex of a solid needle support
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structure (see Figure 1-1). Subsequent application of a high

electric field deforas the liquid and resulta in foraation of a

conical protrusion known as the Taylor cone [9-10]. Taylor [11]

showed that the balance of liquid surface tension and electrostatic

stress results in a stablized cone of half angle 49.3 degrees.

Eatssion of singly charged ions occurs through field evaporation,

whereby singly charged species are evaporated over the Schottky

barrier foraed by field deforaation of the potential well [12].

Higher charged atates are thought to arise by poationization,

according to a theory developed by Kinghaa [13].

Considerable interest has been ahown in developaent of ion

sources capable of producing a variety of technologically iaportant

ions. Fo~ iaplantation of silicon, for exaaple, B is the preferred

p-type dopant, while As and P are the preferred n-type dopants. It

has been difficult to construct ion sources based upon these apecies

because B possesses a high aelting point and strongly corrodes .ost

aetals, while'As and P have high vapor pressures. Further, little is

known about the critical properties of the liquid aetal and substrate

which provide reasons for iaproper source operation and guidance for

successful source developaent.

The developaent of a useful LHI source of Band Aa ions involves

the construction of a low aelting alloy of B and As and a coapatible

solid support. The study of liquid alloy surfaces under conditions

of high or ultrahigh vacuua is essential to verify required liquid

and support properties. There presently exist but few published



(a)

(b)
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Figure 1-1. The appearance of a typical liquid .etal ion source.
(a) Source structure with loaded alloy; (b) Source structure after
alloy exhaustion.
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reports of the application of surface analytical techniques to the

study of liquid aetal alloys and the liquid-gas interface. This 1s

particularly evident for Auger electron spectroscopy. Hardy and Fine

[14], for exaaple, in a 1982 paper rea ark that they were aware of

only two previous applications of Auger spectroscopy to the .tudy of

liquid .urfaces. One of the earliest studies was done by Berglund

and SoaorJai [15], who investigated surface segregation in Pb-In

alloys. More recently, Gouairi and Joud [16] studied the effect of

oxygen coverage on the surface tension and contact angle of the Al-Sn

systea. In light of the liaited nuaber of studies of the liquid

surface, this dissertation represents the first treataent of the

properties of B and As based liquid aetal contact systeas.

The experiaental work presented in this dissertation represents

part of a concerted effort by three laboratories in the United States

to overcoae the challenging gaps in fundaaental understanding and

existing liaitations in the perforaance of liquid aetal ion sources.

The ion beaa group of Hughes Research Laboratory (HRL) has been

largely responsible for the initial aotivation for the proJect, and

has expended considerable effort to identify appropriate aaterials

for B eaitters. The aaterials cheaistry group of Los Alaaos National

Laboratory (LANL) has synthesized aany of the alloy coapositions

selected during the latter stages of the proJect. The surface

physics group at the Oregon Graduate Center (OGC) has been

responsible for fundaaental investigations of the alloy systeas, such

as studies of wetting, surface coaposition, alloy work functions,
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80urce life, solubility of alloy, and eaission properti... This

effort is described below. Close collaboration between the parti..

has been aaintained throughout the contractual period through a

series of ion source workshop..
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CHAPTER2

THE IDEAL LIQUID METAL ION SOURCE

Successful developaent of a liquid aetal ion (LMI) source

depends upon the satisfactory confluence of several critical design

considerations. A nuaber of desirable properties of the alloy and

substrate exist which cannot be fully and siaultaneously satisfied in

a given alloy/substrate coabination. Usually a coaproaise of soae

sort 8ust be aade, based upon the aost iaportant eaitter properties.

The first desirable property of the alloy is that it possess a

low aelting point, which ainiai%es reaction between alloy and

substrate. High aelting aaterials can be aade coapatible by

foraation of binary and ternary eutectic aixtures which lower the

aelting teaperature. The optiaua solution is to choose a low-aeiting

coapound containing the eleaent of interest or a broad eutectic that

is low-aelting. A deep eutectic is less favorable because a slight

digression froa the eutectic coaposition, such as could occur during

dissolution of the alloy by the substrate, begins precipitation of

second phase aaterial. A low-aelting coapound, by contrast, retains

its liquid integrity during such digressions. On the other hand,

deep eutectics frequently possess lower aeiting points than

coapounds, which ainiai%es reaction, so usually a coaproaise aust be

aade between low aelting points and liquid integrity.
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A second desirable property of the alloy is that it possess low

volatility at the aelting point. Low volatility is necessary to

conserve the liquid fila supply and proaote long life. Eleaental

boron, for exaaple, cannot be used because it has a high vapor

pressure at its aelting point and would volatilize coapletely if

operated at this teaperature for any significant period of tiae. A

general rule of thuab is that coaponent partial pressures greater

than 10-7 torr are unacceptable. Alloy coabinations aust be chosen

that possess a low Gibbs free energy of foraation in order for the

aixture to have sufficient stablity to lower the activity, and,

hence, the vapor pressure above the alloy. This is especially true

in the case of As alloys. The best solution is to choose an alloy

coaposition that is congruently vaporizing at the aelting

teaperature, as preferential vaporization of a particular species

would eventually alter the original coaposition of the eutectic and

shorten the lifetiae of the source.

Third, it is desirable for the alloy to possess a high relative

bulk concentration of B or As at the aelting point. This is so

because, if field evaporation is assuaed to be the aechanisa of ion

.

foraation, the current of ion species i is linearly dependent upon

the fractional bulk concentration of atoa i at the tiae of eaission

[1]. Best yields of B+ or As+ are therefore obtained by choosing

an alloy co.position having the highest .ole fraction of B or As

coapatible with low aelting. In typical binary alloys of B or As

with a.tals, enrichaent of the surface with B or As is known to occur
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due to surface segregation of the coaponent possessing the lowest

surface tension. In alloys of aetals and nonaetals, this coaponent

is invariably the nonaetal. The enrich.ent factor can be as high as

10,000, as shown by Seah and Hondros (2]. This effect, however, does

not increase the relative intensity of B o~ As in the ion beaa

because the eaission characteristics reflect the bulk (not the

surface> stoichioaetry of the aaterial.

Fourth, to produce a sufficient intensity of ion current, it is

necessary for the alloy to possess a favorable coabination of binding

energy, ionization potential, and work function. In the siaple

Schottky "iaage hu.p" field evaporation aodel of ion foraation, the

activation barrier Q(F> for foraation of a singly charged ion is

given by

Q(F) = H + I - W - 3.8 Fl/2

where H is the binding energy of the .etal, I is its ionization

potential (eV>, W is the work function (eV>, and F is the field in

VIA [3]. The resultant current Ii of ion species i of charge n is

where c is a constant, Pi is proportional to the bulk concentration

of ato.ic species i, and T is the absolute teaperature. It is easy

to see that a slight lowering of the activation energy results in a

draaatic increase in ion eaission due to the exponential relationship

between the variables.

Fifth, it is advantageous for the liquid alloy to possess a low

surface free energy in order to experience good wetting of the
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substrate. The governing relation is Young's equation, discussed

ahead, which relates the degree of wetting with the coabined

influence of the solid-liquid, solid-vapor, and liquid-vapor surface

tensions. Young's equation shows that the best wetting is

experienced when the alloy has the lowest possible liquid surface

energy. This is intuitively sensible, as liquids with high surface

tensions tend to close in on theaselves to fora spherical drops (the

figure of least area and energy> rather than spreading out evenly on

a surface. Good wetting, defined as a contact angle less than 90

degrees, is necessary to facilitate liquid flow fro. the reservoir to

the apex tip where eaission occurs.

Sixth, it is iaportant that alloy wetting occur without excessive

attack of the substrate, i.e., the rate and extent of diffusion of

alloy coaponents into the substrate aust be ainiaal. This is

especially true for boron containing alloys, a8 B is known to readily

diffuse into aost refractory aetals foraing aetal Dorides. Diffusion

of alloy coaponents into the substrate alters its electrical

resistivity, leading to a situation where the circuit power aust be

continuously aonitored to prevent radical changes in source

teaperature. It is also true that dissolution of the substrate into

the alloy aaterial changes the coaposition of the eutectic, which

acts to increase the aelting point of the liquid aetal and shut the

eaitter off. To reaelt the alloy, an increase in power is necessary,

which also increases the rate of dissolution, resulting in a runaway

condition which terainates with catastrophic breakdown of the
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eaitter. An apparent 801ution is to select the aoat inert 8ubstrate

available, but thia ia usually incoapatible with good wetting. In

aost contact aysteaa, wetting is due to a lowering of the

liquid-solid interfacial energy during cheaical bond foraation, so

the liquid aetal auat interact with the aubstrate to aoae extent.

Soae level of ch.aical interaction is therefore necessary, but

excessive reaction results in attack of the substrate aaterial by the

liquid fila. It aay be that the best solution is to have no

substrate at all by using a consuaable electrode with localized

heating of the apex region. This possibility has not been addressed

in this thesis, but i8 a subJect for future research.

Seventh, it ia advantageous for the 80urce to possess favorable

aechanical, electrical, and vacuua properties. The substrate

aaterial should be readily aachinable into sharp needles and have

sufficient aechanical 8trength to tolerate electric fields of the

order of tenths of volts per angstroa. If the substrate is too

brittle, as ia the case for aany fine glassy needles, it aay not

survive handling during wetting and asseably operations. The

coefficient of theraal expansion of the substrate aaterial and its

ability to withstand teaperatures of the order of 1000 K aust be

adequate to prevent aiaalignaent during operation of the aource in a

focusing coluan. The substrate surface should be easy to clean (for

consistent wetting> and the source should be able to function

effectively in less than ultra-high vacuua conditions.

Finally, in addition to alloy and substrate properties, the

aource aust posseS8 favorable ea1ss1on characteristics. For focused
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beaa and iaplantation applications, it i. necessary for the source to

possess a saall virtual source size and high angular intensity.

Other source eaission characteristics which affect perforaance are

the relative intensities of the various ion species, the energy

spreads of the various ion species, and the angular current intensity

distribution. The goal ia to produce intense and stable eaission of

the appropriate ion in a long-lived and low noise source. This

dissertation does not directly address properties of the focused

beaa: aass spectroaetric data for B and As sources will be reported

in future publications by the OGC group.

Table I suaaarizes the aost desirable properties of a liquid

aetal ion source. In view of the rigorous and often conflicting

requireaents, it 1s r.aarkable that aaterials can be identified that

satisfy aany of these deaands to a high degree.
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PROPERTIES OF THE IDEAL LIQUID KETAL

ION SOURCE

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Low aelting point (KP)

Low volatility at KP

High relative bulk concentration
of ion species

Favorable coabination of binding
energy, ionization potential,
and work function

Low alloy surface free energy

Low solubility of alloy in
substrate

Low solubility of 8ubstrate
in alloy

Favorable aechanical, electrical,

and vacuua properties

Favorable eaisaion characteristics

Kiniaizes reaction between

alloy and 8ubstrate

Conserves fila supply and

proaotes long life

Ion eaiasion of species i

linearly dependent on bulk
aole fraction of i

Activation energy of field

evaporation process

dependent on these
variables

Proaotes wetting and

spreading

Dissolution of alloy
in substrate alters

its resistivity, forcing

changes in heater current

Dissolution of substrate

into alloy alters the alloy
coaposition and increases
its KP

Eaitter aust be

electrically conductive,
able to withstand VIA

fields, possess low power

consuaption, and be able to
function in less than UHV

For focused beaa

applications, the source

aust possess a saall

virtual source size, high

angular intensity, and

saall energy spreads for

the various ion species.
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CHAPTER 3

THE THERMOCHEMISTRYOF WETTING

A. Surface Tension and the Surface Free Energy

Surface atoas reside in an environaent aarkedly different froa

bulk atoas. Not only are they surrounded by fewer neighbors than

bulk atoas, but there is also an anisotropic distribution of these

neighbors. As a consequence, no net force exists on the bulk atoa

deep within the aaterial, but the surface atoa is attracted by the

net inward pull of the dense bulk concentration. Work aust therefore

be expended to raise the particle to the surface. To extend the

surface area, cheaical bonds between surface atoas aust be stretched,

or aore atoas aust be raised, and the work perforaed against the

atoaic forces during this process is the origin of surface tension.

The free energy residing in the surface is the work spent on aoving

particles froa the bulk to the surface, or in stretching existing

surface atoas. The tendency for liquid surfaces to contract and

assuae the saallest possible area is a consequence of surface

tension.

Surface tension aay be viewed froa three coapleaentary

perspectives. In the first perspective, aurface tension is defined

as the force per unit length required to extend an elastic surface.
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A case in point consista of a thin fila of liquid supported on a

rectangular fraaework containing one aovable side (aee Figure 3-1).

r
I

L

F

Figure 3-1. A rectangular fraaework supporting a liquid
fila with surface tension i.

If thia aidep of length lp is aoved through a distance x ao that

new surface of area 2lx is created (the two sides of the fila each

contributing an additional area lx)p the aechanical work required is

2lxe, where I is the 8urface tension. The 8urface tension aay thua

be considered as the force per unit length needed to pull the two

aides of the surface out a distance x. If a force were no longer

applied to the aovabl. 8upport, the liquid would return to its

original diaensions. The surface tension is acting as a aeasure of

cohesion, ahowing how auch force is required to increase

IJ/ //

I
I

f/ /: {!.
I
I
I
I
IIII
I
I
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interaolecular distances.

In the second perspective, the surface tension aay be considered

to be the energy per unit area needed to create aore surface. By

theraodynaaic theory, the total reversible free energy of a surface

at constant teaperature and pressure is giY~n by

W :: GA

where G is the Gibbs free surface energy per unit area, and A is the

surface area. Taking the differential of this expression, which has

the effect of creating aore surface, leads to

dW = d(GA)

and by the chain rule

dW :: (d(GA)/dAJT,P dA

= [G + A(dG/dA)T,P] dA

The surface tension i is defined as the energy per unit area to

create aore surface

i :: (dW/dA)T,P ::G + A(dG/dA)T,P

The first tera of the expansion represents the energy/area necessary

to create aore surface by stretching the existing surface atoas. The

second tera is the energy/area necessary to create aore surface by

siaple addition of aore atoas. This tera depends on atoaic aobility

and whether or not the new surface atoas are in a state of strain.

It is nonzero for aany cold worked solids at low t.aperatures because

the new surface is due to unrelieved strain due caused by negligible

diffusion rates. In the case of liquids, it is zero becauae liquid

atoms are aobile and will be continuously transferred to the surface

froa the bulk and the nuaber of etoa. per unit surfece area re.ains
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constant. In this circuastance, no interatoMic bonds are strained

and the surface atoMs Maintain their relative displaceMents. There

1s thus no dependence of surface energy on area. Hence, only in the

case of an unstrained surface does the surface tension equal the

specific surface free energy.

The third perspective fro. which to view surface tension is in

terMs of cheMical reactions. This viewpoint is especially iMportant

when speaking of the wettability of solids by liquid Metals. It has

been shown that an expenditure of energy is necessary to create new

surface (e.g., paper does not spontaneously rip apart), and that the

resulting surface atoMs experienc. a net inward attraction not shared

by bulk atoMS. As a consequence, surface atoMs possess a lower

packing density (1015 atoMs/c.2) than bulk atoMs

PE PE

Bulk Surface

o r o r

(0) (b)

Figure 3-2. The potential energy (PE) diagraM for an atoM in the

bulk and on the surface of the solid. In (a>, an atoM in the

bulk is at the equilibriua spacing and feels no net force. In

(b>, the spacing between surface atoMs is greater than the

spacing between bulk atoMs, resulting in a higher energy state

and the generation of surface tension.
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(1022 atoas/ca3). Since surface atoas are farther apart than

bulk atoas, they exist in a state of higher potential energy (.ee

Figure 3-2).

The energy expended to create the surface thus resides in the

broken surface cheaical bonds. The iaportance for wetting phenoaena

is that wetting results froa a lowering of the surface tension due to

che.ical reaction. If cheaical reactions did not lower the systea

energy, they would not spontaneously occur.

B. Wetting, Spreading, and the Equations of Young and Dupre

For a liquid resting on a surface, one can deteraine the

relationship between the different interfacial tensions froa

consideration of the balance of surface forces at the line of contact

of the three phases (see Figure 3-3). The resulting expressions

constitute the aain theraodynaaic equations of wetting theory.

\

Vapor

Figure 3-3. The equilibriua situation of a liquid drop on e

solid surface used in the derivation of Young's equation.
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Recalling that surface tension forces exert a tangential pressure

along the surface, the balance of surface free energies along the

interface results in Young's equation, first derived by T. Young in

1804 (1):

IClv)cos C + ICsl) · ICsv)

cos C = [ICsv) - ICsl»)/IClv)

Here, IClv) 1s the surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface,

ICsl) that of the liquid-solid interface, ICsv) that of the

solid-vapor interface, and C is the contact angle. The contact angle

is defined as the angle between the solid surface and the tangent to

the drop surface at the point of contact. For practical purposes,

when the contact angle is greater than 90 degrees, the solid is said

not to be wetted by the liquid. In this circuastance, drops of

liquid have a tendency to aove about on a surface and are not able to

penetrate capillary pores. When the contact angle is near-zero, the

liquid is said to wet the solid. It is easy to see froa inspection

of Young's equation that wetting iaproves as either I(sl) or IClv)

decreases. This frequently occurs during ch.aical reaction between

the liquid and solid.

Young's equation has been criticized on a nuaber of grounds,

notably by Bikeraan (2). The aaJor difficulty lies in the existence

of the unbalanced vertical coaponent of the liquid-vapor surface

tension. A systea in which an uncoapensated force operates cannot be

in equilibriua, but in the derivation of Young's equation, an

equilibriua is presupposed in which only the three horizontal surface

energy coaponents participate. The dl1e..a haa been reaolved by
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experiaental evidence which suggests that saall ridges appear in

contact systeas that are lifted by the vertical coaponent. The

vertical coaponent is therefore balanced by the elastic stress

induced upon the raised ridge. The effect is negligible for aost

ordinary aetals and glasses, and aost workers in the field assuae the

validity of the expression. Naidich [3] claias to have recently

con£iraed the Young relation experiaentally.

A direct correlation exists between the wettability of solids by

liquids and the energy of adhesion. Harkins and coworkers [4]

de£ined the reversible work of adhesion between two phases as the

energy necessary to separate a square centiaeter of solid-liquid

interface and re-fora the solid-gas and liquid-gas interfaces. This

is siaply the energy necessary to pull the two phases apart, and

corresponds to the difference in free energy between the states of

Figure 3-4.

Vapor

--

--
_Liquid

S ta te I State 2

Figure 3-4. The two states used to define the work of adhesion
as the difference in free energy required to eliainate the
solid-liquid interface and refora the solid-gas and liquid-gas
1nterfacea.

- -- -
'-=- Liquid::
-

-
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In teraa of aurface tenaion, the reveraible work of adheaion ia given

by:

W(A) = I(lv) + I(av) - I(al)

Thia ia Dupre'a equation. Froa thia perapective, the work of

adheaion ia a convenient aeasure of the degree of cheaical bonding

between liquid and aolid. Highly reactive ayateaa reault in

increaaed wetting due to the greater degree of cheaical bonding

between solid and liquid. Thia aay be aeen directly by writing

Dupre's equation in the fora

I(al) = I(av) + I(lv) - W(A)

It follows that the greater the adhesive energy W(A) between liquid

and solid, the lower the surface tension I(al). Froa Young's

equation, thia ia preciaely what is neceaaary to facilitate wetting.

Energy released in the courae of reaction between the liquid and

solid can therefore be equated to the work of adheaion. In aiailar

fashion, the work of coheaion W(C) aay be defined aa the reversible

work required to separate liquid froa liquid. Since I(al) ia now

nonexiatent,

W(C) = 2 IHv)

Nonequilibriua conditions exist for which Young's equation does

not describe the behavior of the contact ayatea, since that equation

was derived under auppoaed conditiona of equilibriua. Two auch

conditiona are thoae of coaplete wetting, when i(sv) > I(al) + I(lv),

and coaplete dewetting, when I(al) > I(av) + I(lv). In theae cases,

Young' a equation is invalid because coa C becoaes larger than unity,

and equlllbrlu. beco.es i.possible. It 18 therefore convenient to
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introduce the spreading coefficient S to.describe the wetting of a

liquid on a solid. The spreading coefficient aay be derived by

consideration of a aaall virtual change in the surface free energy of

the contact systea. At constant T and p.

dG = [dG/dA(sv)]dA(sv) + [dG/dA(lv)]d~(lv)+ [dG/dA(al)]dA(sl)

but

-dA(sv) = dA(lv) = dA(al)

and by the definition of surface tension.

[dG/dA(lv)] = 8(lv) : [dG/dA(sv)] = 8(sv) : [dG/dA(sl)] = 8(sl).

Substituting. and solving for -[dG/dA(lv») gives

-[dG/dA(lv)]= S = 8(sv) - 8(lv) - I(sl).

The spreading coefficient S therefore represents the change in free

energy when a liquid apreads over a solid surface. For decreases in

free energy. such as occur for spontaneous reactions. S is positive.

The systea energy will be diainished by the action of apreading if

the 8(sv) exceeda the sua of I(lv} and 8(al). By utilizing the

definitions of work of adhesion and coheaion. the spreading

coefficient aay be conveniently written as

S = W(A) - W(C).

Froa thia viewpoint. the spreading coefficient provides a relative

aeasure of cohesion and adhesion in the contact systea. If the

liquid has greater affinity for the solid than for itself. S is

positive and spreading will readily occur. In general. this usually

happens when a liquid of low surface tension is placed in contact

with a solid of high surface tension.
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c. The Gibbs Free Energy Function

Wetting has been shown to occur by operation of adhesive forces

which lower the interfacial energy of the contact systea. The

theraodynaaic paraaeter which provides the aeans to evaluate the

feasibility of a given .cheaical reaction under specified conditions

is the Gibbs free energy function. Any process in nature occurring

at constant pressure is accoapanied by a change in free energy, which

is equal to the aechanical work exchanged during the process. The

siaplest interpretation of the free energy change is that reactions

resulting 1n a loss of free energy are theraodynaaically possible and

are likely to proceed further toward coapletion as the change in free

energy becoaes increasingly negative in value. This interpretation

follows froa the definition of free energy. For the generalized

reaction between a aoles of A, etc., to fora a aoles of M, etc.,

written

aA + bB + . . . = aM + nN + . . .

the free energy change is related to the changes of enthalpy dH and

entropy dS associated with the reaction by

dG = dH - TdS

where T is the absolute teaperature. Hence, the Gibbs free energy

function evaluates the feasibility of a given reaction by way of the

difference between the enthalpy and entropy changes which occur

during the reaction. When dS = 0, the enthalpy H is equivalent to

the heat absorbed or evolved by the theraodynaaic systea during a

process at constant pressure. Viewed in teras of reaction
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probability, reactions that are exotheraic are generally spontaneous

and decrease the enthalpy, while those that are endotheraic are

generally nonspontaneous and increase the enthalpy. The entropy S

aeasures the spontaneity of a given reaction with regard to

randoaness. By the second law of theraodynaaics, there is a natural

tendency for processes to proceed toward a state of greater

disorder. Reactions that are spontaneous are associated with

increasing dS, while those that are nonspontaneous are associated

with decreasing dS. The Gibbs free energy change accounts only for

the driving energy available and cannot predict the rate of a

particular reaction liaited by sluggish kinetics. It is often called

the theraodynaaic potential due to the siailar role played by the

seat of eaf in an electrical circuit.

The Gibbs free energy change dG aay be related to the equilibriua

constant of the reaction by:

dG = -RT In K + RT In [a(H)a(N)/a(A)a(B)]

where K is the equilibriua constant and a(H), a(N), a(A), and a(B)

are the activities of the various products and reactants at the given

teaperature T. By definition, the activity of a pure liquid, solid,

or gas is equal to unity. When all of the reactants and products are

in their pure standard states and the activities are unity, the

change in the free energy is called the standard free energy change

dGo. The isothera then becoaes

dGo = -RT In K.

This direct relationship between the free energy change and the

equ111br1ua constant ia valid only when all of the activities are
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unity; that is, all reactants and products are in their pure .tatea.

In casea involving solutions, the activity correction factor should

be conaidered. However, since there is very little inforaation

available on the activities of substances in solution at high

teaperatures, it is generally necessary to assuae that the activities

of the individual coaponents in liquid or solid solutions are equal

to their aole fractions, and the activities of the coaponents in

gases are equal to their partial pressures.

D. Wetting in Equilibriuaand Non-equilibriuaSyateas

The phenoaena of wetting and adhesion have been studied since the

early 14th century in low-teaperature contact syateas. The early

studies addressed the wetting of various solid bodies by such coaaon

substances as water, aercury, and organic liquids. In contrast,

studies of solid body wettability by aolten alloys at high

teaperatures is a recent developaent possessing a nuaber of unique

features due to the high teaperatures involved.

When a liquid is in contact with the surface of a solid body, the

systea aay or aay not be in theraodynaaic equilibriua. Many contact

systeas at high teaperature fall into the latter category due to the

strong potential for interaction between liquid and solid at high

teaperatures. This is particularly true for high aelting liquid

aetals.

For contact systeas at equilibriua, the pressure, teaperature,

and cheaical potential of each coaponent are identical. When
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equilibriua coapositions of the contacting phases are brought

together, the interface is characterized by a particular surface

tension and the aystea reaaina at equilibriua. Any non-equilibriua

effects due to surface segregation or kinetics are assuaed to occur

instantaneously and are therefore ignored. The interfacial energy

I(sl) is solely a function of the nature of the contacting phases and

would decrease if their properties were aade increasingly siailar,

the best wetting resulting when the phases are the saae. This is

because further reaction is prohibited at equilibriua, and 8(sl) can

only change by changing the phases theaselves. In such systeas, the

equilibriua equations of wetting are fully applicable, and the

contact angle is given by Young's equation. Exaaples are contact

systeas with coapletely iaaiscible coaponents.

For non-equilibriua systeas, the pressure and teaperature are

usually identical, but the cheaical potentials of the solid and

liquid phases are not. Such a situation co.aonly occurs in binary

isoaorphous systeas where the co.ponents are autually soluble in all

proportions and in all states. During contact, processes (e.g.,

diffusion, dissolution, and cheaical reaction) occur which act to

equalize the liquid and solid cheaical potentials as the syste.

approaches equilibriua. The change in coaponent cheaical potential

has been found (5] to be directly proportional the corresponding

change in surface tension, which in turn is related to the aechanisa

of reaction between liquid and solid. For systeas where the solid

phase is partially soluble in the liquid (but the reverse is not

true), Akaay [GJ haa found that a ainiaua occurs in the graph of
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surface tension vs tiae (see Figure 3-5). In contrast, for contact

systeas where a high-aelting coapound foras at the interface, the

surface tension decreases to a particular value and reaains

constant. The foraation of a coapound at the interface is speculated

to decrease the rate of coaponent diffusion sufficiently to prohibit

significant further reaction. Systeas possessing non-equilibriu.

wetting obey the Young and Dupre equations only for very slow or

quasi-static changes in contact angle.

E. Physical and Cheaical Wetting

Wetting is often distinguished by the nature and intensity of

cheaical bond foraation between solid and liquid. A foraal

correspondence exists between the terainology of wetting and surface

adsorption. In the case of physical wetting, or physiwetting, the

adhesive forces between solid and liquid are due to: (1)

establishaent of equilibriua cheaical bonds, characterized by autual

saturation of free valences of the contacting surfaces; and, (2) Van

der Waals, dispersive interactions. In physiwetting, the

establish.ent of cheaical bonding is not associated with rupture or

partial dissociation of the interatoaic bonds in each of the phases.

The work of adhesion .ay therefore be written

W (eq) = W (sat) + W (vdv)

where W (sat) is the work of adhesion due to autual saturation of

free valences, and W (sat) is the work of adhesion due to

establish.ent of Van der Waals bonding at the interface. The value
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Figure 3-5. A graph of interfacial tension vs time for the case

where the solid substrate is partially soluble in the liquid.
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of W (sat) is usually saall in systeas where a large difference

exists in the nature of the contacting phases, e.g., liquid aetals

and non-aetallic crystals. In such cases the dispersion contribution

is doainant, and can be readily estiaated. The wetting is relatively

insensitive of teaperature, and typical bond energies are of the

order of a few kcal/aole. Physically wetted systeas are co.aonly

found aaong phases with significant interatoaic bonding and high

surface energies.

In the case of cheaical wetting, or cheaiwetting, strong

interactions between solid and liquid lead to significant adhesion

and surface cheaical reaction. Interphase atoas are bound by ionic

or covalent bonding, with typical bond energies of 10-100 kcal/.ole.

The wetting is usually strongly teaperature dependent, and is often

aanifested by the existence of a particular teaperature (wetting

threshold) where the contact angle begins to sharply decrease due to

kinetics or reduction of an oxide layer. Substantial rupture and

reforaation of surface bonds occur during wetting. The high aelting

teaperature liquid alloys and the substrates used in this study fora

exaaples of cheaical wetting. Due to the cheaical nature of the

reaction aechanisa, it is possible to estiaate the energy of adhesion

W (non-eq) froa theraodynaaical principles. For exaaple, for the

generalized reaction

aA + nB = p[A(a)B(n)]

describing the interaction between a aoles of A and n aoles of B to

produce product AB, W (non-eq) is given by

W (non-eq) = dG = -RT In K + RT In (a(AB)P/a(A)ab(B)nJ
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where a is the activity. Standard Gibbs free energies of foraation

as a function of teaperature have been tabulated for aany aaterials,

and are readily available in the literature. The theraodynaaic

paraaeter of greatest use in predicting the degree of wettability

appears to be dG(A) - dG(B), where dG(A) aeasures the affinity of the

liquid for the solid, and dG(B) aeasures the affinity of the solid

for itsel£. The best wetting occurs for low values of this

paraaeter, which aeans that a strong tendency exists for breakdown of

the solid and recoabination with the liquid. This is discussed in

aore detail below.

F. Wettability of Solids by Liquid Metals: A Review of Current

Understanding

1. Introduction

A considerable nuaber of experiaents has been perforaed to

elucidate the phenoaena of solid body wettability by high-teaperature

aelts. Tbe Soviet effort has been particularly extensive. 'The

results are best suaaarized by Naidich [71, who divides the behavior

into claases in accordance with the che.ical nature of the wetted

solid. Three classes are readily distinguished: (1) Ionic coapounds,

(2) Covalent coapounds, and (3) Metals. Ionic and covalent co.pounds

are solids with closed electronic configurations and saturated

interatoaic bonding. Wettability is usually possible only by rupture

or partial dissociation of the near-surface bonding. In contrast,

the wettab1l1ty of a aetalllic &urface 1& relatively greater than
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that of an ionic or covalent solid becauae wetting aay occur without

dissociating bonds within the aetal.

Iaportant perspectives are gained regarding liquid aetal

wettability through use of Auger electron spectroscopy. Since

wetting depends critically on the near surface region of the

interacting aaterials, only liaited progress was aade in the pre-1970

studies due to the liaited availability of aodern surface analytical

techniques, although extensive aeasures were often taken to try to

insure a high degree of purity and cleanliness for the aaterials

used. Most of the existing inforaation on wetting falls into this

category. It will be shown below that wetting of liquid aetal alloys

to solid substrates is directly affected by the degree to which

low-level iapurities segregate to the alloy surface. Although

significant bulk data have been obtained by standard aetallographic

and aicroprobe analyses, the question of what is occurring at the

surface persists. Care in reading the early literature is therefore

essential. Our review will focus on guiding principles rather than

specific experiaents.

2. The Wettability of Ionic Co.pounds by Liquid Metals

Considerable effort has been expended to understand the

principles governing the wetting of ionic solids by aetal aelts.

Metallic oxides (e.g., A1203' MgO, BeO, Si02' etc> have

received the greatest attention. As a rule, aetal oxides are poorly

wetted by liquid aetals, although there are iaportant exceptions (Ti,
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Zr, Mg, Al). The experi.ental facts (e.g., Figure 3-6) support the

notion that: (1) oxide vettability increases with growing affinity

of the liquid aetal for oxygen: and, (2) a general inverse

correlation exists between the theraodynaaic stability of the aetal

oxide and its wettability by the liquid aetal.. The weaker the

interatoaic bonding between the aetal and oxygen in the oxide, the

greater the wetting of the oxide by the liquid aetal.

These ideas are aupported by structural and theraocheaical

considerations. The outeraost surfaces of aoat high-aelting oxides

are for.ed by oxygen anions (8), which are large in coaparison to the

aetal cations (see Figure 3-7). The reaction aechanis. between a

aetal aelt and a aetal oxide is therefore controlled by a aetallic

interaction with the oxygen of the oxide, which asy be written as

follows:

LU + MO = M + LMO

where LK is the liquid aetal, MO is the aetal oxide, M is the aetal

cation of the aetal oxide, and LMO is the liquid aetal oxide foraed

during wetting. The change in Gibbs free energy for the reaction is

dG = dG(prod) - dG(react)

8 dG(LMO) - dGCMO)

where dG(prod) is the free energy change associated with the

oxidizing reaction of the liquid aetal, and dGCreact> is the free

energy change associated with the aetal £or.ing the solid oxide

(recall that there is no contribution to dG for ele.ents). In other

words, dG(prod) aeasures the ther.oche.ical affinity of the liquid

.etal for oxygen, and dG(react) aeasures the ther.ocheaical affinity
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of the solid oxide for oxygen. To facilitate wetting in

nonequilibriua systeas, it is necessary for intensive reaction to

occur between the liquid aetal and the solid oxide, which occurs when

dG(prod) is as saall as possible, and dG(react) is as large as

possible. This siaply says that dG aeasures the degree of solid

oxide wettability by coaparing the cohesive forces of the solid oxide

with the adhesive forces between liquid aetal and oxygen.

Naidich [9] provides data which coapares the wettability of

various oxides by liquid aetals and the free energy of foraation dG

of the solid phase oxide and of the oxide foraed by the liquid aetals

(see Figure 3-8). Fifty-three different contact systeas are

considered. Despite a good deal of scattering, there is a general

tendency for wettability to decrease with decreasing values of dG.

The fit aay be subJect to iaproveaent by use of aodern analytical

equipaent and iaproveaents in experiaental deterainations of contact

angle.

3. The Influence of Additives on Wettability

It was noted above that eleaents such as Ti and Zr represent

notable exceptions to the rule that ionic solids are poorly wetted by

liquid aetals. In fact, a nuaber of eleaents have been identified

which, by theaselves or by addition to an inactive aetal, actively

wet oxide aaterials. The property that each of the additives possess

in coaaon is a high affinity for oxygen. The discussion here will

focus on Ti and 0, which are sufficient to illustrate the principles
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Figure 3-8. Correlation between the wettability of 53 oxides by
liquid aetals and the difference in free energy between the solid
oxide dGCreact) and the oxide for.ed by the liquid .etal dGCprod).
Fro. Naidich [9).
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involved.

To cite one exaaple aaong aany, for the case of wetting of 5n to

5i02' addition of a!!!!! aaount of Ti drastically lowers the

contact angle [10]:

Ti content (atoaic _) o 1 2 3 4 6

Contact angle (0) 152 66 37 19 6 o

The sharp decrease in contact angle with .aall eleaental

concentrations of titaniua is explained by the high reactivity of Ti

to the predoainantly oxide surface of the aetal oxide substrate, and

is a characteristic feature for additives that are interfacially

active. The reaction aechanisa involves surface segregation of the

Ti to the liquid aetal-solid oxide interface where an inter layer of

TiO or Ti203 foras [11]. The accoapanying reaction facilitates

wetting.

A siailar decrease in contact angle is found for saall additions

of oxygen to the liquid aetal [12-13]. In this case, it is expected

that neutral atoas of the liquid aetal cannot be strongly bound at

the interface due to repulsive forces between the electron cloud of

the liquid aetal and the negative ion of the oxide surface layer (see

Figure 3-7). Interfacial bonding is possible, however, by the

addition of a saall aaount of dissolved oxygen to the liquid aetal.

This occurs when atoas of the liquid aetal shed valence electrons to

atoas of dissolved oxygen (oxygen has high electron affinity).

Wetting is thought to occur when the resulting positive ions are

attracted to the oxygen anions of the solid oxide surface where they

beco.e ionically bonded. While direct experi.ental aupport for th1e
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hypothesis is lacking, it appears to be possible to elicit siailar

iaproveaents in wettability by substitution of other additives which

are soluble in liquid aetals and possess a high affinity for

electrons [14-16]. The role of oxygen is apparently not specific.

4. The Wettability of Covalent Solids by Liquid Ketals

Covalent high-aelting solids such as nitrides, borides, and

carbides are characterized by low Gibbs free energies of foraation

and are quite stable. Due to the high interatoaic strength and

closed electronic configurations of these aaterials, the equilibriua

contribution W (eq) to the work of adhesion is negligible, and

wettability is possible only by intensive interaction between atoas

of the solid and the liquid aetal. Due to its iaportance in liquid

aetal ion source applications, the discussion here will focus on the

properties of carbide and graphite wettability. We aention only

that, since the theraodynaaic stability of these aaterials generally

increases in the order carbides, borides, and nitrides, then

wettability by liquid aetals is expected to decrease in the saae

order.

For good wetting of graphite, the liquid aetal aust enter into

reaction with carbon by foraing carbides, dissolving carbon, or

diffusing into carbon. The role of physical forces is ainiaal. The

specific aechanisa of interaction appears to depend upon the

properties of the liquid aetal [17]. Different bonds can be

established because C has four valence electrons and can be either a
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donor or acceptor of electrons. Ionic bonds are favored if the

liquid aetal is predoainantly electropositive, i.e., a aetal froa the

alkali or alkaline earth faailies. In these cases, a carbide

interlayer is often forMed. Metallic bonds are favored if the liquid

aetal is a transition .etal with unfilled d-ahell orbitals. Here,

transition aetals:

Transition Metal Ti Ta W Fe Co Ni

Value of C charge +4.0 +2.8 +0.6 +3.8 +2.6 +1.8

The general trend is for C to donate sufficient electrons to coaplete

a filled or half-filled shell. Covalent bonds are favored if the

liquid Metal possesses outer p electrons, such as occur for eleaents

on the right side of the periodic table. Stable carbides often

result froM the interaction. The highest adhesive energies result

from Metallic bonding, i.e., liquid transition aetals display the

greatest wettability of covalently bonded solids.

An extensive collection of eapirical data on the wettability of

graphite by liquid Metals exists, particularly in the Russian

literature. Naidich [19] provides a useful sUMaary of this

literature, classified by subgroups of the periodic table. The

lowest degree of graphite wettability is displayed by .etals of the

IV-B, V-B, and VI-B subgroups (see Figure 3-9). These Metals are

practically inert to graphite. They do not fori stable carbides, and

the C atoM donates electrons to the d-band of the liquid .etal to

arrive at a satisfactory electronic configuration. The carbon is

therefore positively ionized. Using electron transfer data,

Franzevich [18] has deterained the charge of dissolved carbon in
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II&re earth.

ACll1Ilde.

Figure 3-9. The wettability of graphite by liquid aetals of the
IV-B, V-B, and VI-B groups. Eleaents labeled by . have been shown to
be practically inert to graphite. Details are given in [9].
ExperiMental surface tension values have been reported for liquid
eleaents denoted by O.
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dissolve only sMall aaounts of C <0.001-0.1 atoaic ~> up to the

boiling point of the liquid. Typical bond energies are low, of the

order of 0.5-1.0 kcal/aole. The highest degree of graphite

wettability is displayed by the transition aetals, as discussed above

(see Figure 3-10>. Liquid transition aetals r~act strongly with

graphite, either in pure fora or as additives to other ele.ents.

Typical adhesive energies are near 20-30 kcal/aole, and wetting

occurs by carbide foraation, cheaical interaction, or dissolution of

the graphite in the aelt. The adhesion activity is related to the

extent to which the aetallic d-band is eapty. As a whole, the

energies of adhesion decrease froa Ti to Ni, corresponding to an

Inter.ediate in graphite wettability are eleaents for.ing covalent

bonds with carbon. The ele.ents which have been studied in this

class are Si, Ge, AI, and B. In pure fora, these aaterials wet

graphite with adhesive energies of the order of 10 kcal/.ole. The

adhesion is good, but is on the whole lower than that of transition

ioraing a contact angle oi 140 degrees: however, when 5% B ia added

increase in the filling of the .etallic d-band. For exaaple in the

case of adhesion to graphite:

Hetal Ti Fe Ni

W (erg/c.2> 3920 3340 2985

&I (deg> 0 37 45

aetals. An interesting observation relevant to the boride aaterials

studied in this report is that a saall a.ount of B added to .etals

appears to increase the wettability to graphite. This is seen in the

case of Cu (20-21]. Pure copper by itself is inert to graphite,
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Figure 3-10. The wettability of graphite by liquid transition
aetals. Eleaents labeled by . have been shown to react strongly with
graphite. Details are given 1n [9]. Experiaental surface tension
values have been reported for liquid eleaents denoted by D.
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to it, the contact angle draaatically decreases to 36 degrees.

Apparently, the boron segregates to the inter layer to fora boron

carbides. Based upon this inforaation and the excellent wetting

displayed by transition ele.ents on graphite, one expects that

borides of transition aetal eleaents are likely to strongly react

with carbon and wet with saall contact angles.

5. The Wettability of Metals with Liquid Metals

The high degree of reactivity of Metals is well known, and

therefore aetal-Metal contact angles are expected to be saall. Our

studies have confiraed this for the case of B and As-containing

liquid Metal alloys on Metals. The saMe general laws governing

wettability in contact systeas of liquid Metals and covalent and

ionic solids are also applicable in liquid aetal-solid Metal

systeas. That is, wettability depends upon the solubility of the

liquid Metal in the solid, and the ability of the systeM to forM

interfacial cOMpounds. These assertions have been verified in

studies by Hildebrand [22) and TaMMan and coworkers [23). Nonwetting

systeas are found in cases where there is neither interaction nor

solubility.

Two interesting studies uncovered during this work provide

guiding principles governing the selection of Materials for best

wetting_ GorJunov [243, who investigated the dependence of wetting

on phase diagraa appearance, found that wettability increases as the

phase diagraM changes froM one with siMple iMaiscibility to one with
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eutectics, coapounds, and solubility, as expected by the cheaical

reaction theory of wetting. Siailarly, studies by Bailey and

coworkers cited by Taylor [25] show that wettability in solid

aetal-liquid aetal systeas increases as the difference in fusion

teaperature between the aetals decreases. ~his siaply aeans that

wetting is better in systeas where the aetals are alike, due to the

greater degree of autual solubility and diffusion in such systeas.

In aost studies of wettability, iaplicit faith is placed in the

purity and integrity of the aaterials used. Nuaerous situations in

the literature exist where initial reports of poor wetting have later

been found to occur because of an unreduced oxide layer at the

sur£ace of the solid [26]. Heat treating, cheaical reaction, and ion

etching have been coaaonly eaployed to clean wetting surfaces, but in

the absence of Auger electron spectroscopy and other surface

sensitive probes, the assuaption of surface cleanliness is dubious at

best. The iaportance of using in situ surface analytical techniques

in the study of contact systeas is the subJect of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Vacuum Requirements, Wetting Procedure, and Temperature

Measurements

There appeer to be few fundementel limitetions preventin9 the

study of low vepor pressure liquid surfeces under conditions of

ultra-high vacuum. Indeed, the experi.ental arrangement of .ost

stendard commercial vacuum systems is ideally suited for such

studies. The maJority of work here wes carried out in an ULTEK TNB-X

250 lIs ultra-high vacuum system, containing a Physical Electronics

CMA Hodel 10-155 Auger Electron Spectrometer. This system has a base

pressure of 1 X 10-10 torr. Conditions of ultrahigh vacuum were

mainteined throughout the early experiments to minimize contamination

which could substantially affect the chemical and electronic

properties of the surface bein9 investi9ated. Later work showed

pressures less than the 10-6 torr range to have little effect upon

the liquid surfeces and this requirement was relaxed. Nonetheless,

no experiment was begun et pressures greater than 1 X 10-7 torr.

The sample support mechenism is shown in Figure 4-1. This

mechanism allowed en unusual perspective of the alloy surface to be

appreciated due to the adJustable electrical contacts on each side of

the solid substrate. A temperature gradient could be generated



Figure 4-1. Speci.en support .echanis. with alloy and substrate
in.talled. The view is through the front window port of the

ultra-high vacuu. cha.ber at OGC.

50
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across the ribbon which enabled observation of the alloy under liquid

and solid conditions siaultaneously. This proved to be advantageous

in aany experi.ents, but in general was burdensoae due to the

difficulty in achieving unifora heating of the substrate. A typical

wetting experi.ent utilizing a solid fragaent'of.alloy began by

aounting the substrate in a horizontal plane inside the vacuua

substrate was then heated resistively by a D.C. power supply until

alloy aelting and wetting was observed. If wetting occurred with a

saall contact angle, it was necessary to vent the chaaber and reaount

the saaple in a vertical plane in order to face the Auger beaa. If

the contact angle was poor, analysis of the resulting droplet could

proceed without re-evacuation. A vertically positioned Auger

analyzer would have allowed faster turnaround tiaes by aaking saaple

reaounting unnecessary. Powdered alloys were usually applied to a

vertically oriented substrate in the fora of a slurry with acetone to

facilitate adhesion. The acetone coapletely volatilized at low

teaperatures with no effect on the alloy coaposition or subsequent

wetting. Analysis was possible at any tiae after evacuation.

Teaperatures were aeasured by aeans of a single wavelength <0.65

aicron) aicro optical pyroaeter aanufactured by Pyroaeter Instruaent

Co, Inc, Bergenfield NJ, USA. Knowledge of the substrate eaiasivity

as a function of te.perature allowed an absolute tea perature

calibration to be £or.u18~ed by co.parisonol alloy and substrate

cha.ber. A saall aaount of aolid alloy was then placed atop the

substrate and the systea was evacuated. Contact between alloy and

substrate was .aintained by gravity and no adhesive was used. The
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brightnesses (see Figure 4-2). Eutectic aelting teaperatures were

deterained by direct observation during heating. An overall

aorphological change in appearance of the alloy, accoapanied by a

sudden change in reflectivity of the surface could be easily observed

in both optical and scanning electron aicroscopes. The aelting

tea perature of off-eutectic coapositions is aore difficult to

deteraine, as a sequence of aelting events is observed rather than a

definite transition froa solid to liquid. In such cases, the

teaperature at which liquifaction is first observed through a

low-power optical aicroscope is defined as the aelting point. Saall

aaounts of low-level inpurities in the alloys appeared to have little

effect on the aeasured aelting points, and we believe our aelting

teaperatu~es to be accurate to 5 degrees for eutectics and 20 degrees

for off-eutectics. The alloy surfaces were found to be effectively

cleaned of adsorbed gases by annealing and no sputtering was

necessary.

B. Auger electron spectroscopy

A nuaber of surface sensitive analytical techniques have been

eaployed in this study of liquid aetal alloys. The aost useful has

been Auger electron spectroscopy, which provides inforaation

concerning the cheaical identity of surfaces. A vast literature

exists on the topic of Auger analysis [1]: however, it is useful to

provide a brief description of the technique with special reference

to the study of liquid surfaces.
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1. The Auger e8ission process

Auger electron spectroscopy characterizes the eleaental

coaposition of a surface by aeasureaent of the energy of electrons

originating froa a 3-atate transition within the surface atoas of the

aaterial. When a core level <say, K) of a surface atoa is ionized by

an incoaing electron beaa of a few kV in energy, the vacancy aay be

filled by electronic transition froa one of the higher energy atatea

of the atoa <say, L2). The energy difference between these two

states is used to ionize a second (Auger) electron froa yet a third

state (say, L3). The atca is left doubly ionized, and the Auger

electron will have a kinetic energy characteristic of the parent atoa

(see Figure 4-3).

K

Initial Vacancy

Figure 4-3. The Auger eaiasion process for a Na atoa. The

particular tronaition illustrated 1a deaignated KL2L3.

.2KLzL3
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The eJected electrons give rise to peaks in the secondary electron

spectrua of the aaterial which can be used to unaabiguously identify

the coaposition of the surface. Priaary beaa energies of 3-10 keV

are used because the ionization cross-section for aost eleaents is a

aaxiaua when

where Ep is the priaary beaa energy, and Ei is the ionization

energy of the involved core level.

2. The surface sensitivity of Auger spectroscopy

The surface sensitivity of the Auger technique arises froa the

liaited aean free path of electrons with kinetic energy in the range

20-2000 eVe Only for transitions which occur within a few angstroas

of the surface is the electronic aean free path sufficient [2] to

allow eJection of Auger electrons without loss of energy and reaoval

froa the Auger signal. Due to the large background of secondary

electrons on which the Auger peaks are superiaposed, the Auger

electrons are often detected by electronic differentiation of the

secondary electron distribution function N(E). The resulting Auger

spectrua is the function dN(E)/dE. The peak-to-peak aagnitude of the

characteristic Auger peaks in a differentiated spectrua, when

corrections are allowed for the relative ionization cross-sections of

the eleaents, is directly related to the eleaental concentration of

the surface atoas that produced the Auger electrons. Quantitative

accuracy for routine analysis is of the order of 10-20%.
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In addition to deexcitation by the Auger process, relaxation of

the electron energy levels aay also occur by X-ray fluorescence. In

X-ray spectroscopy, when the vacant core level is filled by an

electron fro. a higher atoaic state, the energy 1s eaitted as a

characterist~c photon of energy hf = E(upper) - E<1ower). In a

typical experi.ent where the surface is excited by an electron bea.,

both processes are occuring at the saae tiae. For detection of

ele.ents of low atoaic nuaber, however, Auger spectroscopy is

superior to X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy. This is because the

ratio of Auger to X-ray yield favors the Auger process for eleMents

of Z < 33 (see Figure 4-4). At larger Z, the X-ray fluorescence

yield begins to slowly increase at the expense of the Auger process.

Since the Auger transition probabilities are large for light

ele.ents, surface iapurities in concentrations as saall as 1~ of a

aonolayer (1013 atoas/ca2) aay be detected.
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"
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Figure 4-4. Auger and X-ray yields for K-shell vacancies vs

atoMic nuaber. Fro. G. A. Soaor)ai, fr!n£!E!~!_2!~~Yr!~£~
~D!~!§tr! (Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall. 1972).
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3. The energy of Auger electrons

The kinetic energy of Auger electrons is given by the difference

in binding energies of the electron levels involved. For exa.ple,

for a KL2L3 Auger transition:

where £K(Z) - £L2(Z) represents the difference in binding energy

of the K and L2 levels, £'L3(Z) is the ionization energy of the

singly ionized surface ato., and e is the work function. The energy

level of the singly ionized ato. is used because the difference in

energy between the K and L2 levels is given to an ato. which has

already lost an electron during the initial core level excitation.

This energy is greater than the ionization energy of the L3 level

in a neutral ato. because of the increased nuclear charge seen by the

electrons in a singly ionized atoa. To facilitate theoretical

calculations, the approxi.ation is often .ade that:

.eaning that the energy of the L'3 (ionized) level is nearly

identical to the L3 (neutral) level with one .ore proton in the

nucleus.

4. Quantitative analysis of Auger spectra

Two routinely used, se.iquantitative .ethods exist which provide

an approxi.ate deteraination of the Auger ele.ental co.position of

surfaces. A calculation fro. first principles has not yet been

attained due to inadequate understanding 01 backscattering factors
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and aatrix effects.

The first aethod deteraines the surface coaposition by coaparison

to external standards. Auger spectra froa the unknown speciaen are

co. pared with those froa a standard of known concentration. The

concentration of eleaent a in the test speciaen Na<t) can be

related to that in the standard Na<s) by:

where Ia is the eaitted Auger current produced by a particular

Auger transition in eleaent a, 1 is aean free path of the Auger

electron, and R is the backscattering factor [3J. When the test

saaple and standard are si.ilar, the last two factors of this

relation are of order unity, and deteraination of the relative

concentrations reduces to a aeasure.ent of the relative Auger

currents.

A less accurate but coa.only used aethod for quantitative

analysis of Auger spectra eaploys ele.ental sensitivity factors

calculated by Palaberg et ale [4]. The eleaental sensitivity factor

is a .easure of the relative probability for a given Auger transition

to occur. The atoaic surface concentration of ele.ent x can be

expressed as [51:

where Sa is the relative sensitivity of eleaent a. The aethod is

only seai-quantitative because the aatrix-independent sensitivity

factors neglect the variation in aean free path and backscattering

factor with aaterial. The surface ele.ental coapositionscalculated
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froa Auger spectra in this dissertation have been deter.ined using

this .ethod, using a 5 kV excitation energy and 2 eV p-p .odulation

voltage. In the case of Pt/B alloys, overlapping pt and B Auger

peaks occur near 179 eV, which creates probleas for quantitative

analysis because both Band pt contribute to the. spectral feature.

In order to deconvolve the contributions, the ratio of the 1967 eV

and 179 eV Auger peak heights of ele.ental pt were calculated and

co.pared to the sa.e ratio for the Pt/B alloy. This procedure allows

an esti.ate to be .ade of the relative contribution of each ele.ent.

5. Che.ical Effects in Auger Spectra

In addition to the deter.ination of surface ele.ental

co.position, Auger spectroscopy can be used to analyze the electronic

environ.ent of surface ato.s as indicated by the che.ical shifts of

the characteristic Auger peaks [6]. This is because the different

chemical states of ele.ents are due to a shift in the binding

energies of inner-shell electrons upon the change of valency. A

change in the environ.ent of an ato. in the surface region .ay

produce the following changes in the Auger electron spectra: (1)

shifts in the energy at which the various Auger lines occur: (2)

changes in the relative intensities of the the Auger lines in

different groups: (3) changes in the shape of a group of Auger

lines. It has been possible to deter.ine the existence of co.pound

for.ation in the liquid .etal alloys by analysis of Auger che.ical

effects. These effects will be detailed below.
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C. Other Surface Analytical Techniques

A nuaber of additional surface analytical techniques have been

utilized to study the liquid alloys. Studies of the vaporization

rate of the various alloy coaponents has been carried out by using a

line-of-sight Ultek Model 200 quadrupole aass spectroaeter (QMS).

The Q"S allowed direct aeasureaent of the evaporation rate of

volatile aass species as a function of teaperature. A dedicated

Hitachi RMU-7 aass spectroaeter, specifically designed to acco.aodate

analysis of liquid aetal ion sources, was used to characterize the

eaission properties of the liquid alloys. The setup is shown in

Figure 4-5. This instruaent is capable of a resolution of 600 at a/e

= 500 and, when coabined with a focusing filter lens retarding energy

analyzer, can provide inforaation on the charge states, energy

spreads, and relative aaounts of the field evaporated species.

A JEOL Model JSM-35 scanning electron aicroscope (SEM) has been

used to study surface aorphology under different conditions of ti.e

and teaperature. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis <EDX) has provided

inforaation concerning the alloy bulk coaposition. Work function

aeasure.ents have been recorded by a field eaission retarding

potential <FERP) technique [7] which possesses the unique property of

aeasuring the absolute work function of the alloy surfaces. Work

function values are accurate to 0.05 eV, and have been aeasured on

the cleanest available alloy surfaces.

An X-ray photoelectron spectro.eter (XPS or ESCA) aanufactured by

Leybold-Heraeus has been used to aid in the identification of
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cheaical coapound foraation in the liquid alloys. Scanning Auger

spectroscopy (SAM) has provided high-resolution coapositional

1nforaation of second-phase aaterial in the alloys. A scheaatic

diagraa of the analysis systea used at OGC showing the priaary

analysis instruaents used to characterize the. liquid surface is given

in Figure 4-6.

SAM and ESCA aeasureaents were carried out at the Center for

Research in Surface Science and Subaicron Analysis (CRISS) at Montana

State University. This facility is a National Science Foundation

regional center for surface studies, and possesses a high-resolution

scanning Auger aicroprobe (Physical Electronics, Model 595) capable

of siaultaneous SEM and Auger analysis of surfaces. After adding a

special saaple aounting stage to allow saaple heating, a detailed

investigation of the solid-to-liquid phase transition of the liquid

alloys was possible. The resulting data has provided valuable

insight into the alloy interfacial phenoaena. ESCA was used

priaarily to identify coapound foraation in the alloys, but in

general the results were disappointing on the saall aaaples we

studied due to the liaited spatial resolution of existing instruaents

and the near-identical binding energies of boron-containing

coapounds. Inforaation concerning the cheaical environ.ent of

surface species was aore readily obtained by analysis of cheaical

effects in Auger spectra. This situation was unusual in that ESCA is

usually the instruaent of choice in the identification of cheaical

bonding on surfaces. Our results point out the need for further

study and coapiliationof AUger cheaical effeeta.
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CHAPTER 5

SURFACE STUDIES OF PREWETT ED HRL ALLOY COMBINATIONS

A. Introduction

The initial goal of the OGC effort was to determine the critical

properties of the alloy and substrate that provide reasons for

improper source operation and guidance for successful source

development. The outcome of these measurements has allowed not only

a determination of the appropriate alloy/substrate combinations and

source performance, but also a clearer understanding of the alloy and

substrate properties and further insight into the mechanism of LMI

source operation.

Attempts by the HRL group to develop a liquid metal ion source of

B were carried out during the years 1977-83. The results were

largely unsuccessful. It was found that boron eutectics corrosively

attacked the refractory metal substrates (e.g., W) employed in

previous designs using low-melting liquid metals [lJ. Efforts to

decrease the rate of attack by using alternative metal substrates and

by formation of an an interfacial layer to prevent penetration

resulted in source lifetimes of no aore than 20 hours. Carbon, in

the form of polycrystalline graphite, was investigated as a substrate

material from 1979-83, and found to have limited success when
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coabined with an appropriate wetting agent. An eapirically derived

procedure generated during this period to facilitate best results was

found to be highly irreproducible, and resulted in a classification

acheae that ranked systeas into graded classes of wetting according

to the degree to which the procedure was carried out correctly (see

Figure 5-1).

The poorest wetting resulted when no wetting agent was applied,

i.e., wetting of pure alloy to virgin carbon. In these cases, a

poorly-wetted droplet of alloy foraed with a contact angle ) 90

degrees. The best wetting caae appeared to arise froa the following

operations, although the results were difficult to reproduce:

a. The center of one side of the graphite substrate is coated

~ith a slurry of red boron powder in acetone to a thickness

of about 0.005 inches.

b. The graphite is then flash heated to a teaperature of T =

2400 C, after which the heat is iaaediately reaoved. This

teaperature is greater than the aelting point of the boron.

c. A powdered saaple of eutectic is aechanically aixed with

excess boron powder (1 - 3~ of alloy by weight) and applied

as a slurry with acetone to the graphite.

d. The graphite is then heated to teaperatures near T = 1400 C

and held at this point while the alloy aelts and flows.

Steps a. and b. of this procedure were coined "boronization," and

step c. was called "boron fluxing." Contact systeas displaying

excellent wetting properties as a result of this procedure were

teraed "ideally boron1zed." Studying the photos of Figure 5-1,it ia
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Figure 5-1. The varying degrees of wetting success found in the
early work at Hughes Research Laboratory. (a) Nickel boride alloy on
virgin graphite: (b> Boron-fluxed nickel boride alloy on virgin
graphite: (c) Nickel boride alloy on "ideally" boronized graphite.
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Figure 5-1 (continued). (d) Boron-fluxednickel boride alloy on
"lightly" boronized graphite; (e) Boron-fluxed nickel boride alloy on
"ideally" boronized graphite; (f) Bottom, nonboronized side of (e).
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apparent that wetting and flow aay occur over regions of the graphite

that have not been subJect to boronization, as the alloy is observed

to wet the nonboronized, backside of the substrate.

I~ view of the liaited success of the early Hughes work, a .aJor

effort was undert~ken by the OGC group to establish the role of

excess boron and boronization on the wetting behavior and contact

angle of prewetted alloy coabinations. The systeas selected were

logical first choices in that each alloy contained at least one

low-aelting eutectic. The alloys were prewetted by HRL and supplied

to the OGC group as a sintered aass of alloy on a flat ribbon of

graphite. Each systea varied with respect to boronization

pretreat.ent, boron fluxing, and te.peratures reached during the

boronization and wetting process. The Y/Ni/8 eutectic on Re was also

studied during this period to discover the aechanis8 of failure and

supply reasons for the li.ited lifetiaes observed during preli.inary

work by the Hughes group. In retrospect, the lack of controls in the

early work resulted in considerable labor on our part to sort out the

relevant para.eters froa the irrelevant.

B. Studies of the Y/Ni/8 on Re syste.

We begin with surface investigations of the Y/Ni/8 on Re contact

syste.. Two samples of identically prepared Y62Ni23815

eutectic above a Re substrate were studied. The .elting point of the

alloy was deter.ined to be T = 1102 K by the experiaental procedure

described above. The solid-to-liquid phase transition appeared to be
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abrupt and co.plete when viewed through the optical aicroscope,

sign~fying that the alloy was close to a systea eutectic.

A reproducible phase separation occurred in the alloy after a few

hours of heating at teaperatures slightly above the aelting point,

foraing separate B-rich and B-poor regions that were easily discerned

with the naked eye. Close observation showed both regions to have

reso~idified, and further heating of the alloy at teaperatures

signi£icantly above the original aelting point was necessary to

reae~t the surface. This is seen in Figure 5-2, which shows the

status of the alloy surface after 70 hours of heating at a

teaperature slightly above the initial aelting teaperature. A

teaperature of 1146 K was needed to reaelt the non B-rich phase, and

1192 K was necessary to aelt the B-rich phase. Notice that the alloy

has yet to fully wet the substrate, and that C and 0 signals persist

in the surface. This indicates that carbide and oxide phases have

foraed, as surface CO could not exist at this elevated teaperature.

Dissolution of Re is indicated as the cause of this unusual

aelti~g behavior and phase separation. Re is present in large

concentrations throughout the alloy, and possesses a aelting point of

T = 3453 K which will raise the aelting point of the solvent alloy.

Lateral diffusion of Ni aay additionally contribute to the phase

separation, as the B-rich region appears to be depleted of Ni

following long-tera heating. Further, the concentration of Ni in

this phase rises steadily with teaperature, reaches a aaxiaUM prior

to aelting, then nearly vanishes.
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Figure 5-2. Auger surface ele.ental co.position for the

Y62Ni23B15 alloy surface after long-tera heating at 1113 K.
Discernible B-rich (poaition 1) and B-poor (positions 2 and 3)
regions are evident. High concentrations of Re are also evident.
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A high-resolution scanning Auger study of the alloy surface at

rooa teapereture after 500 A sputter cleaning is displayed in Figure

5-3. Previous to this, the contact systea had been heated to

teaperstures as high as T = 1350 K to insure coaplete liquifaction of

the surface. Several different regions are found, which are

identified by areas of different contrast. The points investigated

suggest the precipitation of second-phase aaterial during cooling.

Four relatively pure binary phases are found: V-Ni, V-Re, V-O, and

V-B. In view of the oxygen affinity of the coaponents, foraation of

an yttriua oxide is not surprising because V203 is by fer the

.ost energetically favorable oxide. Further, one aight expect V to

for. a stable phase with B, because V is a group IIIB aetal with

valence +3 which foras highly stable borides siailar to those of La,

another group IIIB aetal. By coaparison, nickel and rheniua borides

are less stable. Point 2 of Figure 5-3 shows that V and Bare

strongly correlated.

Work function studies on the alloy surface after initial aelting

and resolidification yielded an average value of 3.5 eV.

Interestingly, after exposure to the systea vacuua for several days,

the work function changed very little, in spite of the fact that both

visual and coapositional surface changes had occurred. The carbon

and oxygen contaaination were substantially greater, and the alloy

assuaed a powdery white appearance which could be restored to

.etallic luster by heating. Apparently, the co. pounds for.ed by

conta.ination (e.g., yttriua oxides) have work functions in the 3.5

eV range.
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The wetting properties of this contact syste. are excellent.

Wetting was deterained visually and by observation of unifora

brightness over the ribbon as the alloy teaperature is raised. Prior

to wetting, the alloy appeared brighter than the Re due to the

difference in eaissivity between the aaterials. Wetting was found to

occur at T = 1200 K, a teaperature nearly 100 degrees above the

initial aelting point of the alloy and a few degrees higher than the

aelting teaperature of the B-rich separated phase. The alloy flowed

over both sides of the Re ribbon and the coverage appeared to be

coaplete. In spite of this, however. there reaained regions where Re

was detectable by Auger analysis.

That the existence of Re in the alloy is the key factor relevant

to successful use of this contact systeM as a source of B ions aay be

deaonstrated by analysis of phase diagraas for the coaponent

binaries. A search of the literature has failed to uncover a phase

diagraa for the Y/Ni/S ternary; however, diagraas for the binary

systeas are readily available and are reproduced in Figure 5-4. The

ternary systea aay be for.ed by coabining the three diagraas into the

sides of a base triangle. Detailed interpretation of the resultant

diagrea is difficult, and the conclusions are only qualitative. The

procedure is to fold the three binaries to fora an angle noraal to

the base triangle, and then roughly deteraine where the liquidus and

solidus are located .by connecting the solid and liquid regions of

each binary. An isotheraal cut is then taken through the teaperature

of interest, and the result proJected onto the base triangle to give

a pictorial view of the alloy at a given teaperature. This is
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accoMplished for the Y/Hi/B systeM in Figures 5-5 and 5-6 for two

t~peratures. A teMperature of 1270 K was chosen for the isotheraal

cut in Figure 5-5 because it is observed that the lowest binary

eutectic of the alloy occurs on the Hi-Y section of the diagraM at

1075 K with a Hi concentration of 25 a/o. The .Hi/(Hi + Y> atoM ratio

of our alloy is 27% with an experiMental Melting point of 1102 K,

Meaning that the alloy is near this eutectic on the V-Hi binary

diagrall.

It is found that the alloy can Melt and retain its liquid state

only over a very sMall range of cOMpositions. At Melting, the

teaperature and cOMposition of the alloy are correctly Matched to put

the alloy in a liquid region of the ternary triangle. Over a period

of tiMe, however, the increase of Re and/or diffusion of Hi changes

the alloy cOMposition and drives the Material into a solid region of

the phase diagraM. The result is that the alloy solidifies. Further

increases in teMperature act to widen the zone of liquifaction and

enable the alloy to reMelt, but as shown in Figure 5-6, the

teaperature would have to be nearly 1500 for the alloy to rellain

liquid over a workable range of cOMpositions. But then the rate of

Re solubility will alao increase causing solidification to recur.

The dissolution of Re therefore acts to raise the Melting teMperature

of the alloy and prohibit further ion eMission due to a solidified

Taylor cone.

Additional support for this view of alloy operation was found

through study of the eMission characteristics of a wetted LMI source

of Y/Ni/B on Re. RelGt1ve Glounts of the various ale.ents in the ion
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bea. at 10 aicroaaps of total current and alloy te.perature T = 1280

K are shown in Table II.

TA8LE II

RELATIVE AMOUNTSOF VARIOUS ELEMENTS IN THE ION 8EAM

OF THE Y62Ni23815 ALLOY AT 10 HICROAMPS
TOTAL CURRENT AND 1280 K

---------------------------------------------------------------------

8+

82+
Ni+
Ni++

Ni2 ++
Ni3+: Y +
Ni + 2

+4Y
y++

-y+++

Y3+
YNi ++

YNi+

0.0023
5.2 x 10-5
0.36
0.036
0.037
0.010
0.0059
0.19
1.00
0.35
0.0017
0.16
0.16

*8ased on peak areas and uncorrected for variation of
syste. sensitivity with aass.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

The alloy source was stable in the te.perature range 1160 to 1280

K. With decreasing teaperature, the current ahut off at T = 1114 K,

in good agree.ent with the experi.ental .elting point of 1102 K. The

total aaounts of the various co.ponents in the bulk, surface, and ion

phases are shown in Table III. During operation, the eaitter

displayed considerable variation in surface phase coaposition and

showed increased surface Re concentration with operating tiae. The

ion beaM shows a disappointingly .aall aaount of B in the bee..
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TABLE III

COMPARISONOF Y, NI, B COMPOSITIONSIN THE BULK, SURFACE
AND EMITTED PHASES OF THE Y62N123B15 LMI SOURCE

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Bulk
Surface <1280 K)
Ion Beaa (1280 K)

Y62Ni23B15
Y46Ni26B4Re23
Y71.9Ni28B.1

---------------------------------------------------------------------

The Y/Ni/B on Re eaitter displayed stable operation for 22 hours

at T = 1260 K. At teaperatures slightly greater than the aelting

point of the alloy, the eaitter was unstable due to increases in

aelting teaperature with operating tiae. This corresponds with the

observed separation into B-rich and B-poor phases noted above.

Furtheraore, observations during and after operation indicated an

increasing presence of a second solid phase atop the liquid fila.

After the source failed, scanning electron exaaination of the eaitter

structure showed evidence of aultiphases, displayed in Figures 5-7 to

5-9. X-ray aicroprobe analysis revealed a significant aaount of Re

in the alloy fila. In addition to losing a significant aaount of

reservoir aaterial, the thickness of the fila on the .aitter

increased by roughly 10 aicrons, i.e., the eaitter radius changed

froa 12 to 25 aicrons after operation. The fila color was also found

to change froa silver-grey to black during operation. Upon reaoval

fro a the aass spectroaeter, the alloy surface foraed a white powder.

Since B does not oxidize to a white powder at roo. teaperature, it is

likely that the white powder is Y203.
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Figure 5-7. SEM aicrographa of the Y/Mi/B on Re LMI aource before
(a)and after (b)22 hour.of operationat 1260K.
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Figure 5-8. SEM aicrographs of the .aitter shank of the Y/Ni/B on Re

LMI source before (a) and after (b) 22 hours of operation at 1260 K.
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Figure 5-9. SEM aicrographa of the .aitter tip of the Y/Ni/B on Re
L.I source before (a) and after (b) 22 hours of operation at 1260 K.
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The relative abundance of the ion species in the eaission versus

total current and teaperature are shown in Figures 5-10 and 5-11.

Table IV shows the relative abundance of coaponent eleaents in the

besa vs teaperature at 10 aicroaaps total current.

TABLE IV

RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF Y62NI23B15 IN THE ION BEAM
VS TEMPERATURE AT 10 MICROAMPS CURRENT

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Y29Ni30.8B.16

Y66Ni33.8B.19

Y67.5Ni32.18.43

1260
1310
1385

---------------------------------------------------------------------

In spite of the significant concentration of Re observed in the

alloy surface, none was found in the ion beaa. This absence is aost

likely due to foraation of solid phases in the alloy surface that

prevent eaission. Further, although the B abundance in the beaM was

found to increase with teaperature, its level froa the outset was

auch lower than the approxiaately 5 - 15~ abundance aeasured at the

surface. Like Re, the lack of B is believed to be due to

precipitation of solid Y-8 and Re-B phases at the source operation

teaperature. Increasing the teaperature acts to drive the reaction

toward the liquid phase, e.g., YB(s) = Y(l) + 8(1), and accounts for

the increased B signal with teaperature. Unfortunately, increases in

teaperature also increase the rate of Re dissolution in the alloy

which raises the aelting teaperature of the liquid fila by foraation

of high-aeltLng rheniu8 boride phasea.
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c. Studies of the NilB on C Syst.a

A nuaber of sa.ples of Ni4s8ss on C were studied. The

controls which varied froa saaple-to-saaple and served as the basis

for research were boronization, boronization te.perature, and boron

fluxing. It was later found that these experi.ental controls were

not controls at all, but contained a nuaber of eleaents that were

inherently irreproducible. Only after considerable experiaental

effort was it possible to isolate the sources of irreproducibility

and deteraine the actual paraaeters that influenced wettability.

The aelting point of the NilB binary was deterained to be T =

1292 K by observation of well-wetted contact systeas. In these

systeas, the aelting was relatively sudden, supporting the conclusion

that the. alloy co.position was near the eutectic of the binary.

Other systeas, however, were poorly wetted and consisted of localized

droplets of alloy atop the substrate. The discussion here considers

each of these subcategories in turn, with a view to exposing the

i.portant differences in wetting behavior between the syste.s.

1. Studies of Well-wetted NilB Contact Systeas

Contact systeas in this subcategory were well-wetted to begin

with and remained so with heating, usually spreading over the pure

graphite substrate by distances of the order of ailliaeters with

increasing teaperature. Surface contaaination was ainiaal, and

consisted of saall aaounts of nitrogen and carbon which persisted

after cleanup. Un.elted boron originating Iroa the boron £luxina
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pretreataent was often observed in the alloy. An exa.ple is given in

Figures 5-12 to 5-13, which show a saaple of boronized and fluxed

alloy in its "as received" condition at rooa teaperature and at a

teaperature of about 25 degrees below the .elting point of the

alloy. The view is of the reverse side of the ribbon. During the

wetting process, the alloy had wet and flowed to the nonboronized

backside of the graphite ribbon. In Figure 5-13 early evidence of

.elting is observed. Sharp structural edges are beginning to soften

and the alloy has .oved outward over the substrate by nearly 10

.icrons. We define the .elting point of the alloy as T. = 1292 K,

even though there is evidence of .elting at T = 1267 K, because the

.ost draaatic change of phase occurs at T.. Co.positionally, the

light areas consist of equal concentrations of Band Ni, and the dark

areas are pure B corresponding to the excess boron added to the

alloy. The leading edge of the .oving alloy front appears to be

B-rich, which .ay indicate the foraation of boron carbide at the

interface. Cheaical wetting processes require the for.ation of such

an interfacial co.pound to pro.ote good wetting.

The co.position, aelting point, and phase behavior of the alloy

allow an approxiaate deteraination to be aade of the aelt

stoichioaetry and position on the binary phase diagraa. Since the

.elting point of the alloy was deterained to be 1292 K (1019 C> on

8aterial with nearly equal ato.ic fractions of Band Ni, the alloy is

close to the eutectic of the binary systea, shown in Figure 5-14.

Given this inforMation, a reasonable estiaate of the phase behavior

with te.pe~Gture aGY be for.ulated. At point A of Figure 5-14, for
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exaaple, the coaposition of the alloy before aelting will be about

60~ BNi and 40~ a-B3Ni4' During heating to point B, liquid alloy

of the eutectic coaposition will begin to fora. Further teaperature

increases to C results in a aixture coaposed of 5~ solid B and 95~

liquid BNi, becoaing aore B-rich until the te~perature reaches 1100

C. The resulting liquid stoichioaetry at high teaperatures will be

about 100% NiB, the coaposition derived experiaentally for the liquid

alloy. It is likely that the addition of extra boron has caused the

slight shift toward the B side of the eutectic.

Detailed elucidation of the fully aelted surface proved difficult

due to the rapidly changing surface aorphology above the aelting

point. Even with the high speed capabilities of the scanning Auger

aicroprobe, the liquid fila changed too quickly to adequately analyze

localized positions on the surface. A aotion picture systea would be

necessary to fully characterize the reaction sequence at aelting.

Valuable inforaation was obtained, however, by setting the

instruaentation to its fastest possible analysis rate coapatible with

sufficient statistics. Figure 5-15 is a typical view of the aelted,

well-wetted fila, displaying an area-average co.position of the

surface fraaed in the SEM photo and three specific analysis

positions. The coapositional distributions reflect the speed of

liquid aotion during the analysis and are best interpreted as

area-averaged coapositions deterained froa regions of order 10

aicrons about each position. The .elted surface consists of nearly

equal concentrations of Ni and B, with no evidence of surface

contaaination. The original slloy/substrateboundary haa .oved out



Figure 5-15. The Mi/8 on C alloy surface at the .elting point (1292
K). Th. view is the sa.. aa in Figure 5-13. The alloy/substrate
boundary has .oved out about 30 .icrone to the left of the photo
field of view.
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over the substrate by nearly 30 aicrona at the tiae of this data.

Uneven electrical contacts in the support aechanisa allowed an

unusual view of the alloy to be observed in Figure 5-16. The lower

side of view (a) of this figure shows that the bottoa half (the side

Just discussed) of the alloy is fully aelted while the upper side is

not, and contains dark solid structures that Auger aapping later

deterMined were pure, unaelted boron originating froa the fluxing

operation.

The behavior of the resolidified surface after cooling to roo.

appearance of additional'dark structures correspond to precipitated

boron.

Graphite dissolution was found to occur in Ni/8 contact systems

at teaperatures greater than 100 degrees above the alloy aelting

point. During a high teaperature experiaent designed to investigate

the rate of alloy volatilization, the alloy vapor pressure was

exa.ined by quadrupole aass spectroaetry at T = 1400 K for nearly 20

ainutes to deteraine if significant rates of ther.al evaporation were

deter.ine the nature of interdiffusion at the interface of the alloy

teaperature reflected the expected precipitation of solid 8 and Ni

phases predicted froa the phase diagra8 (see Figure 5-17). The

cooled surface was foraed by rapid quenching as the teaperature was

lowered quickly enough to inhibit the approach to equilibrium. The

occurring. No volatile species were found at this teaperature.

Previous to this treatMent, no C was found in the alloy surface.

Afterward, however, regions could be found in the surface with

irreversible carbon concentrationsranging froa 5 - 30. To
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Figure 5-16. Viewa of the Ni/8 on C alloy at the .elting point. (a)
Low .agnification view of the central alloy region, showing that the
lower portion of alloy ia .elted, while the upper region ia solid;
(b) High .agnification view of dark precipitates within the alloy.
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Figure 5-17. View8 of the Mi/B on C alloy after re801idification.
The teaperature i8 1267 K. (a) Representative view of the .urface,

8howing second phase precipitation: (b) An enhanced B Auger .ap of
(8).
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and substrate, the Ni/B on C systea was fractured and aounted in such

a way to perait a cross-aectional exaaination of the interface. A

SEM photo of the fractured cross-section is shown in Figure 5-18.

The interface is unexpectedly sharp and covered with a 10 aicron

layer of alloy aaterial. Avea-averaged and point-by-point Auger

studies revealed no dissolution of alloy coaponents into the

graphite. This is a reaarkable result, given the high degree of

porosity of the graphite. Studies to be discussed later, however,

show that dissolution of alloy aay occur during long-tera heating at

high teaperatures.

The work function of the nickel boride alloy was deterained by

the FERP aethod to be 5.1 eV and is reported in Table V, where values

for the platinua boride alloy are also recorded. Within the accuracy

of the aeasureaent (0.05 eV), little change is noticed relative to

heat treat.ent. Coaparison to values tabulated for the pure

coaponents is difficult, since work function values depend on

nuaerous paraaeters whose effects are not well understood.

TABLEV

ALLOY WORK FUNCTIONS

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Heat to Ta - 50, cool to 300 K

Heat to Ta' cool to 300 K

Heat to Ta + 50, cool to 300 K

Ni55B45

5.05
5.09
5.12

Pt72B28

4.81
4.83
4.83

-For the pure eleaents: Ni: 4.7 (211) - 5.9 (111) OGC
B: 4.5: pt: 5.0: C: 4.7

(Foaenko tabulation)
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Figure 5-18. Cross-sectional views of the Ni/B on C alloy after
fracture. Given the porosity of the graphite, the alloy/substrate
interfsce is reaarkably sharp, with no evidence of interpenetration.
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2. The poorly-wetted Ni/B on C Contact System

The degree of initial wetting of poorly-wetted Hi/B contact

systeMs was highly variable. Examples existed containing large

central droplets of alloy and regions with wetting characteristics

ranging fro. poor to fair. Liquid flow was possible only by

high-temperature treat.ent and even then, asy.metrical aelting and

flow properties were the rule rather than the exception. Figure 5-19

shows a typical example of a partially-wetted alloy in its "as

received" condition. This alloy had previously been treated with 3%

additional boron and "light" boronization pretreatment of the

graphite substrate. The wetting consists of localized droplets of

alloy atop the substrate. Figure 5-20 is an Auger point analysis of

the clean aolten surface at a temperature of T = 1345 K = Tm +

500. High percentages of C and N are observed, particularly on the

stationary right-hand side of the alloy. The left-hand side,

containing significantly less C and N, has begun to spread past the

boronized region and onto the virgin carbon substrate. The C signal

is not due to adsorbed CO, since all oxygen has been thermally

desorbed by heating. Electron micrographs of the surface after 50

hours of heating at 1355 K are shown in Figure 5-21. In this figure,

the alloy has spread significantly over the virgin substrate on the

right side of the ribbon. On the left side, containing large

concentrations of C and N, the alloy has remained stationary.

Similar behavior has been found to occur in a number of contact

systeMs possessing poor wettability. Instances exist where only one
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Figure 5-19. SEM aicrographs of the Ni/B on C alloy (HRL: E-9; .1)
in its "as received" condition at 300 K. (8) Overall view of the
wetting; (b> View of the boxed region of (a).
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Figure 5-20. Auger surface eleaental co.position vs position for the

Ni/B on C (HRL: E-9: .1) alloy at T = 1345 K = T. + 50°. High
percentages of C and N are notable on the .iddle to right aide of the

alloy that has not flowed during heating.
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Figure 5-21. Views of the Ni/B on C alloy (HRL: E-9: .1) at 300 K
after 10ng-ter8 heating above the 8elting point. (a) Overall view of
the alloy surface. The left half of the alloy has spread over the
substrate by a few 8illi8eters while the right half has re8ained
stationary; (b) Precipitated crystal structure within the central
region of the alloy.
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boundary is observed to advance while the other does not. The

possibility of te.perature gradients across the alloy surface due to

unequal electrical contacts in the support structure was subsequently

ruled out because cases of asymmetrical flow were found in sa.ples

where careful te.perature .easure.ents showed unifor.ity within 50

across the ribbon. The cause of this asyaaetrical flow is discussed

in section 4 below.

3. Carbide and Nitride Auger Che.ical Effects

A nuaber of Auger chemical effects were found to be associated

with the high concentrations of C and N characteristic of

non-spreading boundaries in the alloys. These cheaical effects

provide a direct and unambiguous deteraination of co.pound formation

in the alloys and explains the lack of liquid flow during presence of

these ele~ents. The cheaical effects are catalogued in this section.

Reference to Figure 5-22 shows that the 8CKLL> = 179 eV Auger

peak is strongly influenced in spectra taken on portions of the alloy

surface where strong signals of Nand C were present. The cheaical

shift of the 8 peak is evident by the draaatic shape change in the

peak and by the 9 eV downward shift in energy of the peak.

Comparison to a pure standard Auger spectrum of boron nitride

displayed in Figure 5-23 verifies that the cheaical shift found in

the liquid surfaces is due to the presence of 8N in the alloy. The

presence of 8N in the alloy surface is not unexpected because boron

nitride possesses a Gibbs free energy of -34.6 kcal/.ole near the
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Figure 5-22. Auger che.ical shift of the B(KLL) · 179 eV spectral
line due to for.ation of BN. (Left) Nor.al B peak. (Right)

Che.ically ahifted B peak. For each position: (Top) Full Auger
apectru.; (Middle) Magnified B peak; (Botto.) Surface ele.ental
co.position.
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Figure 5-23. Boron nitride standard Auger apectrua. Note the
distinctive peak shape and -9 eV cheaical shift of the B peak (froa
D. Jones, Materials Analysis Laboratory, Tektronix, Inc.).
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aelting point of the nickel boride eutectic (see Table VI). It is

therefore theraodynaaically able to fora. The structure and

properties of BN are given in Figure 5-24. Its lattice is isoaorphic

wU:h graphite.

TABLEVI

GIBBS FREE ENERGIES OF FORMATION OF COMPOUNDS CONTAINING
ALLOY COMPONENTS

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Boron carbide (B4C) [a]
Boron nitride (BN) [a]

Nickel carbide (Ni3C) [b]

[a] Source: JAMAFTheraocheaical Tables. 2nd Edition. U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, 1970.
[b] Source: G. V. Saasonov, Properties Index 20.2, Plenua
Handbook of High Teaperature Materials, 1964.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Boron carbide was also found to exist in the alloy surfaces, as

deterained by coaparison of standard Auger spectra of boron carbide

with similar spectra of the alloy. Boron carbide was suspected to

fora in the alloys because of the nonvanishing C signal that was

repeatedly observed to accompany the N concentrations in the alloys.

Two different saaples of boron carbide were studied and found to have

si.ilar effects on the Auger spectra.

The first boron carbide speciaen was supplied by HRL, and was in

the fora of a flat ribbon of zone refined aaterial a few ails in

thickness and about 10 .a X 5 .a in area. Figure 5-25 contains two

1200K 300 K

-8.6 -9.2
-34.6 -53.7

+6.1 +7.6
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Propert ies :

Color: White, transparent to light; material contaminated with carbon is
gray.

Feel: Greasy, similar to talc.

Particle size: Varies from submicroscopic amorphous to flakes up to 20
microns in diameter.

Sublimation temperature: 3,000 C at 760 mm.

Melting point: Above 3,000 C under pressure with nitrogen.

Equilibrium dissociation pressure: 158 mm at 2,045 C.

Thermal conductivity: Very low for the powder because of its low bulk
density.

Specific heat equations:
B: Cp. 1.54 . 4.40 x 10-:3T.

N2: Cp - 6.50 . 1.00 x 10_3 T.
BN: Cp - 3.22 . 8.00 x 10 T.
2 BN - 2B . N2: A Cp - 3.14 - 6.20 T.

(The above equations are not highly accurate and hold only for temperatures
below 1,173 C.)

A H298.1.
. .A F298.1

-31,530 calories.

-27,690 calories.

Figure 5-24. The structure and selected properties of boron nitride.



Figure 5-25. Average Auger surface ele.ental co.position for boron

carbide (B4C). The co.positions for three positions atop the lias
received"" and clean surface have been averaged. The surface was

cleaned by heating to 1880 K. Nitrogen reaaina even at this high
te.perature.
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bar graphs representing the average Auger surface eleaental

co.position of three positions on the surface of the "as received"

and clean boron carbide. The clean spectrua was taken at rooa

temperature after heating the speci.en to 1880 K. Two observations

are pertinent. First, nitrogen persists on the surface in

s~9nificant concentrations even at high teaperature. It therefore

probably exists as BN, as eleaental nitrogen would have volatilized

at lower teaperature. However, no evidence of the 8N cheaical shift

is found in the spectrua. This is probably due to coapetition of

cne.ical effects. Boron nitride causes a shape change and energy

shift in the B peak while boron carbide causes changes in the carbon

peak but none in the 8 peak. The surface is predoainantly boron

carbide and the 84C cheaical effect wins. Second, notice that the

eleaental co.positions of ther.ally cleaned boron carbide do not

correspond to stoichioaetric 84C, This is of ainiaal iaportance

for our concerns here because saaple- and instruaent-dependent

ef£ects and coaplications inherent in the Auger process which affect

the calculation of eleaental percentages can be sidestepped by

defining the sa.ple of boron carbide aeasured as the standard to

which other spectra can be co.pared. Details of the cheaical shift

are provided in Figure 5-26. There is a shape change in the C(KLL) =

272 eV peak but no change in the energy of either 8 or C peaks. The

shape change takes the fora of 8 saall oscillation on the low energy

side of the C peak. Such an oscillation has been often observed in

Auger studies of carbides (23, and originates froa cheaical bonding

of 9 to C in the coanound_
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Figure 5-26. Boron carbide standard Auger spectrua. Cheaical

bonding of B to C is evidenced by the a.all oscillation on the low

energy aide of the C(KLL) = 179 eV peak. There is no change in the
energy of either peak. (a) Full apectrua of B4C at 300 K after
heating to 1880 K; (b) A blowup of the B-C spectrsl region; (c)

Surface eleaental coaposition calculated froa (a).
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The second boron carbide speciaen consisted of a surface layer of

cheaically vapor deposited boron carbide supplied by LANL. The layer

was investigated by Auger spectroscopy prior to wetting. and the

spectrua between 160 eV and 300 eV is shown in Figure 5-27 at a

teaperature near the aelting point of the nickel boride eutectic.

The Auger cheaical shift is identical to that found for the saaple of

zone-refined aaterial described above. consisting of a shape change

of the C peak. No energy shifts were discovered in either peak.

This is in contrast to the results of Hanke and coworkers [3], who

find no shape change for boron carbide. The co.position of the CVD

layer is cleaner than the zone-refined aaterial, which contained a

nonvanishing coaponent of N. Nonetheless. the co.position of the

surface is far froa stoichioaetric, and consists of aore C than B.

Identification of confiraed che.ical effects in the spectrua of

liquid .etal alloys provides a distinctive fingerprint by which to

positively affir. the presence of high-.elting carbides and nitrides

in the alloys. The verification of BN and B4C foraation in the

alloy has i.portant bearing on the issue of alloy spreading, as the

high .elting co.pounds will render the parts of the alloy surface

where they predo.inate un.elted and incapable of liquid flow. The

result is a solid surface which will not spread. The presence of

high-.elting carbides and nitrides is the pri.ary reason why the N-

and C-rich sides of eutectic alloys do not flow upon heating. This

is seen further in the exa.ple below.
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Figure 5-27. Auger spectru. of CVD B4C (LANL: "M") atop a.orphous
graphite between 160 and 300 eV. The che.ical shift consists of a
shape change of the C (272 eV) peak, but no change in energy of
either B (179 eV) or C peaks. The inset is the surface ele.ental
composition given by this spectrua.
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4. Effects of High-aelting Carbides and Nitrides on Spreading

and Flow

Having characterized a aethod to identify high-aelting carbides

and nitrides, it is now possible to explain t~e asya.etrical flow

behavior found in the prewetted liquid .etal alloys. Figure 5-28

provides a photograph of a representative, poorly-wetted Ni/a

speciaen in its "as received" condition at rooa te.perature. This

contact systea had been boronized but no additional a was added to

the alloy. Auger point analysis of two positions atop the central

droplet of alloy show large concentrations of C and N. At positions

outside the central droplet, no reanant of the boronization process

can be found. The sa.pled positions consist entirely of C, in spite

of the fact that a definite topological boundary can be seen visually

separating the ends of the ribbon froa the aiddle. There was no

boron anywhere on the surface except on the alloy droplet. This was

found to be the rule rather than the exception for prewetted contact

systeas which had undergone boronization preprocessing.

As the temperature was increased to the aelting point, a liquid

alloy front appeared to the right of the central droplet and was

observed to slowly aove outward with ti.e. The advance of liquid

appeared to proceed froa the underside of the droplet rather than by

aelt1ng of the droplet sidewall. An atte.pt to illustrate the

situation is shown in Figure 5-29. Auger analysis of the aoving

front shows that it consisted entirely of a and Ni. In contrast, the

droplet reaained intact and stationary. Although all 0 (and hence
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Figure 5-28. SEM .icrographs of the poorly-wetted Ni/8 on C alloy
(HRL: E-4; 8-4) in its "as received" condition at 300 K. (a) Overall

view; (b) High .agnification view of the left alloy/substrate

boundary.
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Figure 5-29. Auger surface ele.ental co.position vs p08ition for the
poorly-wettedMi/8 on C alloy at T = 1292 K = T.. A liquid alloy
front has appeared to the right of the central droplet.
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CO) had volatilized through heating, significant quantities of Nand

C persisted. The Ni/B-rich liquid front advanced over a pure carbon

substrate which contained no trace of B or boronization

preprocessing. This is further support that pure Ni/B alloy wets

Y irgin carbon.

The boron peak of .ost spectra taken on the alloy droplet surface

showed the characteristic cheaical shifts due to foraation of BN and

84C in the droplet surface. A tiae sequence describing the advance

a£ the liquid alloy as it expanded over the substrate is shown in

Figures 5-30 to 5-31. After 3.0 hours at the aelting point, the

1iquid alloy had expanded outward to the right by distances of the

order of .illiaeters, leaving behind the original solid droplet. No

Dotion to the left of the droplet was found. The co.position of the

expanding front reaained entirely Band Ni, with no trace of C. This

~aa found to be the case in all studied alloys, i.e., where

newly-wetted alloy existed, there was little or no trace of the

ucderlying graphite in the alloy either by way of inco.plete wetting

or dissolution. Alloy saaples containing freshly-wetted regions of

near-zero contact angles invariably consisted of alloy coaponents

only and little or no C and N. Note that C and N persist in large

concentrations, however, in the stationary droplet.

It was frequently possible to crack the nitride shell of the

original droplet with teaperature cycling. As depicted in Figure

5-31, for exaaple, the poorly-wetted droplet described above split

open at its right side as the te.perature was raised to 20 degrees

above the aelting point, resulting in a rush of alloy out onto the
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Figure 5-30. Auger surface ele.ental co.position va position for the
poorly-wetted Ni/B on C alloy at T.. This .eaaure.ent was taken 3
hours after the first appearance of the alloy front.
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Figure 5-31. Auger surface ele.ental co.position vs position for the

poorly-wettedNi/B on C alloy at T = 1315 K = T. + 20°. The
central droplet has "cracked" during the increase in te.perature,

resulting in a sudden releaae of alloy onto the ribbon.
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previously wetted area to the right side of the ribbon. An Auger

analysis of the usual areas showed little change co.poaitionally.

The droplet shell which remained was mostly C and N and the

well-wetted region contained only Band Ni. Scanning electron

micrographs of the resulting wetted aurface after cool down are shown

in Figure 5-32.

D. Studies of the Pt/B on C contact system

Two sa_pIes o£ Pt72B28 eutectic alloy were studied in detail

at OGC and CRISS. Both specimens contained localized regions of

poor- and well-wetted alloy and had been subJect to boronization

pretreatment and boron fluxing of the alloy. Asym.etrical flow

characteristics were found to occur in both sa.ples, snd the alloys

possessed large aaounts of surfsce C and N that did not vanish upon

high-temperature treatment. The .elting point of the Pt/B eutectic

was experi.entally determined to be T. = 1196 K by observation of

the best wetted sa.ple at a surface composition of B = 70~ and pt =

30~. The melting of this saMple was found to be sudden and co.plete,

supporting the conclusion that the alloy co.position was close to the

eutectic of the binary aixture. The other Pt/B sa.ple was found to

have a melting point significantly higher as a result of larger

concentrations of C and N. Even then, only a few droplets were

observed to .elt.

The £irst speci.en of prewetted Pt/B eutectic (HRL:E3,12/9/82,Cl)

was studied using the £!xed-bea. Auger system at OGC. In an
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Figure 5-32. Viewa of the Nil8 on C alloy of Figure 5-28 after
heating and wetting. The left aide haa not wet, but the right aide
has. (a) Overall view of the wetted graphite; (b) A aagnified view
of the position once occupied by the poorly-wetted droplet.
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experiaent to aonitor the long-tera heating behavior of this alloy,

the left-hand alloy/substrate boundary was found to aove outward by

ailliaeters over the pure graphite substrate. The right-hand side

re.ained stationary. Co.position vs position aeasure.ents taken

after the a~tion are shown in Figure 5-33. Positions atop the .oving

front are coaposed chiefly of Band Pt, while positions at the

stationary center and right side of the alloy showed heavy

concentrations of C and N. Unfortunately, evidence of boron nitride

chemical shifts cannot be assured in Pt/B alloys due to interference

of overlapping peaks near 179 eVe However, the inhibiting role of C

and N on wetting is again observed.

Co.parison of the aelting behavior and co.position of the alloy

to the binary phase diagram of Pt-B showed that the alloy was nearest

the second lowest, B-rich eutectic, which is located at a co~position

of B = 43% and Pt = 57% and a transition temperature of 1213 K. This

is discussed further later. Substantial surface segregation of B is

indicated. Unusual wetting and viscosity characteristics were

observed during heating of the alloy. The aolten Pt/B alloy appeared

initially to be .uch less viscous than the Y/Ni/B and Ni/B systems.

With rising temperature, a dark area developed within a section of

previously well-wetted alloy that appeared to be uncovered graphite.

Indeed, subsequent Auger analysis of this region showed a large

percentage of graphite. Further increases in temperature caused the

alloy to return to its former state having no uncovered areas and the

behavior was not reproducible. The work function of this sample was

determined to be 4.8 eV and showed little change following cycles of
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heating. The results are su.marized in Table V.

The second specimen of prewetted Pt/B on C alloy

(HRL:E3,12/8/82,C2) was studied in the high-resolution scanning Auger

aicroprobe at CRISS. A high-aagnification SEM view of the "as

received" alloy photographed by this instrument is shown in Figure

5-34. Areas of aixed wetting are evident. A blowup of one such area

is sbown in Figure 5-35, which shows the condition of a typical

location at the alloy/substrate boundary. An atteapt to analyze the

composition within the round, light structures within the photo at

roo. teaperature detected only C. An area-averaged composition taken

over a large area near the center of the alloy region revealed mostly

C and 0, with saall amounts of Pt, B, and H. It is interesting that

C is so dominant in the poorly-wetted droplets of Pt/B, whereas in

the case of the Ni/B surface, Hi and B signals could still be

detected through the C coverage. The same measureaents were repeated

after heating to T = 1147 K = Ta - 500, where T. is the aelting

point deterained on the first sample of Pt/B. The large droplet of

pooriy-wetted alloy remained unchanged at nearly 100~ C while the

region near the center of the alloy began to show Band pt signals

eaerging fro. decreaaing C and 0 concentrations. Sputtering 25 A of

the circled area of Figure 5-35 had little effect. Rather than

attempt additional sputter cleaning, we decided to further heat the

saaple.

When increasing the temperature to T = Tm' no evidence of

melt~ng was discerned. The temperature had to be raised to T = 1290

K before changes indicative of aelting occurred. The dynamics of
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Figure 5-34. Views of the Pt/B on C alloy (HRL: E-2J D-2) in ita "..
received" condition at 300 K. (a) View of the central alloy r~gion,
showing poor wetting; (b) View of the alloy/substrate boundary.



Figure 5-35. View of the oOas receivedo, Pt/B on C alloy (HRL: E-2:
D-2) surface at 300 K. The photo records a region at the
alloy/substrate boundary.
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aelting were significantly different froa the first Pt/B saaple, and

nearly 0.5 hour was required for a aaJority of the surface to aelt.

The alloy appearance at this tiae is shown in Figure 5-36. A

shrinking of the large droplets and subsequent deposit of aolten

aaterial at the boundary is clearly discerned in this photograph.

Auger analysis of the features showed that the alloy surface is

coaposed of a aixture of Pt/B with a ratio of about 1.8 and that all

C had disappeared froa the poorly-wetted droplets. It was not clear

at this tiae where the C had gone, since it was unlikely to have

volatilized. Nevertheless, the disappearance of C and the wetting of

the substrate appeared to be connected. This phenoaenon will be

discussed further later. After about 25 ainutes at elevated

teaperatures, the alloy/substrate boundary shown had aoved out over

the substrate by 3-4 aa. This aove.ent was also found in the first

sa.ple of Pt/B on C. Little change was found in the appearance of

the surface during resolidification, which is in contrast to the Ni/B

alloy, where B precipitation occurred throughout the alloy upon

cooling. Only a few precipitates were observed when cooling the Pt/B

alloy. This is probably because the Pt/B alloy has less B to begin

with. Few of the large precipitates of B present in the "as

r-eceived" NilB surface were siailarly discerned in the "as received"

Pt/B surface. More aignificant is the wetting behavior of the

resolidified surface. The surface reaained well-wetted during

cooling below the aelting point and the spherical droplets found

initially did not recur. This proved to be the case for all contact

systeas studied. Once the surface i8 wetted, it does not dewet.
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An explanation of these observations siailar to the Ni/B results

can be developed froa the binary phase diagraa for the Pt-B system

shown in Figure 5-37. Based upon the co.positional and aelting

behavior, it appears that the surface of the alloy proceeds through

the sequence of phase changes lying to the B~rich si~e of the

eutectic. Iaagine such an alloy in the solid state, depicted by

point A in Fig. 5-37. Its coaposition at this point is 8 solid

solution of 14~ alpha-B and 86~ Pt2B. Heating to point B foras a

liquid eutectic coaposition and a solid solution coaposed of alpha-B

and Pt3B20 Further heating (point C) continues this sequence

with solid alpha-B surrounded by a liquid solution with a coaposition

near Pt3B2. A final heating to point D results in a fully aolten

solution of 45~ Band 55% Pt. This succession of reactions is in

qualitative agreeaent with our observations which show the ratio of

Pt to B near 1.5-2.0 and the sequence of phases observed

experiaentally.

An experiaent designed to disclose the degree of interdi£fusion

of B into the substrate resulted in conclusions siailar to those for

the Ni/B systea. Auger and SEK analyses of fractured cross-sections

of the Pt/B alloy showed little or no solubility of B into graphite.

The converse was also investigated, by way of a long-tera heating

experiaent. After return froa CRISS, Auger reexaaination of the

alloy is shown in Figure 5-38. Carbon and oxygen are seen in all

sa.pled locations, a circuastance which is not unexpected after

systea evacuation and before heating. Also not unusual is the high C

lignal at the right aide of the alloy where wetting 18 ~oor and
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Figure 5-38. Auger surface ale.ental co.position vs position for the
Pt/B on C alloy following read.ission into the vacuu. cha.ber. The
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droplets of alloy predoainate. Figure 5-39, which displays

coaposition vs position after heating to above the Melting point,

shows that C has vaniahed froa the well-wetted left side, but is

still present in the center and at the right of the alloy. At this

tiae, the Auger beaa was adJusted to aonltor a single, fixed point

within the well-wetted region while the temperature was kept constant

at T = 1292 K, about 100 degrees above the observed aelting point of

the alloy. No carbon was observed to appear during 100 hours of this

treat.ent. The only eleaents present were 8, Pt, and a saall a.ount

of N. This lends support to the notion that little alloy-substrate

interaction is taking place at the teaperatures tested. At higher

temperatures, however, it is expected that 8 will dissolve C. It is

also known that pt and Pd dissolve considerable quantities of C [4].

E. Study of the Pd/Ni/8 on C Contact System

Two sa.ples of Pd40Ni20820 on C were exa.ined in the

high-resolution Auger systea at CRISS. The initial wetting

properties of this contact syste. were Much the same as in the Pt/8

systea. One saaple of Pd/Ni/8 was poorly-wetted, while the second

possessed regions of wetting ranging froa good to poor. The

poorly-wetted saaple could not be aade to flow at all, even at

teaperatures as high as 1600 K. The sample containing aixtures of

droplets and well-wetted areas was observed to flow, but only

reluctantly and at elevated teaperatures. The reason, as expected,

was the high concentration of earbidea and nitrides found in the
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Figure 5-39. Auger surface eleaental co.position vs position for the
Pt/B on C alloy at the beginning of long-tera heating. The

teaperature is 1292 K = T. + 500. Position 1 is identical to
position 1 in Figure 5-38, while positions 2 and 3 are clo.e to, but
not identical with, positions 2 and 3 of the previous figure.
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alloys, which inhibited flow due to the high .elting points of these

co.pounds. The results are detailed below.

A scanning electron .icrograph of the poorly-wetted Pd/Ni/B

systell in its "as received" condition at T = 300 K is shown in Figure

5-40. The substrate had received boron~zation pretreatllent, but no

additional boron fluxing was added to the alloy lIaterial. Wetting

consists of localized droplets of alloy on the ribbon, which was

deterllined to be solely graphite. No evidence of prior boronization

was found. This is seen in Figure 5-41, which shows the Auger

surface elemental cOllposition atop, below, and far to one side of

droplet 1 in Figure 5-40. There is no B anywhere on the surface

except within the alloy droplets. Analysis of other droplets at

tellperatures ranging froa T = 300 K to 1300 K showed typical

concentrations of 50% C, 25% N, and 10-20% B. Pd and Ni were not

found in this tea perature interval.

Only after increasing the tea perature to T = 1450 K did Pd and Hi

begin to appear in the Auger spectra. Traces of Fe and S were also

frequently seen. A typical droplet composition at this temperature

is given in Figure 5-42. Having been unable to cause the droplets to

.elt at temperatures as high as T = 1&00 K, it was decided to suspend

further attempts at heating and analyze the composition of other

droplets. The temperature was subsequently lowered to 1100 K and

held constant in order to prevent readsorption of background gases.

Auger elemental co.positions of other droplets are reported in

Figures 5-43 to 5-44. Clearly evident are high amounts of surface C

and H, even atter the high heating described above. Che.ieal shifts
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1000 fLmlI

Figure 5-40. The poorly-wetted Pd4oNi40820 on C alloy in ita
liasreceived" condition at 300 K. The nuabers refer to analyaia

positions to be discussed ahead.



Figure 5-41. Area-averaged Auger surface ele.ental co.poaition of
the (a) Large droplet 1 of Figure 5-40: (b) Region directly below
droplet 1 and the region far to one aide of the central alloy region. ....
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Figure 5-42. Area-averaged Auger surface ele.ental co.p08ition of 2
positions on droplet 1 of Figure 5-40. The te.perature i8 1450 K.
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100 JJ-m 1I

Figure 5-43. Area-averaged Auger surface ele.ental co.position of 3

positions of droplet 7 of Figure 5-40, shown above at high
.agnification.
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indicative of boron nitride for.ation appeared in nearly every

spectrum, and the ratio of B to N was nearly 1 to 1. This was

particularly notable in droplets containing high secondary yield,

shell-like structures, such as position 2 of Figure 5-43 which

appears ~o be co.posed of nearly 80~ pure 8N..

An interesting edge-on view of this surface showing the variety

of contact angles is shown in Figure 5-45. If the droplets had

contained pure alloy with no evidence of C and BN i.purities, the

surface tension and adhesive energy of the contact system could be

determined by knowledge of the alloy density and aeasurellent of the

contact angle [5]. Unfortunately, the alloy is far froll pure.

Nevertheless, the photos are instructive in light of the unusual

perspective offered and the hysteresis of contact angle.

A scanning electron micrograph of the partially-wetted Pd/Ni/B on

C alloy containing a mixture of good and bad wetting is shown in

Figure 5-46 in its "as received" condition at 300 K. This contact

system had been subJected to boronization pretreat.ent of the

graphite and extra boron was .ixed with the alloy. The left side of

the ribbon consists of poorly-wetted alloy droplets, while the right

side shows good wetting. The cOllpositionally of the "as received"

surface is reported in Figures 5-47 to 5-48. The expected high

concentrations of C are present throughout the surface, in addition

to significant aMounts of Band N in nearly a 1 to 1 ratio.

Heating this alloy specillen to 1300 K showed little change in

surface composition. Not until the temperature was increased to 1440
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1000 IJ-m

Figure 5-45. Side views of the poorly-wetted droplets of Pd/Ni/B
that are shown fro. above in Figure 5-40.
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Figure 3-46. The Pd/Ni/8 on C alloy (HRL: E-6: 8-6) in its "a8
received" condition at 300 K. The nuabera refer to analysis
positionsto be discussedahead.



Figure 5-47. . Area-averagedAuger surface eleaental coaposition of
the liasreceived" Pd/Ni/B on C alloy at 300 K. Positions aonitored

sre: far to the left of the alloy region and droplets 1-3 froa Figure
5-46.
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Figure 5-48. Area-averaged Auger surface ele.ental co.po8ition of
the "as received" Pd/NilB on C alloy at 300 K within the boxed area 8
of Figure 5-46.
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K did liquid flow occur. This is shown in Figures 5-49 to 5-50. The

sharp line separating alloy and substrate at low temperatures can no

lODger be discerned due to the outward aotion of alloy. Oxygen has

vanished, so all adsorbed CO has been reMoved by heating. Although C

has decreased, it is still present at aost positions .onitored.

Positions 3, 6, and 7 are aost interesting in Figure 5-49. Position

3 appears to be nesrly 96~ pure 8N: heating has hsd little effect on

the 8 and N signals, while CO has been desorbed. Positions 6 and 7,

for.erly 100~ C, have been covered by liquid alloy and exhibit

priaarily the alloy co.ponents Pd, Ni, and 8. Figure 5-51 shows the

Auger composition of an unusual aorphology which developed in the

surface. Positions 1 and 2 of that figure appear to be well-wetted.

but also contain a s8all amount of C. It is likely that the C signal

originates from low-level slloy impurities and substrate dissolution

at the high temperature used during the analysis.

Increasing the teapersture to 1520 K caused a drsaatic sequence

of droplet decomposition which is recorded in Figures 5-52 to 5-53.

Figure 5-52 shows the beginning of _elting, with three positions

within the scene monitored. Position 1 corresponds with the efflux of

liquid alloy from the droplet, and is co.posed of alloy cOMponents

plus a small amount of C and N. This region appears to be

well-wetted, so C appears to originate from low-level impurities and

substrate interaction at these elevated teaperatures. Position 2 ia

the remnant of a shell of 8N that encased the droplet at lower

temperatures. High temperatures have fractured this shell and

subsequently releosed pure liquid alloy aaterials.
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Figure S-49. Auger aurface el..ental co.poaition of 7 poaitions at
the alloY/8ub8trate boundary at 1440 K.
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Figure 5-49 (continued). Auger surface .le.ental co.positions of
positions 5-7. Position 4 was 100~ c.
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Figure 5-50 (continued>. Auger surface ele.ental co.position of
positions 4-7 after 1 hour at 1440 K.
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Figure 5-51. Auger 8urface .le.ental co.poaition of unu8ual
.orphology within the boxed area of Figure 5-50. The te.p.rature 1a
1440 K.
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The view 30 ainutes later is shown in Figure 5-53. The liquid alloy

of the original droplet has wet and spread over a large area, and

structures similar to those in Figure 5-51 have foraed near position

1. The analysis of these structures reveal that they are composed

entirely of. alloy coaponents and mere~y reflect an unusual

perspective of the liquid alloy frozen in tiae.

No attempt to deteraine work functions, rates of volatility, or

.elting temperatures of the Pd/Ni/B system were undertaken due to the

extreae contamination of the alloy surfaces.

F. Conclusions

Studies of prewetted HRL contact systems have provided valuable

insight into the mechanis8s preventing wetting and spreading of

liquid metal alloys, but the early work suffered fro. lack of

adequate experimental controls during preprocessing. It was

therefore difficult to assess the value of boronization pretreatment

and boron fluxing.

The Y/Ni/B on Re syste. has a work function of 3.5 eV, the lowest

of the three contact systeas measured. It also has the lowest

experiaental melting point of 1102 K. Wetting of the Re substrate is

excellent, and no alloy components were observed to volatilize at

temperatures up to 1300 K. The system suffers, however, froa a high

degree of substrate/alloy solubility that casuses significsnt amounts

of Re to dissolve into the alloy. Since Re has a .elting point of

nearly 3500 K, the result is an increase in the melting point of the
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alloy solution. Consequently, the once liquid aetal alloy source

suffers a liquid-to-solid phase transition and ion eaission is

curtailed as the Taylor cone solidifies. Further, the absence of Re

in the ion beaa is .ost likely due to foraation of rheniua boride

phases in the alloy. Yttriua also appears t~fora yttriua boride

co.pounds with the result that little B+ is found in the ion beaa.

A final problem is the high oxygen affinity of Y which prevents

effective cleaning of the alloy and causes develop.ent of oxide

phases in the alloy. The surface percentage of B near the aelting

point was found to be about 40~, lowering to 20% as Re dissolved in

the alloy.

The Ni/B on C syste. has a work function of 5.1 eV, the highest

of the three contact syste.s .easured. It also has the highest

aelting point of 1292 K. Wettability of the carbon substrate appears

to be excellent when the alloy surface is rid of high-aelting

carbides and nitrides. Much of the surface, however, reaains solid

at useful temperatures, since 8N and aost carbides have aelting

points far in excess of the pure alloy eutectic. Noticeable carbon

dissolution appears in the alloy at teaperatures greater than 100

degrees above the alloy aelting te.perature. No volatilized alloy

components were observed in aass spectroaetric vaporization studies

at teaperatures up to 1400 K. The solubility of the alloy in the

substrate remains to be further investigated. The surface percent of

B at the aelting point was noraally the highest aaong the four alloy

systems, averaging about 60~.
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The Pt/B on C contact syste. has properties inter.ediate between

tbose of Ni/B and Y/Ni/B. Its work function is 4.8 eV, and it has a

aelting point of 1196 K. Siailar remarks can be aade with respect to

wettability on carbon substrates that were .ade for the Ni/B system.

No observable dissolution of C occurred in well-wetted alloys at

temperatures up to 100 degrees above the alloy aelting point. The

alloy does not appear to be soluble in the substrate at the low

temperatures tested. Boron surface coverages averaged near 50~ for

well-wetted alloys near the aelting point.

The Pd/Ni/B on C contact system wet the substrate with great

difficulty due to the large aaounts of BN and C contaaination on the

surface. One specimen could not be aade to flow even at elevated

temperatures, and the other sa.ple flowed with great reluctance.

Once wetting and spreading did occur, however, the wetted alloy was

found to consist of pure alloy coaponents with little or no C and N

and excellent wetting properties. This was the case for all alloys

studied. Work functions, solubility rates, and volatility could not

be .easured adequately due to the large conta.ination present.

In su.aary, early work on prewetted HRL specimens showed that the

Ni/B and Pt/B contact systems offered promising candidates for

sources of B+, provided that the alloys could be fabricated from

pure alloy components and the LMI source was operated near the

aelting temperature. The Y/Ni/B on Re system suffers from poor

choice of substrate and a high affinity of Y to O. It is difficult

to assess the Pd/Ni/B on C system due to the high contaaination of

the a~eei.ena. We auape~t that it will possess properties si.ilar to
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those of NilB and Pt/B, but it is difficult to fora conclusions

without further studies on purer sa.ples. A su.aary of results on

prewetted contact systeas is included in the Appendix.

A plausible correlation between the presence of high-aelting

nitrides and carb~des and lack of wetting ha~been established. Both

boron nitride and boron carbide have been positively identified in

the alloy surfaces. Such substances have high aelting points which

render the alloy surface incapable of liquid flow. BN aelts at 3273

K and B4C aelts at 2573 K.

It was difficult to deteraine at this early stage whether boron

nitride or boron carbide was aore effective in suppressing wetting,

as it was rare to find cases of poorly-wetted alloy containing BN but

not B4C, Most poorly-wetted droplets of alloy contained an

abundance of both which aade it hard to isolate the effects on

wetting. A related question is where the nitride and carbide phases

originate. To probe this source, an experiaent was designed to

attempt to aanufacture BN through N2 exposure. That direct

nitration of boron can fora BN is reported by Saasonov [6], who

describes experiaents which show that direct nitration of amorphous

boron in a streaa of nitrogen can yield a product coaposed of 94.3~

BN at a temperature of 1600 C. Increasing the te.perature to 2000 C

increases the yield to 99.5~. One of the initially poorly-wetted

Ni/B on C alloys which later wetted by high teaperature cycling was

exposed to 50 L of nitrogen gas (10-6 torr for 50 sec) at

teaperatures ranging froa Ta to Ta + 1500 = 1170 C. No BN was

subsequentlydetected 1n the freshly-wetted Ni/B region. The same
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experi.ent was run with 02 exposure, the goal of which was to

react oxygen with nitrogen and thus deplete the surface of nitrogen.

No decrease of N was detected at the exposures and te.peratures

tried. These results were positive rather than negative, as they

indicated that BN will not be for.ed during LMI source operations

under poor vacuua conditions. It will be shown later that carbide

and nitride phases are for.ed during the initial wetting process when

C and N segregate to the surface.
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CHAPTER 6

WETTING AND SURFACE STUDIES OF LIQUID KETAL ALLOYS OF BORON

A. The Controversy Surrounding Boroni2stion

The initial work was not able to establish any useful connection

between boroni2stion preprocessing, boron fluxing, and wettability

due to the confusing and uncontrolled set of procedures established

by the HRL studies. The group of speciaens which underwent the ideal

procedure appeared to display significantly better wetting than the

others, but having observed nuaerous instances of non-nitrogen and

non-carbon containing alloys that wet a non-boron containing

substrate, we began to suspect that boroni2stion had little if any

positive effect. Further, an eleaentary calculation to deter.ine the

boron volatility as a function of teaperature shows that nearly 20

aicrons/second of boron is volatili2ing froa the surface at 2700 K, a

typical te.perature allowed by the HRL group during the boroni2ation

process. This rapid vapori2ation occurs because boron has a vapor

pressure of 3 X 10-1 torr at this te.perature. It was therefore

likely that auch of the boron used in the pretreat.ent was vapori2ed

fro. the ribbon during high heating. In this event, the boron that

was originally used to pro.ote wetting was subsequently reaoved froa

the surface, resulting in an unnecessary processing procedure.
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Auger and ESCA studies of graphite ribbons which had undergone

boronization pretreataent showed little or no boron. This was

especially true for ribbons containing pre wetted alloy, such as those

detailed above. Not a single exaaple existed which contained boron

near the center of the prewetted part.of the-graphite ribbon. To

enable study of the boronization process without interference fro.

the wetted alloy, analysis was .ade of two ribbons which had

undergone boronization without any added alloy.

The first ribbon studied (HRL:E2,12/8/82,C1) was described by HRL

as a good exaaple of a lightly boronized graphite ribbon containing a

few patches of heavy boronization (see Figure 6-1). ESCA and Auger

studies of this speci.en showed no sign of B at all, either on the

as-introduced surface or after Ar+ sputtering. ESCA analysis

showed only C and 0 before sputtering, and only C and Ar were

observed after sputtering. The detectability Ii.it for B, deduced

fro. the noiae in the region where the B peak was expected, was about

O.8~ relative to C, and no B was detected at this level. In

addition, the C peak observed for this saaple was virtually identical

to that of pure graphite. Auger analysia of various portions of this

ribbon gave identical results. What then are the darker appearing

areas near the center of this speciaen? The answer is that the areas

are carbon, in an altered, highly crystalline fora. This is seen in

Figure 6-2, which shows SEM photographs of the the areas of the

ribbon thought to represent regions of "light" and "heavy"

boronization.
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,£1.11,2.L8}e.2.,(,1

-r-._~-

of "heavy" boron1zation

Graphite substrate

"L1ght" boronization

Figure 6-1. A saaple of graphite "boronized" by Hughes Research
Laboratory. Areas denoted by "heavy" boronization are actually
crystalline foras of carbon.
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Figure 6-2. SEM aicrographa of "boronized" graphite. The view is of
the boxed area of Figure 6-1. (a) View of the boundary between
"light" <left) and "heavy" (right) boronization regions. Auger and
ESCA analyses detected only carbon within the pictured field; (b) A
aagnified view of the crystallinity within the "heavy" boronized
region.
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The process whereby aaorphous carbon is converted to artificial

or synthetic graphite by heat treataent is called graphitization, and

is described as follows [1]. As the calcination teaperature

(1000-1300 C) of the filler co.ponent of amorphous graphite is

reached, the slow foraation of crystalline graphite begins. The

reaction hastens at teaperatures froa 1500-2000 C during which tiae

the graphite outgasses and undergoes a slight (0.2-0.6%) voluae

expansion. At 2600 C, crystalline growth predominates. The

aechanisa appears to involve displacement and rearrangeaent of groups

of planes to achieve three-diaensional ordering, suppleaented by

aoveaent of single C atoas and rings to fill vacancies in existing

crystallites. Cheaical bond rearrangement, condensation, and carbide

decomposition do not appear to contribute significantly to the

ordering. The presence of 02 and C02 in the residual gas

background enhances the process. Based upon the evidence above, it

is likely that the high-teaperature treataent used during

boronization has resulted in graphitization of the carbon. The

presence of B and/or poor vacuua aay act as a catalyst for the

process.

The second ribbon (HRL:2/8/83,C5) studied was described as a

"nearly perfect" exaaple of an ideally boronized ribbon. ESCA

analysis of this apeciaen revealed a C/B ratio of about 1/5 after 30

.inutes of Ar+ sputtering. Since it is expected that the analyzed

area of the speciaen included both the boronized region and part of

the graphite substrate (the analyzed region was approximately 1 aa x

1.5 .. for these ESCA studies>, this fraction .ust be viewed as a
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rough gUide only. Additionally, since the C<ls) binding energies of

B4C and the graphite standard were nearly identical, one could not

deter.ine if the surface was B4C or graphite by ESCA.

This speciaen was also fractured and aounted laterally to per.it

high-resolution Auger exaaination of the interfacial cross-section.

Auger line scans of Band C were performed along three lines

intersecting the interface. The results were very siailar, and only

the aeasure.ent along line 1 is reported in Figure 6-3. It is

observed that the interface is quite sharp, with both Band C signals

rising sharply as the interface is crossed <the zero of the distance

scale is at the top of the SEK photo). It is difficult to say

whether or not boron carbide has formed at this interface. Because

of this uncertainty, and due to the uncontrolled nature of the flash

heating step of the boronization process, it is difficult to draw

£urther conclusions for this saaple, and the results are reported

primarily because this particular ribbon coaprised the 2~!Y case

where a B remnant of the boronization process was found in the

original group of sa.ples preconditioned by HRL. At least a dozen

such samples were studied in the course of our experiaents.

To underscore the case for the rapid volatilization of B froa a

graphite ribbon, an experiment was perforaed using Auger spectroscopy

to determine when boron begins to evaporate froa such a surface.

Figure 6-4 shows SEM aicrographs of a graphite ribbon painted with a

thin layer of B-powder and acetone. The ribbon was subsequently

introduced into the vacuua environ.ent and heated while aonitoring 8

fixed position of the surface with the Auger spectroMeter. The
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boronization

graph ite

LINE: 2 3

Figure 6-3. Auger line acans over the boronization/graphite
interface. The ribbon haa been fractured and aounted to probe the
cross-section. (Top) View of the cross-section, with the location of
the line acans indicated; (Bottoa> Auger line scans of Band C. The
result. are for line 1.
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I 800 fLm

Figure 6-4. A graphite ribbon covered with a alurry of B-powder and
acetone before heating.
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results are shown in Figure 6-5. The significant conclusion is that

nearly all boron has volatilized at teaperatures near 2000 K (1727

C). Figure 6-6 analyzes other points of the surface after heating.

There is little B anywhere on the ribbon.

It aay be argued that the results are invalid because the surface

was not flash heated. Calculation of surface evaporation rates,

however, show that volatility is extre.ely sensitive to te.perature.

Doubling the teaperature fro. 1500-3000 K changes the volatility rate

by 10 orders of aagnitude. At 2673 K (2400 C), the teaperature

typically used in the HRL process, about 5 aicrons of Bare

evaporating per second. This is deaonstrated in Figure 6-7, which is

a seai-logarith.ic plot of tea perature vs aicrons/second of B leaving

the surface. It is clear that hesitation of even one second at high

te.perature results in rapid depletion of B froa the surface.

An unexpected corollary found during the experiaent is shown in

Figure 6-5. In the teaperature range froa 1600-1800 K, the cheaical

shift indicative of boron carbide appeared. This is iaportant

because it provides further inforaation about the process of B4C

for.ation. Exaaples to be discussed below show that boron carbide

aay be formed near the expanding front of a wetted alloy, and within

the interior of the alloy if certain conditions are satisfied. Here,

boron carbide is found to fora at the interface of a boron-carbon

layer after a few ainutes at about 1600 K. Fro. the theraocheaical

theory of wetting, such an interfacial coapound is not unexpected, as

boron carbide has a favorable Gibbs free energy of for.ation in the

indicated teaperature range. It is likely that te~peratures of 1600
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Figure 6-5. Auger surface ele.ental co.position vs te.perature for
the slurry of a-powder and acetone on graphite. Note that the a
signal is near zero at T · 2052 K (1777 C). The dashed lines

indicate that successive Auger spectra were taken at a fixed

te.perature, the rate of volatilization being 80 rapid. The ti.e
between points is about 10 .lnutes.
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Figure 6-6. Auger surface ale.ental co.position vs position for the
"boron1:zed" graphite after heating. There i. little B anywhere on
the surface.
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K are necessary to flash away the free B and reveal the underlying

boron carbide inter layer.

In conclusion, experiaents to elicit the role of boronization in

prewetted speciaens showed that all B had volatilized froa the

graphite surface at teaperstures well "below those attained during

flash heating of the ribbons. Boron carbide was revealed Just prior

to volatilization. SEM analysis of boronized speciaens of "graphite

showed substsntial crystal foraation in areas thought to be regions

of "heavy" boronization. It is evident that a C phase transition had

occurred, whereby the substrate had been graphitized by the high

teaperature flash eaployed in the process. It is possible that the

resulting surface aids in wetting B-containing liquid aetal alloys to

C, and in part explains the success obtained by the HRL process.

B. Studies of Wetting in Contact Systems Containing Ni/B Alloys

Despite the aass of evidence showing the absence of boron on

prewetted speciaens, the controversy over boronization preprocessing

reaained an issue throughout our studies, in part because of the

dramatic iaproveaents in wetting when soaething involving boron was

added to the contact systeas. Testiaony to this fact was given by

the nuaber of well-wetted systems that underwent soae sort of boron

processing. In light of the lack of reproducibility of the HRL

process and the liaited inforaation gained by studying speciaens

which had been prewetted, the OGC group assu.ed responsibility for

perforaing fundaaental wetting experiaents on 8 nuaber of
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alloy/substrate coabinations. Results of these investigations are

detailed below.

1. Wetting Studies of Ni/B (OGC) to C (virgin)

A 20 9 specimen of Ni/B eutectic alloy was synthesized at OGC by

the arc .elting technique. A similar sa.ple was prepared by the LANL

group. Details of the OGC procedure follow. Stoichiometric amounts

of B powder and Ni .etal were weighed and .ixed aechanically. The

aixture was placed in a graphite crucible with a .olybdenua lid and

enclosed in a second graphite crucible. The entire unit was then

placed in a sintering furnace that was backfilled with 25" of He and

the alloy was sintered for 1.0 hour at 1000 C. The furnace heating

elements were also graphite and a quartz evaporation shield to detect

evaporation losses during sintering was added to the furnace. No

losses were observed. The sintered speciaen was next introduced into

the arc DeIter which was successively purged with pure Ar gas, a

1-to-l Ar-He aixture, and pure He. The arc .elter was then

backfilled with a I-to-l aixture of Ar-He to a pressure of 20", and

the tungsten stinger was applied to the sintered aixture and worked

continously through the alloy for coaplete aixing.

Eaission and Auger spectroscopic analysis of the resultant alloy

revealed that the OGC aaterial was quite pure but slightly Hi-rich,

containing a bulk coaposition of Ni = 63.7~ and B = 36.3%. By

coaparison, the lowest eutectics of the Ni/B system have Ni

concentrations at about 55% and 60%. Table VII suamarizes the
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emission spectrographic characterization of the alloy. The .aJor

iapurities and C = 0.10%, N = 0.01%, and 0 = 0.005%, although there

are traces of other contaMinants traceable to conditions existent in

TABLE VII

EMISSION SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF THE Ni55B45 ALLOY
MANUFACTURED AT OGC

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Hi
B
C
o
N
W
Ho
Fe
T1
Cu
Mg
Al
5i

90.5
> 10.0

0.019
0.0011
0.003
0.1-1.0
0.01-0.1

0.01-0.1

0.01-0.1

0.001-0.01

0.001-0.01

0.001-0.01

0.001-0.01

---------------------------------------------------------------------

the arc aelter. Note that the percentages Just quoted are ato.ic

percentages, while the numbers in Table VII are weight percentages.

The average Auger analysis of three positions on the surface of

the OGC aaterial in its "as received" condition is shown in Figure

6-8. The iapurities aentioned above are present, in addition to Cs,

Ca, and S which were not tested for in the e.ission analysis. The Cs

originates froa an unrelated previous use of the vacuua chamber and

is desorbed froa the cha.ber walls during bakeout. Similar

aeasurements after Ar+ sputtering of the surface are displayed in
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Figure 6-8. Average Auger aurface ele.ental co.position of thr..
positions atop the "a8 received" Ni/B alloy .anufac:tured at OGC. The
teaperature i. 300 K.
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Figure 6-9. The priaary contaminant of the clean surface is C.

Scanning electron aicrographs of a thin slab of the OGC alloy are

given in Figure 6-10.

Wetting of Ni/B (OGC) to C (virgin) by the method detailed above

proved to be unsuccessful. In this experiaent, a flat slab (5 .a X 5

ails) of alloy cut from the interior of the arc aelted boule was laid

atop a ribbon of virgin polycrystalline graphite (from Union 76

Corporation) and heated slowly until aelting was observed at 1305 K,

which is 10 degrees above the lowest eutectic of the NilS system.

This procedure was followed because it was straightforward and

allowed comparison with HRL wetting experiments, which were perforaed

in siailar fashion. The wetting sequence is diagrammed in Figure

6-11. At melting, the left side of the alloy slab was observed to

retreat into the alloy with the contact angle becoming less favorable

as the aovement proceeded. Increasing the temperature further, the

right side of the alloy slab behaved similarly, resulting in a

poorly-wetted d~oplet of alloy with a near-180 degree contact angle.

Simultaneous with this was the development of two characteristic

regions of the alloy droplet which were observed in many cases of

alloy wetting. The side of the droplet nearest the graphite was

found to be about SO degrees brighter than the top side of the

droplet and to be identical in brightness temperature to the graphite

substrate.

In the procedure followed by HRL, the temperature of the contact

system was usually raised to around 1700 K to facilitate wetting, and

frequently auch higher for poorly-wetted samples. To investigate
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Figure 6-10. SEM aicrographa of a thin Alice of the Hi/B alloy
aanufactured at OGC. (a) Overall view; (b) A aagnifted view of the

central region of (8).
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TEMPERATURE WETTING BEHAVIOR
(SIDE VIEW)

T- 300 K

T Tm -t;; I1//////// //////////A

T- Tm+ 2000

Tc 1575 K

T= 1510K

T= 1745K

Tcl795K

T-Tm+400°

T Tm + 6000

T=1850K

T=1935K

Figure 6-11. Wetting behavior vs t.aperature for wetting of Mi/8

(OGC) on C (virgin). The aelting point Ta of the alloy was
deterained to be 1305 K. The teaperatures shown are of apparent
pyroaeter brightness, corrected assuaing the eais.ivity of C.
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this regime, and to see if wetting would occur with increasing

teaperature, we decided to systematically raise the temperature

rather than remain at a fixed temperature for an extended period.

The lower two drawings in Figure 6-11 detail the observed behavior.

With rising temperature, the top limb of the droplet began to develop

a bright region which grew toward and eventually met the expanding

bright region at the botto. of the droplet. The contact angle began

to decrease with tiae as the alloy started to reluctantly wet the

substrate.

Top and side views of the wetting behavior after high heating are

shown in Figure 6-12. The graphite ribbon had fractured after 20

minutes at 1900 K due to theraal expansion in the support structure

and the experiment was therefore terainated. Photos (a)-(b) show

that the alloy has begun to flow over the substrate by distances the

order of millimeters, displaying behavior similar to that observed in

studies of prewetted speciaens where poorly-wetted droplets were

found to fracture with heat treat.ent and flow over virgin aaterial.

In the newly wetted region, the wetting behavior is excellent, and

the contact angle is near-zero.

Auger analysis of the droplet and wetting front after reinsertion

into the vacuum system revealed that the top of the droplet was

nearly 100% C. The wetting front was difficult to analyze with the

fixed-beam system because the position where the incident beam struck

the target could not be discerned precisely, but it appeared to

consist mostly of C with small but non-zero concentrations of B, Ni,

and N. Such high concentrationsof C are not unexpected at elevated
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Figure6-12. The wetting behavior of Mi/8 (OGC) on C (virgin) after
high heating. (a) Top view; (b) A 8agnified view of the lower left
of the droplet in (a).
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Figure 6-12 (continued). Crosa-aectional views of the wetting of
li/B (OGC) on C (virgin). (c) Scene correaponding to the view
observed through the URY chaaber window; (d) The lower-left aide of
the droplet in (c).
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temperatures. as previous work has shown that substrate dissolution

in the alloy occurs at teaperatures greater than 100 degrees above

the alloy aelting point for NilS alloys.

Volatilization of C fro. the graphite is also significant at such

temperatures. as evidenced by the presence of a dark residue on the

HacorR support structure behind the ribbon that was not present

before the high heating. These observations are iaportant in

explaining the high concentrations of C found in samples froa HRL

that underwent a similar wetting history. Utilizing high

teaperatures during wetting promotes dissolution of graphite into the

alloy and results in the very thing that previous work has found to

impede wetting. Of final note is the shape of the Auger C peak in

spectra taken of the droplet surface. This shape is that of

elemental carbon and no indication of carbide chemical effects were

found. The alloy surface is therefore covered with a thick layer of

carbon which originates from the substrate at high temperatures.

Later, we will see that carbon also originates froa low-level

impurities in the alloy which surface segregate when the alloy is

first aelted.

A second, identical experi.ent with NilS <OGC) and C <virgin) was

perforaed for reproducibility and to gather further data. An alloy

speci.en of irregular shape was used rather than the flat specimen

used in the first trial. The wetting behavior wss quite siailar to

the first experiaent. At the aelting point. the alloy initially

began to collapse onto the substrate as though it was going to wet,

but then quickly closed into itself and formed 8 poorly-wetted
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droplet of aaterial. Siaultaneously, the lower half of the droplet

developed a siailar area possessing the same brightness as the

graphite, a brightness temperature about 60 degrees hotter than the

top (darker) portion of the droplet. Photos of the alloy while

aolten and after cooling to rooa temperature-are shown in Figure

6-13. Unfortunately, the discrimination in brightness is poorly

resolved in the reproduction. The boundary between bright snd dark

portions of the droplet appeared to Move upward slightly as the

temperature of the droplet was increased. The darker upper half was

determined to be aolten due to the characteristic flash of light

emitted as the temperature of the droplet was lowered through the

melting point. Additionally, this part of the droplet oscillated

when the vacuua chamber was repeatedly struck.

No such behavior was found for the bottoM part of the droplet.

It therefore appeared that the aolten aaterial in the upper

hemisphere of the droplet was contained in a solidified cup of

aaterial formed in the lower part of the alloy.

Scanning electron aicrographs of the contact system after cooling

are shown in Figure 6-14. Photos (a)-(c) show evidence of the

expected crystal growth with irregular patches of (lighter) impurity

and dark unidentified features. Photo (f) is a blowup of the

recrystallized structure atop the droplet, corresponding to growth of

BNi2 crystallites away from aateria1 of eutectic composition which

remains in the crevasses. The contact angle and the boundary
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(0 )

(b)

Figure 6-13. Photographs illustrating the wetting characteriatics of
Nl/B (OGC) on C (virgin). (a) View iaaedietely after alloy aelting.
A bright/dark division of the droplet is present that cannot be aeen
in the reproduction: (b) The view after cooldown.
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Figure 6-14. The wetting behevior of Ni/8 (OGC) on C (virgin). (e)
Top view: (b) Neer the center of the droplet.
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Figure 6-14 (continued>. (c> Side view of the droplet showing the
contact angle~ (d) Magnified view of the aicrostructure after
solidification. Crystal growth is evident.
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separating bright and dark aolten regions are visible in photo (d),

while a blowup of the boundary is shown in photo (e). The lower half

of the droplet appeared to have the higher concentration of dark,

irregular features which later analysis proved to be carbon.

2. Wetting Studies of Ni/B (LANL) to C (virgin)

Here, NilB (LANL: #273-7C: Ni=.53, B=.47) alloy synthesized by

the LANL group was wetted to virgin carbon. The wetting procedure

was identical to that above, with the exception that the alloy was

not heat stressed. Rather, the temperature was increased until

melting occurred and then held rigorously constant at fifty degrees

above the melting point for nearly two days. A mounting arrangement

that enabled Auger analysis during heating was also e.ployed. The

wetting characteristics were very similar to those described above

for OGC alloys, and are shown in Figure 6-15. At .elting, the

irregular alloy specimen of Ni/B began to collapse toward the

substrate but then subsequently pulled back into itself and formed a

poorly-wetted droplet. Simultaneously, the bright and dark regions

were formed within the molten droplet.

Figure 6-16 details the variation of contact angle with time at

an alloy temperature of fifty degrees above the melting point. After

two hours, the contact angle decreased from nearly 180 degrees to 90

degrees as spreading proceeded over the virgin substrate. After 36

hours, the contact angle was about 30 degrees. The location of the

bright/dark boundary on ~he droplet surface also changed during this
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DARK

BRIGHT "ISLANDS"
OF MATERIAL

Tcl315K

BRIGHT T= 1355K

DEVELOPS ALMOST
INSTANTANEOUSLY UPON
ALLOY MELTING

Figure 6-15. Wetting characteristics of Ni/B (LANL: #273-7C~ Ni=.53,
B=.47) on C (virgin) i.mediately after aelting. The teaperatures
shown are of apparent pyrometer brightness, corrected assuming the
emissivity of C.
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Figure 6-16. Contact angle va tiae for the wetting of li/B (LAIL:
'273-7C: Hie.53, B8.47) on C (virgin).
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period. As the contact angle decreased, the bright lower half of the

droplet decreased in size when viewed fro. the side, snd becaMe

localized at the contact syste. interface. SEK exaainations of the

alloy after 36 hours of operation show that the alloy has expanded

distances the order of ailliaeters over the front side of the

substrate, and the leading edge of the flow has a contact angle of

near-zero.

Following reaoval of the specimen from the vacuum system, it was

found that a portion of alloy had flowed ~h~2~gh the graphite

substrate and wet the backside of the ribbon. This is shown in

Figure 6-17. Subsequent studies revealed that the alloy had not

flowed through a favorably disposed series of pores in the graphite,

but rather had cheaically attacked the graphite. This fact has

significance for wetting, for a metallic alloy cannot chemically

react with 8aterial that it first cannot wet. Thus, again it is

found that the Ni/B eutectic wets virgin carbon under a certain set

of conditions. Auger characterization of the backside flow and

cross-section of this unusual specimen follow.

Auger analysis of the backside wetting showed that the rim of the

flow contained boron carbide, while the interior contained pure alloy

components that were Ni-rich. Once again, wetting and

contaminant-free alloy appear to be connected. This is deaonstrated

in Figures 6-18 to 6-19, which show the Auger composition of two

positions near the alloy/substrate boundary after t~e specimen had

been reintroduced into the vacuum system. Position 1 at the alloy

boundary appears to be a ~omplex ternary of B, Ni, and C, perhaps
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Figure 6-17. Wetting of the backside of the Ni/8 (LANL) on C
(virgin) caused by flow through the ribbon. The contact angle i.

near-zero. Second phase aaterial has foraad at the leading edge of
the flow.
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foraed as the alloy Moved out over the graphite. Although the

characteristic shape change of the C peak due to the presence of

boron carbide could not be definitively established at this position,

it is likely that boron carbide has been foraed. This is reinforced

in Figure 6-19, which shows that analyais of ,other points near the

alloy/substrate boundary are nearly 100% boron ~arbide. NiC

possesses unfavorable energetics and is not expected to form.

In contrast, Auger analysis of several positions in the interior

of the backside alloy show that the interior consists of pure alloy

cOMponents that are Ni-rich relative to the LANL stoichioMetry. The

best explanation of this behavior consistent with other data is that

the alloy is being robbed of B during foraation of B4C. This is

supported by analysis of a cross-section of the alloy, discussed

below. Initially, we thought that the Ni-rich interior partially

explained why the B-fluxing step in the HRL wetting procedure

appeared to facilitate wetting. The reasoning went as follows. If

substantial amounts of boron carbide or a cOMplex ternary of Ni, B,

and C forM at the alloy/substrate boundary, then the B that

originally made up the eutectic has to be depleted in the process.

This results in an elevated Melting point for the alloy as the alloy

cliabs the Ni-rich liquidus of the binary phase diagram for Ni/B.

The result is that liquid flow ceases. However, if extra B is added

to the alloy, it could act to offset the lost B and conserve the

alloy cOMposition. We have since ruled out this possibility after

the discovery of surface segregation in the alloys, although the

aechanism could be operative for alloys where significant carbide
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forDation occurs.

A hypothesis that formation of boron carbide does support is the

decrease in contact angle with time observed for this alloy. There

are only two possibilities to explain this time dependence consistent

with present understanding of wetting: either something is forming

at the interface or something is being depleted from the interface.

Either reaction acts to decrease the liquid-solid surface tension and

pro.ote wetting. Evidence cited above showed that boron carbide is

formed at the surface of 8 heated ribbon of boronized graphite, and

here we find it at the wetting front at significantly lower

temperatures. This indicates that boron carbide can be formed at

teaperatures near the melting point of the alloy, but sluggish

kinetics slow down the reaction. This behavior was suggested earlier

for prewetted alloys which initially consisted of poorly-wetted

droplets which later were found to melt and spread with heat

treat.ent. The disappearance of large amounts of surface carbon from

the droplets may be explained by the forMation of boron carbide at

the interface. This will be elaborated further in a later section.

Further evidence of boron carbide formation in this contact

syate. is seen in Figure 6-20, which provides a perspective of the

massive extent of the alloy attack. The alloy has dissolved a large

portion of graphite, and the interior of the central alloy droplet is

laced with second phase Material. This is in contrast to the vast

majority of other alloy droplets we have sectioned, whose interiors

appear to be relatively free of such 8aterial. Auger surface

eleaental compositions at several positions within the cross section
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Figure 6-20. Light aicrographsof the cross-sectionof the Ni/B
CLANL) on C alloy that passed through the ribbon. (a) View showing
the continuua of alloy through the ribbon; (b) View of the

alloy/substrate interface beneath the central droplet of alloy.
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are shown in Figure 6-21. The photo of Figure 6-21 is deceptive in

that little of the graphite ribbon reMaina, a result due, not to

alloy attack, but to uneven grinding during reaoval of the ribbon

from the plastic aold used during sectioning. The second phase

aaterial (positions 3 and 5) appears to be B4C: curiously, however,

the carbide Auger cheaical shift we have routinely observed in other

spectra was absent here. Position 2 within the alloy aaterial is

Ni-rich, while a second position (position 6) is near stoichioaetry.

Positions 1 and 4 in the graphite substrate show significant

concentrations of Ni. Previous studies of graphite cross sections

also indicated that Ni (rather than B) is the alloy component that

diffuses into the substrate, although to nowhere near the extent

found here.

Hence, this speciaen depicts the .etallurgical situation of a

liquid Metal contact system containing boron and carbon after

excessive reaction between the substrate and the alloy. When the

carbon activity in the alloy is excessive, the reaction is

characterized by significant carbide formation within the bulk of the

8aterial. In studies of previous specimens, evidence of carbide

formation has been indicated, but only on the surface of the alloy

droplets. The interior of .ost droplets are characteristically free

of impurities. The results here are best viewed in terms of what

happens to boron-containing alloys during excessive reaction with the

substrate. During such severe attack, boron carbide is able to form

within the alloy interior.
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3. The Influence of Carbon Ruboff

An extensive effort was Mounted to isolate the source of the high

surface concentrations of C and N in the Molten alloys. One early

hypothesis advanced.by the OGC group t9 explain the large

concentrations in the Molten alloys centered upon the properties of

the graphite supplied by the Union 76 Corporation. Although later

work failed to support this theory, its effects were observed

periodically throughout this work and are of sufficient iaportance to

discuss here.

Carbon ruboff refers to the idea that the surface of the graphite

consists of loosely bonded grains which may be aechanically separated

from the surface in the process of alloy wetting. Technical

information supplied by the 8anufacturer [23 indicates that the

graphite utilized as substrates in our wetting experiaents has been

"specially processed (carbon i.pregnated) to virtually eliminate

particle 'ruboff'. . .the process does not affect Machined tolerances

but does fill the pores and coat exposed surfaces with a fila of

carbon 8aterial." In terms of wetting behavior, a liquid alloy with

strong affinity for the substrate would act to pick up carbon

particles during liquification and form the heavy layer of C detected

on the surface of poorly-wetted droplets. The issue reduces to a

question of the relative iMportance of cohesive and adhesive forces

in the contact syste.. If the adhesive forces between the Molten

alloy and the graphite are greater than the cohesive force a between
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the particles of graphite, then ruboff aay occur. The result is a

aolten droplet covered with carbon and a suppression of wetting.

Experiaents to be described below have shown that the hypothesis

of carbon ruboff is largely unnecessary. The aost proainent

experiaental observation it is unable to explain is the existence of

excellent wetting of i.purity-free alloy. Recall froa previous

discussion that nuaerous cases exist where the carbon shell on

poorly-wetted droplets aay be fractured, resulting in the effusion of

pure alloy aaterial out onto the virgin carbon substrate with

subsequent excellent wetting. The pertinent question is: Why does

not this aaterial also suffer carbon ruboff and result in poor

wetting? The postulate of carbon ruboff cannot respond to this

criticism, as it predicts that carbon particles should be reaoved

from the substrate in every instance of contact between alloy and

substrate. As will be shown later, the dileaaa is resolved by the

surface segregation .odel of alloy behavior, which views the source

of the surface carbon to be segregated iapurities inherent to the

alloy.

An instance where carbon rubo!f appeared to be real occurred

during an experiaent designed to investigate the possibility of

wetting to a second graphite substrate which was inserted into the

upper heaisphere of a poorly-wetted droplet of alloy. The goal was

to deter.ine if wetting would occur by penetration, and to

investigate the response of the droplet to lateral forces. It was

found that the surface tension forces governing the shape of the

droplet were quite reaarkable. The droplet would yield to lateral
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forces exerted by the second graph~te ribbon, and a strong thrust by

a pointed end of the graphite was necessary to penetrate the aurface

tension shell. Upon so doing, the adhesive forces between the second

graphite ribbon and the interior of the alloy were excellent, and the

alloy could have been pulled away from the original substrate. After

leaving the system in this configuration for a few ainutes, however,

a asterial with brightness teaperature identical to that of the

graphite was found along the line of penetration and persisted after

the second ribbon was pulled out of the aolten alloy. This

observation confiras the existence of carbon dissolution and possible

rubo£f in the alloy systeas at high temperature.

C. Studies of Wetting in Contact Systems Containing Pt/B Alloy.

1. Studies of Prewetted Pt/B on Re

The focus of investigation regarding Pt/B alloys centered upon

critical assessment of the extent of reaction between the alloy and

meta~lic substrates such as rhenium. Rhenium is an excellent choice

of substrate material in contact systems containing boron due to its

demonstrated ability to resist attack by boron, which is extremely

corrosive to most aetals. Effort was focused on the behavior of Pt/B

with Re due to the preliminary success of HRL in achieving a 30-hour

source of B using these aaterials. Wetting studies of Pt/B to C

(virgin) yielded results similar to those reported above for wetting

of Ni/B to C (virgin). In both cases, a poorly-wetted droplet of

alloy was formed which was characterized by large surface

concentrations of C and N which appeared to prevent wetting.
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Figure 6-22 shows scanning electron micrographs of a speciaen of

Pt/B alloy prewetted by the HRL group to a thin ribbon of Re. The

front of the ribbon is well-wetted, while no evidence of wetting to

the backside of the Re is observed as yet. The interior of the alloy

shows evidence of widespread inhoaogeneity and foreign particles

which Auger studies later verified to contain the contaminants Ca,

Mg, N, 0, and C. Such particles were found in a number of cases

during this work, and were often observed to float atop the molten

alloy and follow the liquid turbulence created within the alloy

during heating. We have invariably found liquid metal alloys of

boron and arsenic to exhibit excellent wetting to metallic

substrates.

Auger analysis of four points of the "as received" alloy surface

are shown in Figure 6-23. KaJor i.purities are C and 0, with small

concentrations of N, Kg, Ca, and Cs. The Cs is due to a previous,

unrelated use of the vacuu. chamber. It is difficult in

Pt-containing alloys to positively establish the existence of BN due

to the peak overlap of pt and B near 180 eVe However, the B peak

shape and energy are quite reminiscent of the boron nitride chemical

shift discussed earlier.

During heating, alloy .elting was found to occur at 1067 K (794

C>, a temperature 4 degrees above the binary eutectic temperature for

this system. That the aelting point was so close to the system

eutectic in spite of the large aMount of surface contaaination lends

support to the notion that what was observed was bulk Melting and not

true surface .elting. We had suspected this from the start of our

investigations.
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Figure 6-22. Iaagea of the Pt/B on Re alloy in its "aa received"
condition at 300 K. (a) Overall view; Cb) View at the right

alloy/substrate boundary.
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Figure 6-24 displays the alloy surface co.position vs position at

a teaperature 5 degrees below the Melting point. The alloy surface

iDpurities are nonvanishing at this teMperature, although the C

signa~ is reduced relative to the situation at 300 K. A first

indication of the reaction speed for this contsct system was found

during an increase in temperature to 30 degrees above the Melting

point. After 10 Minutes at this temperature, the alloy had

resolidified. An Auger scan of the surface after resolidification

revealed no unusual differences in surface cOMposition froM the

situation at startup: in particular, no Re was found. A further

increase in temperature to 60 degrees above the original melting

point was necessary to remelt the alloy, but then the surface

resolidified in about 15 minutes. Unusual changes in alloy

brightness were observed during this period, indicative of large

changes in substrate resistivity as the chemical reaction between

alloy and substrate proceeded. During a further increase in

temperature to remelt the alloy, the brightness of the right side of

the alloy increased by nearly 150 degrees, which was followed by a

rapid increase in the system pressure. The temperature at the time

of this unusual behavior was about 100 degrees above the original

aelting point. Subsequent Auger analysis (Figure 6-25> showed that

most o£ the surface contaminants found at lower temperatures had

vanished, leaving mostly alloy components and nitrogen. TeDperature

cycling did not reaove the bright region. The surface had

resolidified again after about an hour, so it was necessary to

increase the temperature to remelt the alloy. This time, 8
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te.perature of 1400 K was necessary. A few .inutes at this

temperature resulted in catastrophic breakdown of the alloy as the

ribbon began to volatilize away. Several SEM photographs of the

resulting contact system are shown in Figure 6-26. The behavior

displayed indicates that chemical reactions Qetween alloy and

substrate are sufficiently intensive to destroy the source at high

teaperatures.

Figure 6-27 shows the surface co.position of the alloy at roo.

te.perature after catastrophic attack. The low concentrations of

surface Re support the thesis that the alloy is dissolving into the

substrate. In order to qualitatively .easure the rate of

dissolution, two positions on the surface were .onitored by Auger

spectroscopy for a few hours each to determine the degree of

interdiffusion of alloy and substrate. The results are reported in

Figures 6-28 and 6-29. For both positions investigated, the B

concentration .onotonically decreases which results in a similar

trend upward for the pt concentration.

This view of the reaction aechanisa for Pt/B on Re is reinforced

by scanning Auger investigations of a fractured cross-section of the

contact system. The ribbon above was fractured and .ounted edgewise

facing the excitation beam. The perspective is revealed in Figure

6-30, which shows the cross-section and the positions of three

characteristic areas which were studied. A central region exists

that is primarily Re and Pt, with no trace of B. Surrounding this on

both sides (it is important to note that the alloy had wet both sides

of the Re ribbon) is a second region which contains relatively
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Figure 6-26. Post-aortea views of the Pt/B on Re alloy after
catastrophic failure. (a) Overall view of the failure zone: (b) High
aagnification view of the aicrostructure within the failure zone.
Notice that the wetting i. excellent.
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smaller aaounts of Pt and significant concentrations of B. The C and

o signals appear because because the ribbon was not sputtered after

reintroduction into the vacuum environment.

Scanning Auger 8aps of the cross-section, displayed in Figure

6-31, show that Re appears to be concentrated near the center of the

original ribbon rather than distributed uniformly throughout the

cross-section, as would be the case for an unreacted strip of metal.

The pt signal is strongest at the edges of the central Re

concentration, indicating that the Pt is preferentially attacking the

Re. These regions are relatively B-free. The boron concentration

within the Re-rich center is probably spurious, as the point analyses

shown earlier indicate that no B exists in this region. The

discrepancy occurs because of the overlap of Band Re peaks in the

energy window used to obtain the map. The map of B is therefore more

accurately a aap of B + Re. We have routinely subtracted out the

contribution of the Re overlap in the elemental compositions reported

in this study, but this cannot be done for Auger asps.

The wetting characteristics of this particular contact system

were irregular but excellent, probably due to a temperature gradient

across the sample due to unequal electrical and thermal contacts in

the support mechanism. In particular, the right side of the ribbon

wetted first, and appeared to be covered with a thin layer of alloy

8aterial that was Pt-rich. probably corresponding to the loss of B to

Re reported above. The wetting behavior improved with rising

temperature, and eventually the alloy spread from front to back of

the Re ribbon with a near-zero contact angle. At temperatures near
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Figure 6-31. Scanning Auger ele.ental .ap8 of the Pt/B on Re

cross-section. For orientation, aee the photograph of Figure 6-30.

Ca) Re .ap: (b) B (+ Re) .ap.



(c)

(d)

-------------

Figure 6-31 (continued). (c) pt .ap; (d) 0 .ap.
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the melting point of the Pt/B system and other low aelting liquids,

the surface retains significant amounts of undesorbed contaminants

due to the low temperatures involved. As shown above, significant

cleanup of the Pt/B alloy, for example, did not occur until

temperatures near 100 degrees above the binary aelting temperature.

It would be interesting to investigate the behavior of these

contaainantsin a working ion source, addressing such questions as

whether the contaainants are field evaporated in the first instant of

operation, and how their presence affects the initial turn-on

characteristics of the source.

2. Wetting Studies of Pt/B (LANL) to Re

The success of the HRL group in producing a 30-hour source of

Pt/B on Re proapted further theraocheaical studies of this contact

systea. In particular, questions concerning the potential role of Re

impurities on the rate of chemical attack and the influence of

induced strains in the aaterial were considered sufficiently

important to warrant additional study.

Auger surface analysis of the Re used by HRL in their eaitters

(Alfa, Lot #040583) showed that the Re was highly iapure, even at

high temperatures. As shown in Figure 6-32, significant surface

concentrations of 5, Mg, and Si persisted at temperatures as high as

1400 K. At the highest temperature tested, well above the aelting

point of Pt/B, the surface was only 63~ pure.

The wetting of Pt/B (LANL: #273-5A; Pt = .72, B = .28) to a thin
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ribbon of this Re was excellent, with the alloy spreading onto the

backside of the ribbon with a near-zero contact angle. This study

was different from the analysis described above in that the wetting

was performed at our laboratory using well-characterized .aterials.

The first ~ystem was pre-wetted at HRL. Tes~s to reveal the

long-term effects of heating at the aelting point of Pt/B are shown

in Figure 6-33. In this figure, the alloy surface co.position and

melting point vs time are plotted. The sample was observed closely

in order to record the changing Melting point of the system and

therefore the positions monitored by the Auger beam are different

from spectrum to spectrum. Nevertheless, a number of tendencies

which correspond favorably with the first experiment are noteworthy.

First, the alloy melting point increased by about 100 degrees in 7

hours. Second, the Pt signal increased with time, while the B signal

decreased. Third, Ca and 0 appeared to vanish simultaneously with

rising melting point, suggesting that the Ca in the alloy existed as

calcium oxide. Fourth, C and N persisted in the alloy, even after

all 0 had vanished. We will find later that these are surface

segregated species which reside as low-level i.purities in the alloy.

The contact system suffered catastrophic failure between 11 and

20 hours of operation. Auger analysis of the failed surface is shown

in Figure 6-34, showing significant C and N concentrations in

addition to a small amount of Ca. The BN chemical shift indicative

of BN formation in the alloy surface is found at all sampled

locations, a likely result of the excessive temperatures caused by

the changing resistivity of the Re ribbon during alloy attack. No Re
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see if attack occurred along the line of stress. No correlation

could be attached to this aechanis. of failure, in agreeMent with

extensive tests by A. Bell [3] with stressed Re.

The results of both studies of Pt/B indicate that only limited

success may be expected from this choice of alloy and substrate. As

time progresses, both pt and B are found to attack the Re, but since

the rate of B dissolution is faster than Pt dissolution, the surface

shows an enriched concentration of Pt. Concurrently, the melting

point of the alloy continually increases, forcing an increase in

heater current to retain the alloy in a Molten state. This acts to

accelerate the rate of attack, and increases the melting point

further. Once the cycle of temperature increases is entered, there

is no escape, and emitter lifetimes greater than 30 hours are the

exception rather than the rule.

3. Evidence from Mass Spectrometer Studies of Pt/B on Re

The results of a .ass spectrometric study of a liquid metal ion

source of Pt72B28 eutectic on Re is consistent with the mechanism

of alloy behavior discussed in the previous section. The details of

this study will be reported in future publications of the OGC group.

Here, we concentrate on those parts of the investigation dealing with

the alloy thermochemistry.

is found at the surface. A .icrograph of the system after failure is

provided in Figure 6-35. An excessive amount of reaction has

occurred. The Re ribbon was strained before the addition of alloy to



(a)

( b)
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Figure 6-35. Views of the failed Pt/B (LANL: '273-5A; Pt=.72, 8=.28)
on Re (HRL: Alfa, Lot '040583).
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The emitter assembly with prewetted alloy was supplied by the HRL

group, and was studied by the Hitachi RMU-7 aagnetic sector .ass

spectrometer at OGC, which has an entrance slit of 2 mr angle

Deasured at the emitter. Relative aMounts of the various mass

species as a £unct~on of total current were deterained by measuring

the area under the respective aass peaks. No correction was aade for

the mass dependence of the spectrometer sensitivity.

Figure 6-36 gives the relative abundance of the various species

observed in the Pt/B on Re LMI source ss a function of current sfter

seversl hours of operation. By summing the contribution of the

verious pt and B species, a plot of the relative abundance of total B

and pt va current is given in Figure 6-37. Surprisingly, the percent

o£ B in the range of normal operating source current is only 10%

whereas the original alloy contained 28% atomic weight of B. This

result was confirmed at different source operating times and for two

different sources.

Auger studies described above showed a decrease in B surface

composition with time when a Pt/B liquid film on Re was heated at the

melting point. This has been determined to be due to rapid diffusion

and/or dissolution of B into the Re substrate. We speculate that

during source activation when the Pt/B liquid film flows along the

emitter that the Pt/B ratio increases due to B take-up by the

substrate. Significant canges in the Pt/B ratio will force a higher

temperature to maintain operation in the liquidus range of the phase

diagram. This corresponds favorably with the experience reported

fr.om earlier Pt/B on Re ribbon studies. Interestingly, the aecsured
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initial turn-on teaperature of the LHIS was within experiaental error

of the eutectic aelting point for Pt72B28'

4. The For.stion of Rhenium Oxides on Emitter Structures

Emitter structures of Pt/B on Re Manufactured by HRL were

frequently found to possess precipitated second phase aaterial, shown

in Figure 6-38. These precipitates were usually found after a few

hours of source operation, and occurred predoainantly on the wetted

Re support which held the alloy charge. In view of the importance of

understanding the thermochemistry of this contact system, an attempt

was made to identify these precipitates.

Figure 6-39 reports the results of a high resolution Auger

analysis of several positions on the crystalline Material and

underlying wetted substrate. The perspective is shown in photo (b)

of Figure 6-38. It appears that the crystalline Material is a

precipitated phase of rhenium oxide. The Rost stable rhenium oxide

is Re02' which decoMposes at ~ 1000 C. The underlying subsurface,

by contrast, is composed of Pt-rich material with no indication of B.

The existence of precipitated second phase material on the

emitter structure of Pt/B on Re uncovers another potential source of

failure for this contact system, and reinforces the extent of

chemical interaction between alloy and substrate discussed above. We

saw earlier that the Pt/B on Re failed due to excessive reaction

between 8 and Re, which subsequently enriched the surface with Pt.

Apparently, the reaction has proceeded to such an extent here that no
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B at all remains at the surface. Where then does the oxygen

originate? A number of possibilities exist. Results reported above

show that at the low aelting temperature of the PtJB alloy,

significant surface contamination still exists because the

temperature is simply not high enough to effectively clean the alloy

surface. In particular, oxygen is quite abundant. Second, the

oxygen may ariae as a result of poor vacuum conditions during

wetting. It is unclear what vacuum existed in the HRL apparatus.

Third, the oxygen may originate from impure starting 8aterials. In

any case, formation of rhenium oxides is not unexpected, as Table

VIII shows that the Gibbs free energies of formation of nearly all

existing oxides of rhenium are thermodynamically favorable.

TABLE VIII

GIBBS FREE ENERGY OF FORMATION OF RHENIUM OXIDE COMPOUNDS

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Compound T(K) G (kcalJlllole) Reference

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Formation of calcium oxide phases were indicated to form in the

alloy in previous work, and are also not unexpected because CaO has a

very high affinity for oxygen (see Figure 6-40). A possible solution

in dealing with these oxide phases is to flash the emitter to a

Re207 1100 -167.5 Wicks (4)

Re03 1100 -95.5 ..

Re208 600 -209.0 ..

Re02 300 -88.0 Lange (5)

Re03 300 -127.9 ..
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temperature of about 100 degrees above the .elting point of Pt/B for

a couple of seconds after wetting. Earlier results showed that

little residual contaaination existed on the Pt/B .olten surface

after heating to this temperature.



Table 2 Oxygen Affinity of Metals

Oxide

AU203

Ag203
PtO

Pd~

Air

Ir02

Rh20

Te02

CU20
BiO

PbO

Tc02

Re02

H2-H20 IF '" 103)

CO-C02 IF'" 103)

As203
CoO

NiO

CdO

Ge02

Sn02

H2-H20 (F '" 1)

Mo02
FeO

CO-C02 IF'" 1)

W02

K20

In203
ZnO

H2-H20 IF '" 10-3)

Ga203

CO-C02 IF = 10-3)

Na20

P203

Cr203
MnO

Ta20S
NbO

VO

B203

Si02
TiO
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Oxide

RaO

AI20~
Zr02

Hf02

Li20
BaO

SC203
SrO

BeO

MgO

Y203

(RE)203

Th02
CaO

Ac203

.pO =-log p~ for oxygen in equilibrium
at 1000oK.

46.3

47.2

47.2
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48.5

48.6

50.3

51.2

52.0

52.0

52.0

""53.0

55.5

55.5

56.4

Figure 6-40. The Oxygen Affinity of Metals. From T. B. Reed. t~!!
~n!rgI_Q!_tQr!~;!Q~_Q!_~!~~rI_£Q!EQ~nQ! (Cambridge:KIT Press. 1971).
p. 67.
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CHAPTER 7

THE SURFACE SEGREGATION HODEL OF WETTING BEHAVIOR AND THE TRUE

NATURE OF BORONI2ATION

A. A Summary of Results to Date

The outlook for development of a long-lived ion source of boron

looked extremely pessi.istic when viewed against the failure of

several liquid .etal alloys of boron to wet graphite. A no-win

situation appeared to exist where the mutually exclusive requirements

of ainimal chemical reactivity and good wetting offered little hope

for success. On the one hand, the lowest aelting boron alloy (Pt/B)

exhibited unacceptable levels of chemical reactivity with the

metallic substrate (Re) best known to offer resistance to boron

attack. On the other hand, poor chemical affinity of the boron

alloys to one of the most chemically inert surfaces known (C>

resulted in unacceptably poor wetting characteristics. The status of

the experimental effort at this point may be suamarized in five

observations: (1) Pure Ni/B and Pt/B alloys wet and spread over

virgin amorphous graphite: (2) Ni/B and Pt/B alloys containing high

concentrations of C andlor N wet virgin amorphous graphite

reluctantly or not at all: (3) Boronization of amorphous graphite

facilitates wetting of Ni/B and Pt/B alloys to carbon: (4) Ni/B and
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Pt/B alloys wet aetallic surfaces such as Re, Zr, and W, but with

excessive, lifetiae liaiting reactivity; and (5) Although Hi/B and

Pt/B alloys are expected to wet substrates such as graphite, it is

prevented in nearly all cases studied.

The expectation tha~ Hi/B should wet graphite is based upon

reported evidence [1] that aetallic Hi by itself wets graphite with a

contact angle of 45 degrees. Further, B is often used as an additive

to aetals to proMote wetting on graphite. For exa.ple, pure Cu has a

contact angle of 140 degrees on graphite, but Cu with 5% B added has

a contact angle of 36 degrees [2]. Since the Hi/B eutectic is lower

Melting than pure Ni, it is less stable than pure Ni, and in addition

has B for its second component. One therefore anticipitates that

Ni/B should wet graphite. Reasons for the frequent failure of Ni/B

to wet graphite are provided below.

B. The Problem: Surface Segregation of Low-Level Impurities in the

Alloys

The wettability of solids by liquid .etal alloys is governed by

surface segregation of low-level C and H i.purities in the molten

alloys. Segregation of these ele.ents to the surface of the aolten

droplet has been found in every alloy system we have studied, and

allows an integration of the diverse results into a coherent .odel.

Further, the influence of surface segregation on wetting casts doubt

on many previous studies of this phenomena, as the existence of ppm

impurities in the wetting materials can radically affect the
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results. The evidence for segregation is extensive. In support of

this idea, we offer five key examples.

1. Wetting Studies of Hi/B (OGC) to Aluminum Oxide

Perhaps the key experimental result of this study concerned

wetting of Hi/B to aluminum oxide.. Wetting of Hi/B to A1203 was

attempted due to evidence from Lugscheider [31 which indicated that

certain nickel boride alloys were found to wet aluminum oxide. In

addition, use of this substrate served to isolate the alloy from

outside sources of carbon. Locating the origin of C in the alloys

proved to be a pivotal issue, as previous studies of this question

were unable to determine whether carbon signals in the alloys

originated from dissolution of the substrate or impure materials.

Figure 7-1 shows the wetting behavior of Hi/B to aluminum oxide.

A solid specimen of Hi/B (OGC) was laid atop a ribbon of aluminum

oxide made by filling an appropriately shaped mold with Aremco 552

high-temperature adhesive. The composition of this material was

verified by Auger analysis to consist primarily of Al and o. The

ribbon was laid atop a second ribbon of W, and the combination was

loaded into the vacuum chamber and resistively heated until the alloy

melted. The wetting was poor, and consisted of a contact angle of

about 130 degrees. More significantly, however, were the large

concentrations of C and N at the surface of the poorly-wetted

droplet. These elements could only arise from the droplet itself, as
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the alloy is coapletely isolated fro. carbon and the droplet shows

little or no oxygen, which rules out the contribution froM adsorbed

CO. Surface segregation of C and N which occurs coincident with

Melting is indicated as the source of the contaminants.

2. Wetting Studies of Pt/B (LANL> to Re

We have already discussed the behavior of this contact system.

Here, the attention is focused on the character of the Pt/B alloy

surface during a 20-hour study of surface composition. Recall from

Figure 6-33 that the surface of the alloy was found to contain about

30~ C throughout the experiment, even after all oxygen had vanished.

The situation after catastrophic breakdown of the contact system is

shown again in Figure 7-2. Strong C and N signals are found at all

monitored locations. Since there is no carbon anywhere in this

system except for the low level of bulk impurities in the alloy (the

Re is C-free at the aelting temperature of Pt/B--see Figure 6-32>, we

deduce that the'C and N originate from surface segregation during

alloy melting. Hence, both OGC and LANL alloys display similar

behavior regarding segregation of low-level alloy impurities.

3. A Calculation of C Segregation in Ni/B Alloys

A theoretical calculation of surface enrichment was Made to

determine whether the low levels of C impurity found in the OGC alloy

could be responsible for the high concentrations of this element

found at the surface of Ni/B and Pt/B alloys. In particular,
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emission spectroscopic analysis of Ni/B (OGC) showed the OGC 8aterial

to contain 0.019 w% C. Assuming the entire weight percent of C to

se9regate to the surface of a spherical droplet of alloy 0.5 .m in

radius, the thickness T of the C layer formed is calculated to be:

T : 3.17 X 10-6 D(Hi/B)/D(C) cm

where D(Ni/B) and D(C) are the densities of Ni/B and C respectively.

Assuming the density of graphite to be 2.0 gm/cm3, and calculating

the density of Hi/B (7.2 ga/cm3) from values given in the

literature [4,5J produces a value for t of 1140 A. Since the Auger

beam probes the top 5 - 20 A of a surface, it is reasonable that the

high concentrations of C observed at the surface of poorly-wetted

droplets is due to surface segregation of C impurities within the

alloy. The impurities are characteristic of the bulk concentration

since the alloy fragments used in wetting are fractured from the

interior of the original melt.

4. Cross-sectional Examinations of Poorly-wetted Droplets

Further evidence for surface segregation is given by analysis of

cross-sectional slices of poorly-wetted droplets. Figure 7-3 shows

one example of many we have examined. In this experiment, an attempt

was made to wet Hi/B (LAHL: #273-7A: Ni = .62, B = .38> on a surface

o£ amorphous graphite with added Zr. The wetting was poor, with a

contact angle of about 140 degrees. Auger analysis of the droplet

wbile molten showed high amounts of surface C. The view at room

temperature, shown in the left photo of the figure, shows that the
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droplet surface is covered with recrystallized precipitates of

hexagonal material that later analysis proved to be graphite.

Micrographic examination of several cross-sections through the

droplet show evidence of second phase material at the droplet

surface. By contrast, the interior o£ the droplet is smooth and

uniform, characteristic of pure alloy aaterial.

A second exa.ple is provided in Figure 7-4. In this case, Ni/B

(DGC) was heated atop virgin amorphous graphite and formed the usual

poorly-wetted droplet. A second graphite ribbon at the same

temperature was then brought into contact with the top hemisphere of

the droplet to investigate whether the alloy would wet this ribbon.

The results have been detailed above during the discussion of carbon

ruboff. In brief, the alloy droplet was found to yield to thrusts

from the second ribbon. When the second ribbon was positioned to

lightly touch the alloy droplet, formation of a bright zone along the

contact developed that remained when the ribbon was pulled away from

the droplet. This is direct evidence that the alloy dissolves

carbon. Figure 7-4 shows the droplet profile at room temperature

after a series of such experiments. The droplet surface shows large

areas of carbon-containing material originating from segregation and

the extreme treatment described above. The interior of the droplet

is relatively uniform, consisting primarily of alloy components.

5. The Composition of Alloy Material Flowing from the Interior

of the Earliest Poorly-Wetted Droplets
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1000 p.m

Figure 7-4. The Mi/B (QGC) on C (virgin) alloy after puncture by a
aecond graphite ribbon. The interior of the alloy 1a reaarkably
clean, given the appearance of the droplet aurface in (a).
Photograph (b) ahowa a crosa-aectional alice through the alloy.
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It was reported above that most of the earliest, prewetted

contact systems contained poorly-wetted droplets from which pure

alloy could be aade to flow by heat treataent. The pure alloy

material flowed from the inside of the droplets and wetted the virgin

graphite. Auger analysis shQwed the $urfaces of the poorly-wetted

droplets to invariably consist of high concentrations of C and H,

which remained behind in inert form after the fracture of the surface

skin. For prewetted systems that were well-wetted, little evidence

of such surface C was found. This is further support for the

existence of segregated material that arises during the wetting

procesa as the alloy is melted.

6. The Theory of Surface Segregation

Segregation refers to the redistribution of elemental components

from the bulk of an alloy to a free surface or grain boundary. That

is, the equilibrium concentration of an alloy surface 1s not

necessarily identical to its bulk composition. Since there are no

grain boundaries in aolten liquids, segregation occurs entirely at

the interface between contacting phases. The first rigorous

theoretical description of surface segregation was formulated by

Gibbs [6]. In this formalism, Gibbs argued that the driving force

for segregation is the decrease in the total free energy of the

contact system when segregation occurs. In terms of the Gibbs

adsorption isotherm, the excess surface concentration of one

component of an alloy over its bulk concentration, E, is related to
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the compositional dependence of the surface tension d~/du by:

E(2) = d~/du(2)

where i is the surface tension of the solution, u(2) is the che.ical

potential of the solute, and E(2) is the surface excess of the solute

with respect to the Gibbs equiaolar dividin9 surface for the

solvent. If the dependence of the chemical potential on the

composition obeys Henry's law (i.e., the system is a dilute binary

systeM), this equation may be rewritten as [7]:

E(2) = -[X(2)/kT] d~/dX(2)

where X(2) is the concentration of the solute. This aeans that one

component of the alloy should segregate to its surface if the surface

tension decreases with increasing concentration of that component.

In addition, the surface will become depleted of solute that raises

the surface tension. The problem 1n applying this equation to

surface segregation is that, experimentally, little is known about

the dependence of surface tension on che.ical potential or

composition. Th~refore, a number of alternate approaches have been

cast to alter the Gibbs adsorption isotherm in such a way that

experimentally accessible quantities may be correlated. Although the

approaches contain a number of simplifying assumptions not

necessarily applicable to the complicated systems studied here, it is

useful to discuss briefly two of the more well-established results in

light of the physical principles involved.

Assuming that the surface consists of only the topmost atomic

layer (the aonolayer assumption), SomorJai [8] and Defay and

Prigogine [9J derived an equation relating the surface composition of
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an ideal binary solution to the bulk composition:

X(S,1)/X(S,2) = [X(B,1)/X(B,2)] exp [a(~(2) - ~(l»/kT]

where X(S.I). X(S.2), and X(B,l). X(B.2) are the surface and bulk

atom fractions. respectively, for the two components 1 and 2 of the

alloy. ~(I) and ~(2) are the surface tensions of the pure components.

a is the average surface area occupied per atom, and the other

symbols have their usual meanings. According to this equation, the

surface will be enriched by the coaponent which has the smaller

surface tension. This is sensible, because the lower the surface

tension, the easier it is for that component to form new surface.

The exponential dependence of the ratio of surface-to-bulk

composition can result in impressive enrichment factors. For

example, for a surface tension difference of only 0.05 N/m (50

dyn/cm), the enrichment factor at 1000 K and a = 10-19 m2/atom is

1.44. As the temperature is lowered. the excess increases. The

surface tensions of the alloy components we have studied are not

fully documented at all temperatures. There are such large

differences between the surface tension of metals and nonmetals.

however, that segregation of the nonmetallic component of the alloy

(or nonmetallic impurities) is virtually assured (e.g.. at the

melting point. the surface tensions of our alloy components are: Ni =

1750 dyn/cm. pt = 1860 dyn/cm. Pd = 1480 dyn/cm, and B = 1060

dyn/cm). The surface tension of graphite could not be found. but is

likely to be near 1000 dyn/cm. The magnitudes of surface enrichment

we have seen in our studies here are therefore not unexpected. In

fact, enrichment factors of 100-10000 have been reported [10).
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A second and very successful seaieMpirical theory of surface

segregation has been developed by Miedema [llJ. Miedema argued that

the SomorJai expression fails to account for the effects of elastic

size mismatch energy in cases where the atoms of the alloy are of

different size. and in addition, that So.orJ~i neglects the heat of

solution of component 1 in 2. To extend the Monolayer expression,

Miedema postulates that three terms are necessary to explain the

phenomenon of surface segregation. The first is the difference in

surface tensions of the alloy components, the second is the size

mismatch energy, and the third is the heat of solution.

The size mismatch energy is necessary because the inclusion of a

large atom of one component amidst a regular array of atoms of the

other component produces an elastic stress energy which May be

lowered by segregation to 8 free surface or grain boundary. The heat

of solution is necessary because as the heat of solution of a system

of solvent and solute increases. the solute tends to come out of

solution and segregate. The dominant contribution in alloys of two

transition metals is the surface tension term. In alloys consisting

of a metallic and nonmetallic component, the difference in surface

tensions is so large that the other two terms can be treated as

second order effects or ignored completely.

The formula suggested by Miedema 1s [12J:

C(S.l)/C(B,l) = exp (fdH - g[J(l) - J(2)JV.66/3RT)

where CCS,l)/CCB,l) represents the ratio of the concentration of the

solute atoms in the first atomic layer to that in the bulk. dH is the

partial Molar heat of solution of Metal 1 in metal 2, V is the molar
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voluae of the solute, J(l) and J(2) are surface enthalpies, f and g

are constants, and the other parameters have their usual aeanings.

Chelikowsky [13], in discussing the ability of this foraalism to

predict which component will segregate in systems of dilute

transition aetals, believes the theory is accurate to 90% or better.

C. The Solution: Boronization and Siliconization

Boronization refers to the process of forming a boron layer on a

virgin graphite ribbon. This was carried out by depositing a slurry

of B powder and acetone on graphite, and then flash heating the

combination to temperatures above the aelting point of B (2300 K).

Previous studies of prewetted HRL contact systems has shown that the

surface resulting from this process, although difficult to reproduce,

promotes wetting of B-containing alloys to graphite. To clarify this

issue, and to integrate the results with the fact that impurity-free

alloy appears to wet virgin graphite, a detailed series of

experiments involving boron films was performed which are discussed

in this section.

1. Wetting of 3% B-Fluxed Ni/B Alloy on Flashed and Unflashed

Boronized Substrates

The first study in the series addressed the effect of high

temperature flashing in the boronization process. Figure 7-5

displays the Auger surface elemental composition of a slurry of 325

aesh red B (Alfa) and acetone before and after high temperature
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flashing (HTF). The HTF was performed by setting the ribbon heating

supply (a variac) to full power with the switch off, and then

switching the supply on for a couple of seconds. The experiaent was

performed in the UHV chamber. Before flashing, the surface consisted

aostly of a with saall amounts of C, N, and Ni. After the HTF, shown

in the "after" histograms, the surface has reduced a~ounts of a and

the red boron has turned dull grey in color. Experiments performed

later to determine the maximum graphite temperature attained during

the HTF showed this temperature to be well below the melting point of

B, at most about 2000 K.

Subsequent wetting of 3% a-fluxed NilB powder (HRL) to this

boronized surface was excellent, as demonstrated in Figure 7-6. The

contact angle is near-zero, and the alloy has wet and spread to the

nonboronized backside of the graphite ribbon. Auger compositions of

the Ni/B surface at wetting show reduced C concentrations (and

increased N concentrations) compared to the situation immediately

prior to wetting. This behavior was observed throughout the series

of experiments in this section, and indicste that C is depleted from

the surface in the process of wetting. This result will be discussed

further in a moment.

An identical experiment was prepared using the same materials and

boronization technique. Rather than flashing the substrate, however,

the temperature of the boronized ribbon was increased to only 1400 K

during the experiment. An Auger spectrum of the boronized layer was

then recorded, which is displayed in Figure 7-7. Again, the

boronized surface is primarily composed of B powder which has turned
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te.perature near the .elting point of Ni/B.
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Figure 7-7. Wetting of 3~ B-fluxed NilB powder on a boronized (325
.esh red B) 8ubstrate prepared by heating to T = 1400 K (no HTF).

(Top left) View of the frontside wetting. (Top right) View of the
backside wetting. (Botto.> Auger surface ele.ental co.position of
the substrate and alloy at the aelting point of Ni/B.
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grey in color. Wetting of 3% B-fluxed Hi/B powder (HRL) to this

surface produced results identical to the flashed surface, consisting

of a neer-zero contact angle and wetting and spreading to the

nonboronized backside of the graphite ribbon. Similar behavior was

found for the C and .N concentrations of the alloy surface at

wetting--the C signal decreased and the N signal increased. These

results show that a HTF is not required to produce a well-wetted

surface. Indeed, as shown below, flashing can readily produce a

poorly-wetted surface corresponding to the extent to which the boron

is flashed away. It is not the flashing that is important in the

wetting process, but rather the presence of a uniform layer of

boron. Further studies to deduce whether heating the boronized layer

was necessary showed that better wetting behavior resulted after

heating the graphite to a temperature of about 1300 K where the red

to grey color transition occurred. We believe that heating enhances

the adhesion of the boron powder to the graphite, but does little

else by way of improved wetting.

2. Surface Composition vs Temperature for 325 Mesh Red Boron

and OGC Boron on Virgin Graphite

The previous experiment showed that it is possible to retain

boron on the surface of a flashed substrate if the temperature

reached during the flash is well below the melting point of boron.

To further characterize the temperature behavior of boronized

graphite, surface composition vs temperature was studied for ribbons
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boronized with two different sources of boron. The goal of this

exercise was to determine the tea perature at which aost boron has

volatilized from the surface. Previous results using a thin covering

of B showed that nearly all B had vanished at a temperature of 1660

K.

Figure 7-8 is a plot of Auger surface elemental composition vs

temperature for a slurry of 325 mesh red boron (Alfa) on virgin

graphite. Data was taken at a single point on the boronized

surface. Boron is found to persist at this position up to a

temperature of about 2200 K before being rapidly volatilized. The

true situation is aore complicated than this, however, 8S shown in

Figure 7-9. In this figure, a plot of composition vs position for

the boronized surface after heating to 2300 K is shown. It is found

that the volatilization of B has been highly nonuniform, with

portions of the surface containing large concentrations of Band

other portions containing almost no B.

Repeating the experiment using a thick layer of red boron

obtained at OGC whose origin is unknown resulted in similar

behavior. At the position monitored, the B begins to rapidly

volatilize at a temperature of about 2000 K, well below the melting

point of B. This is plotted in Figure 7-10. Admixtures of B-rich

and C-rich regions are found on the ribbon after heating to 2100 K,

and the surface is highly nonuniform compositionally.

The important conclusion to be drawn from this work is that high

temperatures produce an irreproducible and inhomogeneous wetting

layer when the starting slurry of red boron is relatively thick. For
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thin coatings. the boron .ay be flashed off coapletely. This

provides an explanation for the differing degrees of wetting success

found in the earlier work. The wetting is poor when the alloy sees a

predominantly C substrate. and improves as less 8 is flashed away.

It has been difficult to reproduce "ideal" boroni2ation with a HTF

3. Wetting Studies of Fluxed and Nonfluxed Ni/8 to Virgin

Graphite

Early work by the Hughes group suggested that the best wetting of

B-containing alloys occurred when the substrate was "ideally"

boroni2ed and 3% additional 8 powder was aechanically mixed with the

alloy. In order to verify this assertion, fluxed and nonfluxed

powdered alloys were applied to both virgin and boroni2ed graphite.

This section details the wetting behavior on virgin graphite.

The wetting of nonfluxed Ni/8 powder to virgin graphite has been

attempted several times in the course of our investigations, and was

discussed earlier. Invariably. the wetting behavior has been poor,

with the contact angle well over 90 degrees. In these experiments,

the attraction of the alloy for itself is much greater than the

attraction of the alloy for the graphite. A slurry of nonfluxed Nil8

powder spread over a large area of graphite will be drawn into the

rapidly forming droplet of poorly-wetted material before sticking to

because one £2 reproduce such a surface by flashing. Only by

maintaining low temperatures during the heating of a boroni2ed

.

surface can the integrity of the boron layer be preserved.
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the graphite. A number of photographs of the resulting droplets may

be found thoughout this report.

In contrast, wetting of 3% B-fluxed Ni/B powder to virgin

graphite is better than wetting of nonfluxed material to virgin

graphite, but still leaves much to be desi~ed. Figure 7-11 provides

photographsand Auger compositions of the surface after wetting. The

wetting is characterized by an irregular mixture of contact angles

and the surface is rich in carbon. High aagnification views of the

resolidified alloy droplets on the surface show the presence of dark

hexagonal structures that previous analysis has shown to be

precipitated graphite. An explanation for the difference in wetting

of fluxed and nonfluxed is offered below.

4. Wetting Studies of Fluxed and Nonfluxed Hi/B on

Identically Boronized Graphite

In contrast to the difference in wetting of fluxed and nonfluxed

Hi/B to virgin graphite, we could find no significant differences in

wetting of the same materials to boronized graphite. Wetting of 3%

B-fluxed Hi/B powder to boronized graphite is shown in Figure 7-12.

The alloy was found to wet and spread over both boronized and

nonboronized sides of the ribbon with a contact angle of near-zero.

The elemental composition of the alloy surface at wetting behaves in

a manner similar to that described above, with low percentages of C.

Figure 7-13 depicts the wetting of the nonfluxed Hi/B powder to

boronized graphite. Little difference is noted in wetting behavior



Figure 7-11. Wetting of 3~ B-fluxed NilB powder to virgin graphite.
(Top left) Overall view of the wetting behavior. (Top right) A high
.agnification view of the wetted alloy. (Botto.) Auger surface
.l..ental co.position at 1255 K of two positions within the alloy
after wetting.
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Figure 7-12. Wetting of 3~ B-fluxed Ni/B powder on a boronized (325
aesh red B) substrate prepared by heating to 1400 K (no HTF). (Top
left) View.of the frontside wetting. (Top right> View of the
backside wetting. (Bottoa> Auger surface eleaental co.position of
the substrate and alloy at the .elting point of Ni/B.
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or surface composition. The results suggest that fluxing helps the

wetting of Ni/B to virgin graphite, but does little if anything to

improve the wetting on boronized graphite.

5.. Wetting Studies of Ni/B to CI:ystalli'ne Boron

The surface of boronized graphite was determined above to consist

largely of boron. It is therefore natural to presume that Hi/B would

wet a pure boron surface. To verify this assertion experimentally, a

solid specimen of Hi/B (OGC) was .ounted above a disk of pure,

single-crystal B rod (99.999y. zone refined) which in turn was mounted

above a graphite ribbon. The combination was then heated resistively

by passing current through the graphite until the alloy melted. The

wetting was excellent, consisting of a near-zero contact angle with

spreading over the side and bottom of the boron disk (see Figure

7-14). Given the results above, this behavior is not unexpected, but

nonetheless required verification.

6. Wetting Studies of Ni/B to B4C and BSC

This series of experiments were performed to determine whether a

boronized surface could be simulated by a surface consisting of a

B-rich compound. Three wetting substrates were investigated:

single-crystal B4C, CVD deposited B4C, and single-crystal BSC.

Wetting of Hi/B (LANL #273-7B; Hi = .55, B = .45) to

single-crystal boron carbide resulted in a poorly-wetted droplet of

alloy eontaining large islands ot bright material in the upper
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Figure 7-14. Wetting of Ni/8 (OGC) to a disk of single-crystal 8.
(a) Alloy aurrounding the boron diak, ahown at center~ (b) The
alloy-filled boundary between the boron and the graphite ribbon.
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hemisphere. A line of brightness contrast separating upper and lower

hemispheres of the droplet slso developed. SEM photographs of the

situation are provided in Figure 7-15; the alloy droplet had broken

away from the substrste during removal from the vacuum chamber.

Auger analysis of the droplet while molten a~e given in Figure 7-16.

The exact analysis locations could not be determined, and positions

shown are indicative only. The outstanding feature is the large

amount of N present in the spectra at all sampled locations.

Further. there is evidence of competing chemical shifts due to

formation of BN and B4C in the alloy surface. Although the boron

carbide surface was found to contain a small, nonvanishing

concentration of N, there is little likelihood that the large

concentrations of N found at the alloy surface originate from

diffusion from the substrate. This is because for N to exist at high

temperatures on the substrate, it aust be bound as BN. Few other

options exist for the origin of boron carbide and nitride in the

alloy. These materials have been formed either during alloy

synthesis or during the wetting process as a result of the

complicated segregation forces that exist during alloy melting.

Wetting of Ni/B (DGC) to the surface of a boron carbide layer

(LANL:"K") formed by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) onto a substrate

of graphite showed little improvement (see Figure 7-17). Auger

analysis of the molten droplet surface revealed high concentrations

of C at all sampled positions, and a N signal that increased as the

bottom of the droplet was approached. The bright/dark boundary was

again observed, which may be formed by the presence of BN in this
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Figure 7-15. Hi/8 (LANL) after wetting to 84C (virgin). (a)
Overall view of the poorly-wetted droplet; (b) An enlarge.ent of the
boxed area of photo (a).
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Figure 7-15 (continued). (c) A cloae-up of the upper half of photo
(b); (d) A close-up of the lower half of photo (b).
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Figure 1-16. Auger surface ele.ental co.position vs position for the

poorly-wetted Ni/B (LANL) on B4C (virgin) alloy during heating to
1350 K. Presence of both B4C and BN are indicated in the Auger
spectra.
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case. Scanning electron aicrographs of the droplet before and after

sectioning are shown in Figure 7-18. Photos (c) and (d) are closeups

of the microstructure,' showing the presence of fractured blocks of

aaterial that appear to have formed during cooling.

Wetting of Ni/B (OGC> to single-cr.ystal B5C resulted initially

in the establishment of a poorly-wetted droplet of alloy. The

surface of the slab-shaped substrate before wetting is characterized

in Figure 7-19. A position typical of the surface was probed by

Auger spectroscopy as the temperature was increased. As aore heat

was applied, the surface approached the stoichiometric ratios, but

nowhere was the ratio near 5 to 1. At approxi.ately the melting

point of Ni/B, the alloy sees a surface with near equal ratios of B

and C. Chemical effects characteristic of carbide formation appear

in the Auger spectra. Analysis of the molten alloy droplet (Figure

7-20> show large C concentrations over the entire surface of the

droplet, accompanied by small amounts of N and Ca. Chemical shifts

indicative of carbide formation are found at positions 2 and~. The

bright/dark boundary was observed. This situation remained for about

2 hours at the melting point.

At the end of this time, a sudden reduction in contact angle

occurred, decreasing from about 130 degrees to 45 degrees. This is

shown in Figure 7-21. A surface probe of the top hemisphere of the

collapsing droplet showed nearly pure slloy coaponents, while the

lower 'half of the droplet still contained large concentrations of C

with accompanying chemical shift. Once again it is found that
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Figure 7-18. Wetting of Ni/8 (DGC) to CVD 84C (LANL: """). (a)
Side view of wetting profile; (b) Cross-sectional slice through the
droplet.
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Figure 7-18 (continued). (c) View at the aide of the poorly-wetted
droplet; (d) High-aagnification view of the fractured structure aeen
in (c).
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Figure 1-21. Auger surface ele.ental co.position va position for

Ni/8 (OGC) on 8SC after 2 hours at T = T. + 100 = 1302 K. The
alloy contact angle haa changed dra.atical!y, with a decrease in C at
the top of the droplet.
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depletion of C from the droplet surface and wetting appear to be

connected.

A final piece of infor.ation fro. this experi.ent concerns alloy

wetting to the backside of the BSC ribbon. On this surface had

been painted a slurry of nonfluxed Ni/B powde! in order to compare

the wetting of a solid speciaen of alloy (on the frontside) to a

powdered specimen of alloy (on the backside). Scanning electron

aicrographs of the results are shown in Figure 7-22. In like fashion

to the frontside wetting, the initial wetting behavior of the

powdered alloy was poor. As t1.e progressed, however, the powders

displayed increasing adhesion to the substrate and the wetting was

qualitatively better than that displayed by the solid specimen of

alloy. Perhaps a higher temperature during the initial wetting would

have facilitated faster results.

In summary, the results of these experiments are generally mixed

with respect to using compounds of boron as a viable wetting

surface. Wetting is substantially better on BSC than on B4C, but

not as good as wetting on the single-crystal of B nor on the

boronized graphite surface of nearly 100% B. Further, it is

difficult to envision a feasible method for machining BSC into

usable emitter shapes, as this aaterial is extremely hard and nearly

impossible to grind using conventional techniques. We show below

that, for wetting to occur, it is necessary that substrates contain

free boron in order to tie up the segregated carbon. Boron which is

chemically bound, such as exists in the case of carbides of boron,

requires additional energy to dissociate and reform bonds with the
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Figure 7-22. Wetting of Ni/B CDGC) to BSC. Ca) Wetting of Ni/B
(fragaent) to the topside: Cb) Wetting of Ni/B Cpowder) to the
backside.
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segregated carbon, B4C, and BN. Wetting is facilitated in contact

systems where this additional expenditure of energy is not required.

7. Wetting of Pd/B to a 5iliconized Graphite Emitter

Experiments using a thin coating of silicon rather than boron

were performed to determine whether the improvement in wetting by way

of a coating of boron is specific to boron alone. In other words,

8ay another element with similar thermochemical properties be

utilized to facilitate wetting of liquid metal alloys with segregated

surfaces of carbon, BN, and B4C? This question is more than

casually interesting, as identification of such a material would

provide an optional method by which to facilitate wetting of

boron-containing alloys to graphite-based substrates. Further,

Ishitani [14] has reported preliminary measurements of the emission

characteristics of a LMI source of B using a ternary alloy of Ni, B,

and Si.

Figure 7-23 shows several 5EM micrographs of a carbon emitter

wetted with a Pd72B28 <LANL: #273-24) alloy. The photos were

taken after 100 hours of heating at a temperature of 30 degrees above

the alloy melting point. The wetting procedure consisted of coating

a graphite emitter with a slurry of powdered Si and propanol, which

was then heated to the melting point of 5i. At melting, the 5i wets

and spreads superbly over the graphite substrate, forming a thick

layer that Auger spectroscopy demonstrated to be predominantly Si.

The interfacial compound which forms during wetting is SiC, which was
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Figure 7-23. Tbe wetting of a ailiconized grapbite e.itter witb
Pd72828 (LANL: '273-24) after 100 bours of heating at a
te.peratureof T · T. + 300 · 1200 K.
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verified by flashing off the free 5i. The wetting surface therefore

consists of an interfacial compound of 5iC covered by a thick layer

of free 5i. At this point, the Pd/B alloy was added in powdered form

with propanol, and then electron bombarded until the alloy melted.

Frequently, this latter step was repeated to ~licit best wetting.

Electron bombardment heating yields superior results to resistive

heating. probably because the side of the alloy away from the

substrate Melts first.

The melting point of Pd/B on 5i proved to be about 150 degrees

lower (1165 K> than the melting point of Pd/B alone (1310 K).

Apparently. the dissolution of silicon in the binary results in

formation of a lower-melting ternary composition. As may be seen in

Figures 7-24, the wetting characteristics of this solution are

excellent on the siliconized graphite, consisting of a uniform

coverage over the wetted tip. Although the alloy does not appear to

have spread beyond the location of the siliconized layer, we have

found this to be true for other cases we have studied.

Figure 7-25 shows the results of an experiment designed to

investigate the alloy surface as a function of temperature. The

alloy surface elemental composition was Monitored by Auger

spectroscopy as the temperature of the alloy was first increased,

then decreased. Numerous observations may be noted. First, the 5i

concentration at the surface is surprisingly low, considering the

reduction in aelting point. That larger amounts of 5i are present in

the bulk is verified by mass spectrometer studies of the emission

characteristics of this contact system, wh1ch reflect the bulk
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Figure 7-25. Auger surface eleMental co.position vs teMperature for

Pd72B28 (LANL: '273-24) on a siliconized graphite eaitter. The
position 80nitored reaained fixed. Oxygen and nickel reaained less
than 5~ throughout the teaperature range and are not plotted.
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stoichiometry. Significant amounts of Si are found (see Table IX>.

Second, the boron surface concentration is significantly enriched

relative to the stoichioaetric ratios for this alloy. This arises

from surface segregation of boron, which is expected because boron is

a nonmetal and has a much lower surface tension than palladiu.~

Third, no significant changes occur in the surface composition as the

melting point of the alloy is crossed, and the composition is highly

reversible. Fourth, the C and N surface concentrations are

substsntially lower than the concentrations which result when Pd/B is

wetted to virgin graphite. This means that the Si is tying up the

segregated C at the liquid-solid interface in auch the same way that

the free B in boronized layers ties up C. This is not unexpected.

since boron carbide and silicon carbide have nearly identical Gibbs

free energies of formation at these temperatures. Hence, silicon

appears to react with segregated C in a way siailar to boron in the

contact systems.
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TABLE IX

RELATIVE AMOUNTS OF VARIOUS ELEMENTS IN THE ION BEAM OF

PD72B28 AT 20 MICROAKPS TOTAL CURRENT AND 1165 K

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Pd+
PdB+
Pd++
B+
Si++

Pd2Si+
Si+

Pd2B+
BO.
PdSi+

Si2+
PdSiB ++

B++
SiB+

66.9
16.2
6.39
3.74
3.74
1.67
1.20
0.279
0.223
0.197
0.167
0.0149
0.0055
0.0054

32.8

20.16
9.68
14.0

15.4

20.12

6.98
32.7

Peaks identified, but not aeasured: B2+' PdSi+,
Pd2+' Pd3+

Total Pd = 77.4: Total B = 16.5: Total Si = 6.0.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Long-term heating of the emitter at a temperature of 50 degrees

above the melting temperature of the alloy shows little change in

surface composition vs time (see Figure 7-26). In particular, no

evidence of substrate attack or variation of heating power

requirements were observed. In addition, little dissolution of the

alloy into the graphite is indicated. This contact system therefore

possesses low chemical reactivity and good wetting behavior and

offers a potentially long-lived source of B. An added advantage is

that the addition of the silicon layer lowers the melting point of
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the alloy. Whether the ton emission contains adequate a.ounts o£

B+ and B++ species for most implantation applications remains to

be answered. Preliminary 8ass spectrometer results indicate that a

significant fraction of the B is tied up as PdB+.

D. The Reason: An Explanation of Boronization and Siliconization

and its Effect on Wetting

Enough information presently exists to enable substantial

progress to be attained by way of understanding the complex

thermochemistry governing the wetting of solid substrates by liquid

metal alloys. The foraidable variety of diverse phenomena observed

throughout this study may now be elucidated through proper

understanding of the roles 0% boron and surface segregation. The

resultant model of surface behavior elucidates the mechanism of

boronization, and explains the various classes of wetting behavior

found in the early work. The results and model details are

summarized in the answers to a series of pertinent questions. In

short, the existence of surface segregation explains nearly all of

the wetting phenomena observed throughout this study.

1. Question #1: What Prevents a-Containing Alloys from Wetting

Virgin Amorphous Graphite?

Surface segregation of carbon and nitrogen in the form of C,

B4C, and BN is the primary cause for wetting failure in contact

systems composed of liquid metal alloys and graphite. We say that
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nitrogen in the fora of BN segregates because it is unlikely that N

exists in the alloys in its elemental form. When the melting

temperature of the alloy is reached during the initial wetting

process, carbon and nitrogen present as low-level alloy i.purities

immediately segregate to the surface. The resulting surface layer of

carbon, boron nitride, and boron carbide inhibits interaction between

the alloy components and the substrate, and results in an unfavorable

combination of surface tensions. Wetting is subsequently

prohibited. We saw earlier that the small amount of C impurity

present in the OGC alloy material is enough to create a surface layer

of over 1000 A around an alloy droplet of typical dimensions if it

all segregated. The experimental evidence supports this view, as

many of the poorly-wetted alloy droplets were found to contain a

surface film of C surrounding the relatively pure alloy aaterial.

Carbon which enters the alloy due to dissolution from an outside

source such as the substrate also appears to segregate, as nuaerous

instances exist which show that most of the dissolved C ends up at

the surface of poorly-wetted droplets in contact systems which have

been heated to high temperatures. In only one case have we found

significant boron carbide formation within the bulk of the alloy, and

in that case, a large fraction of the graphite substrate had been

dissolved by the alloy.

Boron nitride and boron carbide possess favorable Gibbs free

energies of formation and may be expected to form during the arc

melting process and at temperatures near the melting points of Pt/B

and Ni/B (see Chapter 9). Once formed, these materials segregate as
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the alloy is liquified. This is the pri.ary reason why .any of the

alloy droplets in the early HRL work were covered with hard shells of

boron nitride and carbide. Surface segregation of low-level C and N

impurities further explains why the interior of ~ost of the

poorly-wetted droplets of alloy contained allQY ~aterial of high

purity which was found to wet virgin graphite as the droplet film was

penetrated by pure alloy after prolonged heat treatment. This is

because carbon and nitrogen were tied up in the surface shell and not

in the bulk of the alloy. When the alloy is rid of these materials,

it wets virgin graphite.

A second possible mechanism contributing to wetting failure is

lIechanical "ruboff" of carbon, described earlier. This hypothesis

was originally proposed to explain the discontinuity in brightness

temperature found in many poorly-wetted alloy droplets, which were

often found to contain larger concentrations of C in the bottom

(bright) regions of the droplets than in the top (dark) regions.

Later work, however, showed that lines of brightness discontinuity

exist in droplets having uniform distributions of C, and in alloys

such as Pt/B on vitreous carbon which display so little affinity for

the substrate that it is difficult to believe that substrate carbon

is mechanically pulled up into the alloy droplet. Further, carbon

rubof! is unable to explain why alloys that wet virgin graphite do

not also suffer carbon rubo!f. The postulate of mechanical rubo!f is

therefore an unlikely explanation for the behavior of .ost contact

systems. From the present perspective, the mechanism of surface

segregation is adequate to explain nearly all of the observed
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phenomena found in the alloy systems.

2. Question #2: How do Boronization and Siliconization

Facilitate Wetting?

Free boron,and silicon act in similar ways to facilitate wetting

of liquid metal alloys of boron to graphite. We use boron as the

example for the explanation. When a uniform layer of boron is

applied to a graphite substrate, the effect is to replace the

graphite substrate with a more chemically reactive boron substrate at

the point of wetting. This acts to tie up alloy carbon (and, to a

lesser extent, nitrogen) which would otherwise segregate, by

formation of interfacial boron carbide and nitride. The resultant

chemical reaction is precisely what is necessary for wetting. It has

been shown above that during wetting on a boronized layer, the C

Auger signal from the alloy surface characteristically drops to

near-zero in comparison to the situation on unboronized graphite,

where the surface of the alloy is typically covered with a thick

layer of segregated carbon. Further, Auger analysis of the interior

of a number of alloy specimens after heating shows that the interior

of the alloys are nearly impurity-free. If the low level of carbon

inherent in the alloy is not at the surface nor in the bulk of the

alloy, the only other place for it to exist is at the interface

between alloy and substrate. Boronization therefore works because

the alloy chemically reacts with the boron surface. A C-C

nonreaction is replaced by a C-B or C-Si reaction. That the process
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is not specific to boron is further support of this view.

Thermodynamically, the energetics for such a mechanism are

favorable. The Gibbs free energies of foraation for boron carbide,

boron nitride, and silicon carbide are all favorable at the melting

point of B-containing alloys. Further, assuming the following

reaction mechanism, an increase in the boron activity at the

interface will shift the reaction to the right, which reduces the

dissolved and precipitated carbon in the alloy:

C" + 4B' = B4C" K = K(B4C")/K(C") = l/A(B,)4

where single primes refer to "in solution" and double primes refer to

the solid phase, A is the activity, and K is the equilibrium

constant. The carbon that has been shown to surface segregate on an

unboronized substrate is instead tied up at the interface to form

boron carbide or silicon carbide. Together, these mechanisms act to

promote wetting.

This theory of the role of surface segregation on wetting has

been criticized by Storms [15) of the Los Alamos group, who suggested

that it may be the presence of small impurities in the boron1zed

layer that promotes the wetting, not the interaction of C at the

interface to form boron carbide. In response, we cite three

observations which support our position: (1) No evidence has been

found to indicate the existence of such contaminants in Auger spectra

of the boron used to form the boronized layer; (2) The wetting

action is independent of the source of boron. It 1s unlikely that

the same contaminants exist in the four different sources of boron we

have tested in our experiments: (3) The wetting action is not
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specific to boron. Other elements such as silicon with siailar

thermochemical properties can be substituted which result in similar

wetting behavior. A weakness of our position has been the inability

to characterize the interface between alloy and substrate

experimentally. We have been unable to effectively analyze the

complex structure of the inter layer due to the roughness of the

boronized layer and the resolution limitations of accessible

instrumentation.

3.. Question #3: Why does the Alloy Subsequently Wet and Spread

Over Virgin Amorphous Graphite?

Numerous instances exist where the alloy has been found to spread

far past, the boronized layer and onto virgin material with no change

in wetting behavior. In other words. the alloy needs a boronized

surface during the initial stages of wetting, but then is able to wet

an unboronized surface. This peculiar behavior .ay be explained by

the action of tbe segregated carbon with the boron layer. In

essence. the presence of free boron at the interface provides a

gettering action for the segregated surface carbon which develops at

melting. We have seen above that the thermochemistry is favorable

for reaction of carbon with boron and silicon to form stable

compounds at the interface. This mechanism acts to purify the alloy

and tie up the carbon shell that would otherwise prevent wetting.

When the alloy is pure. it wets virgin graphite because there is no

.ore segregated material to contend with and direct interaction of
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the alloy components and the substrate is possible. Further. at

temperatures near the .elting point of the alloy systems. there is

little dissolution of C from the substrate. We showed above that the

wetting of metallic alloys of Ni and B is expected both from the

point of view of existing experimental evidence and present theories

of wetting.

4. Question #4: What Prevents B-Containing Alloys from Wetting

Substrates that they "Should"?

We can now provide reasons for wetting failure of alloy/substrate

systems which both theory and experiment predict should possess low

contact angles. The answer is that surface segregation of low-level

impurities in the alloy inhibits the reaction between alloy and

substrate and creates an unfavorable combination of surface

tensions. Recall that in the chemical wetting process. a chemical

reaction is required to occur which forms chemical bonds between one

or more components of the alloy and substrate. If a segregated layer

of carbon forms at the interface. these reactions are inhibited. and

the alloy does not wet at the melting point. Only by increasing the

temperature can the reaction eventually succeed. but then the rate oi

carbon dissolution in the alloy increases. The addition of boron, on

the other hand. acts to tie up the carbon that would otherwise

segregate. Examples of substrates which are expected to possess

favorable contact angles with alloys of Ni and B are chromium

carbide. zirconium carbide. graphite. aluminum oxide. and others (see
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the Appendix). Our work with these aaterials has shown that the

aysteas possess poor wetting characteristics with droplets of

aaterial covered with carbon and nitrogen. In short, the phenoaenon

of surface segregation is the dominant aechanisa affecting the

wettability of solid substrates by liquid aetal aelts.

5. Question #5: Why do the Alloys Begin to Wet, but then

Fora Poorly-Wetted Dropleta?

The behavior referred to here concerns the action of solid

speciMens of alloy at the point of wetting. At the aelting point,

the alloy typically acts as though it intends to wet the substrate.

It begins to collapse toward the substrate, but then iMaediately

pulls back into itself and forms a poorly-wetted droplet. The entire

process ia extremely rapid, occurring in a span of tiae of the order

of a second. This behavior aay be explained by the speed of surface

segregation in the liquid alloys. During the first instant that the

alloy is Molten, segregation is incoaplete and the chemical reaction

between the alloy components and the substrate begins to occur. The

result is that the alloy starts to wet the substrate. During the

next instant of tiae, however, the aegregated species are

au££iciently concentrated and alter the surface tension of the

system. The alloy then draws back into itself. If, rather then

surface segregation of carbon, dissolution of carbon from the

substrate is the dominant therModynamical aechanism at the melting

point of the alloy, then a siailar result is expected. It was shown
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earlier that during dissolution of the substrate in the alloy, the

liquid-solid surface tension first decreases and then increases; this

could also explain the observed results.

6. Question #6: Why does Boron Fluxing Appear to Facilitate

Wetting?

Our results indicate that .echanical addition of 3% B to the

powdered alloys has ~2 ~i!~~t on wetting to QQ~Qn!~~Q substrates. In

the case of alloy wetting to virgin 9~!E~!~~ and mixtures of C and B

(nonideal boronization>, however, 3% B-fluxing does appear to cause a

slight improvement in the wetting. This may be explained in a

fashion similar to that described above. During surface segregation

of carbon in the alloy, the excess boron reacts with the carbon

impurities and improves the wetting by reducing the segregated

carbon. We have shown that both LeChatelier's principle and the free

energies of formation of B4C and BN are consistent with this

interpretation.. When the carbon content of the alloy is lowered,

wetting improves. This has been observed experimentally on several

occasions. A related question concerns the spatial distribution of

the added boron in the contact system. We have seen above that the

addition of boron to the bulk of the alloy provides a small

improvement in wetting on carbon, but a thick layer at the interface

dramatically improves the wetting. Why does it matter where the

boron is placed? In answer, the location of boron is important

because wetting is an interfacial phenomenon. When added to the
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interface between alloy and substrate, boron is located precisely

where cheaical reactions are required for wetting and spreading.

When boron is added to the bulk of the alloy, a small improvement is

seen because of its gettering effects with segregated carbon, but

reaction at the interface is what is needed for large improvements in

wetting.

7. Question #7: What is the Cause of the Differing Degrees of

Wetting Success Found in the Early HRL Work?

Our evidence suggests that the various degrees of wetting found

in the early experiments correspond to how closely the HTF technique

came to producing a uniform B layer. It has been demonstrated above

that flashing to high temperatures produces a type of boronized layer

that is not only unnecessary, but also impossible to reproduce. It

is not necessary to melt the boron to promote the wetting, nor is

high temperature processing required. A uniformly distributed boron

layer is the key expedient. Flashing merely increases the risk that

most of the boron will be evaporated during the process, creating the

uncontrollable wetting observed in the early work. "Ideally"

boronized substrates correspond to surfaces where little B was

evaporated. "Non-ideally" boronized substrates correspond to

surfaces with mixtures of C and B which were created by

irreproducible factors inherent in the flashing process. These

factors include the thickness of the boronized layer, the dwell time

and temperature of the HTF, the degree of boron vaporization, and the
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unifor.ity of the resulting layer. Not one of these factors was

easily controllable in the HRL procedure.

8. Question #8: Why do Alloy Powders Wet Better than Solid

Alloy Speciaens?

The behavior here refers to the ability of powdered specimens of

alloy to wet better than single alloy fragment on identical

surfaces. Several contact systems showed i.proved wetting when the

alloy was first ground into fine powder in a aortar and pestle before

application to the substrate. The best evidence is provided by

wetting of NilB alloy to BSC, described above. In this experi.ent,

a single alloy fragment was applied to the top of the substrate,

while powdered alloy was painted on the backside. Although wetting

was reluctant for this systea, the powdered alloy possessed the more

favorable contact angle. On the aicroscopic scale, this behavior is

easy to understand, because powders possess a larger surface area in

contact with the substrate. A larger surface area provides a larger

catalytic potential for interaction, and promotes reaction between

alloy and substrate.

On the other hand, the impurity segregation to the surface of an

alloy fragment depends upon the volume to surface ratio of the

fragment. Assuming spherical fragments, this ratio is proportional

to the radius of the fragment, meaning that the saaller the fragment,

the smaller the coverage of contaainant on the surface. Hore of the

pure alloy is then exposed to the substrate, and better wetting

results.
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9. Question #9: Why are Surfaces of Free Band Si Necessary to

Promote Wetting?

It hss been shown that surfaces with uniform coatings of free B

and Si are necessary to facilitate wetting. Surfaces where these

elements are largely flashed away. or "surfaces consisting of carbides

of B or Si result in poor wetting. Experiments docu.enting this

behavior have been reported above. Wetting of Ni/B to surfaces of

B4C and BSC resulted in formation of poorly-wetted droplets of

alloy. In contrast. when wetting NilB to surfaces of crystalline

boron and boronized carbon, excellent wetting was observed. Similar

behavior was found for wetting to an interface of SiC and siliconized

carbon. The explanation of this behavior lies in the energetics of

the two situations. Recall that wetting is dependent upon the

relative magnitudes of cohesion and adhesion in the contact system.

In particular, good wetting results when the adhesion between

substrate end alloy is greater than the cohesion of either material.

This means that-the wetting of B4C and SiC substrates cannot occur

since no free boron or silicon is available to react with carbon

impurities.
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10. Question #10: What is the Relative Importance of C

Segregation and C Dissolution on Wetting Behavior?

A definitive answer cannot be given, but the end result of both

substrate dissolution and bulk impurity segregation appears to be the

same. Experiments indicate that whether carbon originates from the

alloy or from dissolution of the substrate, it segregates to the

surface. In one case, as a result of high temperature heating, it

was found that the alloy dissolved a small portion of the graphite

substrate. Subsequent examination of the alloy showed that an

enormous "icecap" of C had formed at the top surface of the lIaterial,

but that the interior of the droplet was remarkably free of carbon.

In a second case, where the alloy had dissolved a substantial portion

of graphite, a significant amount of B4C formed throughout the

interior of the alloy. These results suggest that the mechanism of

surface segregation predominates at low carbon activities, but in

light of the complex nature of binary and ternary alloys, the issue

requires further study before a positive answer .ay be given.
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A number of key questions concerning the behavior of the alloy

systeas have therefore been answered by the model of surface

segregation of low-level i.purities in the alloys. One highly

visible type of behavior of the alloys. however, has resisted

explanation. This behavior is the formation of the light-dark

boundary observed in numerous cases of 'poorly-wetted droplets of

alloy. The bright-dark boundary nearly always forms during wetting

of Ni/B to virgin graphite, and .ay be associated there with C ruboff

or dissolution. An indication of this was seen when a second

graphite ribbon was inserted into the side of a poorly-wetted

droplet. After removing the ribbon, a bright region existed along

the puncture zone. There also is evidence that the boundary is

associated with BN formation in the alloys. A third piece of

evidence suggests that it may be associated with segregation itself.

During the wetting process, it was found that the boundary often

occurred concidently with' formation of poorly-wetted droplets, but as

wetting proceeded, the boundary collapsed toward the substrate and

disappeared. Whatever its origin, the collapse of the boundary seems

to be associated with the onset of wetting in initially poorly-wetted

droplets. It appears to be localized at the droplet surface, as

fractured cross-sections of poorly-wetted droplets which contained

the boundary show no evidence of it in the droplet interior. The

best explanation one can give at present is that the bright-dark

boundary is probably due to a combination of several factors,

including reflection of the heated substrate from the lower half of

the alloy droplets.
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CHAPTER 8

WETTING AND SURFACE STUDIES OF LIQUID METAL ALLOYS OF ARSENIC

A. The Challenge Presented

..

The 8aJor proble. to be faced in the developMent of a liquid

Metal 10n source of As is to establish an alloy coabinat1on

possessing a favorable vapor pressure. The proble. can best be

illustrated by reference to Table X, which shows the te.perature at

which ele.ental arsenic has the indicated vapor pressure.

TABLE X

VAPOR PRESSURE OF ARSENIC

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

It is seen that the vapor pressure of pure As at the relatively

low te.perature of 600 C is nearly 1 atmosphere. Since a successful

ion source requires vapor pressures of near 10-7 torr or lower,

this is clearly an unacceptably high volatility. The challenge is

therefore to identify materials which lower the As vapor pressure by

!!!!E!!:!!:!H:! (C) YQQr_er22Yr (torr)

380 1
440 10
510 100
580 400
610 760
808 {MP, 28 atll) > 104
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over ten orders of aagnitude. This is not"an easy task, particularly

when set against the additional requirements of good wettability and

low rates of chemical reaction. Nonetheless, the experience gained

through study of boron alloys allowed the choice of a successiul

combination oi aaterials in a relatively short period of time.

In general, there are three ways to lower the vapor pressure of a

liquid. The first is to choose a simple, deep eutectic oi As with as

low a aelting point as possible. This lowers the As pressure by

simple reduction in operating temperature. It is doubtful that

appropriate aaterials could be identified to bring about the needed

reduction of ten orders of magnitude in vapor pressure. The second

way is by iormation oi an ideal solution of As with a second

component H, which results in a vapor pressure lower than that for

elemental As by a iactor equal to the mole fraction of As in the

liquid solution. There is little to gained by this measure, however.

since even extreme cases <e.g., M = 99% and As = 1%) produce too

small a reduction to significantly lower the vapor pressure of As.

The third way to reduce the the vapor pressure of a volatile species

is to select a compound with a low <i.e., high negative) Gibbs free

energy of ioraation. For example, for a given arsenic compound such

as AsXn, where X is a low volatility element, the equilibrium

condition between vapor and liquid is:

AsXn<l) = n X<g) + As(g)

The equilibrium constant for this reaction is

K<p) = peAs) pn<X)

and the Gibbs free energy is
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dG = - R T In K(p)

Hence, if dG has a large negative value, K(p) and P(As) will

typically be smaller than the case of an ideal solution (no cOMpound

formation) of the sa~e elemental constitutents. This is true because

nonideal (compound) solutions are aore stable-than ideal solutions

due to the existence of chemical bonding forces between the chemical

species. In the case of id~al solutions. interactions are assumed to

be negligible.

B. The Palladium-Arsenic Binary System

Based upon the familiarity of Storms with the phase dia9ra~ of

Pd/As and subsequent analysis by .embers of the ion source proJect,

the determination of a number of favorable palladium arsenide

compounds was made. The compound Pd2As appeared to offer the most

promise, as a SOLGASMIX [1] calculation by Santandrea [2] indicated

that it was congruently vaporizing. Several palladium arsenide

compounds were manufactured by Behrens [3] of the Los Alamos group by

the combustion synthesis technique and distributed to the OGC group

for surface studies. These studies are discussed below.

There have been few investigations of the Pd/As binary system.

The most authoritative work is the 1964 study of Saini, Calvert, and

Heyding [4], who remarked that they were aware of only four previous

studies of the palladium arsenides. An independent study was

performed in 1963 by Raub and Webb [5]. Both sources provide phase
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diagrams, with Shunk [6) deriving a composite of both studies which

is reproduced in Figure 8-1.

A number of eutectics and several congruently melting compounds

appear in the phase diagram. Seven intermediate phases exist:

«455 C), and PdAs2- The compound PdAs does not exist. While

Saini assigned a singular stoichiometry to PdAs2' Raub and Webb

found evidence for a range of homogeneity which is reflected in the

phase diagram of Figure 8-1. Crystal structures for the solid phases

of each of these compounds sre discussed in the references.

C. Wetting and Surface Studies of Pd2As on W

Tungsten was selected as an appropriate first choice for wetting

studies due to its ease of use and proven capabilities with elemental

low-melting liquid metals such as Ga. A solid specimen of Pd2As

was mounted atop a thin ribbon of W within the vacuum chamber and

resistively heated until melting occurred. The experimental melting

point of this compound was determined to be 1075 K by comparison to

W, whose temperature-brightness characteristics are well-documented.
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Initially, the wetting was poor. At the melting point, a

poorly-wetted droplet of alloy formed with contact angle of about 130

degrees. The surface of the droplet was covered by large masses of

material whose brightness was considerably less than that of the

interior of the droplet. Later analysis showed that the dark masses

were carbon. The.interior of the droplet was visible through

"cracks" between the large 8asses.

Hesting to a temperature of nearly 300 degrees above the aelting

point was necessary to cause substantial changes in wetting. At this

temperature, the dark shell surrounding the droplet fractured and a

rapid effusion of alloy material from the droplet interior occurred

which wetted the W ribbon with a near-zero contact angle. The

fractured shell was left behind as an inert mass of 8aterial which

floated atop the liquid alloy surface. At this point, the system was

vented and the specimen remounted to enable study by the Auger beam.

The elemental composition of the alloy surface at 300 K after

reinsertion into the vacuum chamber is shown in Figure 8-2. The

shell remnant was located at T = 300 K on the left side of the alloy

surface. A large amount of carbon is indicated. The right side of

the alloy consisted of material which formerly occupied the interior

of the initially poorly-wetted droplet. It is primarily composed of

alloy components with a small amount of contaminating species. Auger

analysis of the unwetted substrate, shown in Figure 8-3, shows that

the surface is only 50% W at temperatures near the melting point of

Pd2As. Significant amounts of oxygen and calcium are also present,

but no sign of carbon is found.
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The alloy surface composition was found to be essentially

unchanged after heating the alloy to a teaperature above the melting

point. This is seen in Figure 8-4. However. as the surface became

molten, the shell remnant floated atop the molten alloy and moved to

the other side of the W ribbon. Again it was found that the

underlying alloy was quite pure and consisted prodominantly of alloy

components, while the shell was mostly carbon. The wetting of

arsenic alloys appears to be governed by the same aechanisa as was

discovered in the case of boron alloys. The wetting is controlled by

surface segregation of low-level carbon impurities inherent to the

alloy. Surface segregation of carbon is indicated because there is

no carbon anywhere in the contacting aaterials and the experiaent was

performed under good vacuum conditions. Similar results were found

in previous experiments with boron alloys. The important conclusion

is that the mechanism preventing the wetting of liquid metal alloys

to solid substrates appears to be alloy and process independent. It

is difficult to find alloy systems which are aore materially

different than the boron and arsenic alloys investigated here.

Further, the alloys are manufactured by two entirely different

processes. Nonetheless, segregated carbon has proved to be present

in both cases.

Long-term heating of the Pd2As on W contact system showed

little change in surface composition after 150 hours at a temperature

of 50 degrees above the melting point. In particular, no evidence of

W is found in the alloy surface, in spite of the fact that

temperatures in excess of T. + 3000 were required to produce
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wetting. This is seen in Figure 8-5. The"ele~ental co.positions of

Pd and As remain constant throughout the experiment, and no

indication of excessive attack of the W substrate is found. More

significantly, little change in the system pressure was observed

during heating this alloy to temperatures far in excess of those

required to volatilize elemental arsen"ic. The alloy possesses

stability sufficient to lower the vapor pressure of arsenic to low

values at the melting point of the alloy. This is a remarkable

achievement, and a testimony to the ability of thermodynamic

functions to predict the behavior of complex material systems.

D. Wetting and Surface Studies of Pd50B2SAs25 on Re

In view of the dramatic success of Pd2As on W, a first step

toward development of a LKI source containing both B and As is to use

an alloy containing Pd, As, and B. Such an alloy has been

synthesized, and the results are discussed in this section.

Surface studies of PdSOB25As25 on Re revealed excessively

high levels of chemical reaction occurring between alloy and

substrate. The alloy was manufactured by the combustion synthesis

method at Los Alamos, and supplied to OGC as a solid fragment of

material broken from the original melt. The alloy was dull grey in

color with no metallic sheen, in contrast to the Pd2As alloy which

exhibited a shiny, smooth appearance typical of most metallic

alloys. Examination in an optical microscope revealed evidence of

multiphase structure, which was later verified by microprobe and
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~etallography studies.

The alloy was mounted on a Re substrate and wetted in the usual

fashion. Re was selected as the substrate because of its docu.ented

ability to resist boron diffusion at high temperatures. The melting

point of the Pd/B/As alloy was difficult to determine with certainty

because the melting behavior of.thi~ .8teri~1 was highly nonuniform.

A large mound of alloy near the center of the Re ribbon took nearly

30 minute~ to fully melt. We estimate the melting point to be about

1050 K by observation of significant liquid flow over the substrate.

The wetting behavior of this contact system was excellent once

the liquid phase was predominant. The contact angle was near-zero,

and some of the alloy spread to the backside of the Re. The Auger

surface elemental composition of the liquid surface at melting is

given in Figure 8-6. The main feature of the analysis is the large

concentration of carbon. As we showed above in the case of Pd2As,

this carbon can only originate from within the alloy because there

are no other sources for it in this contact system. It arises from

surface segreg~tion of low-level impurities in the alloy.

The Pd50B2SAs2S on Re system failed after 16 hours at a

temperature of 50 degrees above the melting point. The mutual attack

of the alloy and ribbon were excessive. Figure 8-7 shows the surface

composition of the alloy Just prior to catastrophic breakdown. The

alloy surface contains large concentrations of Re at all monitored

positions, and the Re has warped considerably at the center (hottest)

part of the ribbon. This behavior was observed to begin during the

first 0.5 hour of operation.
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Scanning electron aicrographs of the surface after breakdown are

shown in Figure 8-8. The distortion of the contact system is readily

visible in the upper photo, while the bottom view shows a blowup of

the central part of the ribbon where the attack is greatest. It

appears as though the chemical attack aay be occurring along grain

boundaries. In any case, the aorphological structure of the central,

distorted region of the contact is radically different from the view

in an area far away from the attack zone. In summation, the

potential of this contact system for use as a LHI source of B and As

is doubtful. A nonmetallic substrate may be preferable, as would an

alloy with aore unifora melting characteristics. Present evidence

suggests that lowering the stoichiometric fraction of B has a

beneficial effect on wetting to metallic substrates. This is not

unexpected, as lowering the B and increasing the Pd content reduces

the risk of excessive reactivity. It remains to be seen, however,

whether such a source can generate sufficient amounts of B and As in

the beam.
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Figure 8-8. Viewa of the Pds6B2SAa2S on Re alloy after
catastrophic breakdown. The view in photo (b) ia near the center of
the ribbon shown in (a).
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CHAPTER 9

MISCELLANEOUS WETTING STUDIES

A. The Formation of High-Melting Carbides and Nitrides and

Dissolution o£ C by Ni/B st High Temperatures

There have been several instances of surface carbide and nitride

formation in our studies. Further, a number of cases exist where

high temperatures have produced significant dissolution of carbon

into the alloys. This section summarizes the important conclusions

of these studies, with emphasis on the importance of temperature

control in the study of liquid metal contact systems.

The first key experiment concerns the wetting of NilS to a

boronized graphite substrate. The wetting of this substrate was

excellent, as described previously (see Figure 7-13 and acco.panying

text). However, during a temperature increase from Tm + 500 to

Tm + 1500, boron carbide was formed at the alloy surface. That

boron carbide has formed is shown in Figure 9-1 by the small

oscillation on the low energy side of the C (272 eV) peak.

A second example concerns Pt/B on Re, described in detail above

(Chapter 6, Section C). After 10 hours of operation, the alloy

surface was found to contain large amounts of BN. It is difficult to

unambiguously determine when this material formed, because the
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temperature was raised by nearly 100 degrees during the experiaent to

keep the alloy molten. Sudden changes in substrate resistivity

resulting from alloy attack may also have occurred, creating sudden

increases in temperature. In any case, it is the co.bination of

excessive temperature and surface segregation of C and N that createa

the problem of formation of high-melting carbides and nitrides in the

alloy surface.

The final evidence for the effect of high temperatures on

formation of 8N and 84C is given by the totality of poorly-wetted

droplets found in the HRL prewetted aaterial. Nearly every

poorly-wetted droplet contained these compounds, resulting froa the

high temperatures utilized during the wetting process.

A dramatic instance underscoring the effects of high temperatures

on carbon dissolution is shown in Figure 9-2. Here, an attempt was

made to wet Ni/8 (OGC) to a surface of C with an over layer of Cr.

characteristics of the droplet improved little as a result of this

procedure. A cross-sectional slice through the droplet after the

experiment showed that the C originated from dissolution of the

substrate. The alloy has attacked the graphite and nearly penetrated

it. That the C is concentrated at the top hemisphere of the alloy

droplet indicates that C segregates to the surface regardless of how

it is introduced into the alloy. Other samples we have analyzed have

displayed similar behavior.

The wetting was poor. Subsequently, the temperature of the system

was increased to Tm + 3000. A large mass of pure C developed in

-

the upper hemisphere of the droplet. Notice also that the wetting
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1370J.Lm

Figure 9-2. Wetting of Ni/8 (QGC) to graphite with a Cr overlayer.
The alloyhad beenheatedto T · T. + 3000 = 1600 K. The aound
on the top of the droplet in (a) ia 100~ C. Photo (b) is a
cross-sectional alice through the droplet. Attack of the graphite is
observed.
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B. The Wetting of B-Conteining Alloy to Vitreous Cerbon

1. Auger and Resistive Heating Study of Vitreous Carbon

Vitreous carbon is a glassy form of carbon that is less

thermodynamically stable than polycrystalline graphite. As a result,

it is expected that ~etting will be better on this material than on

the polycrystalline surfaces of carbon we have investigated up to

this point. A nUlber of samples of vitreous carbon were manufactured

by the OGC and LANL groups for use in wetting studies. This

subsection reports on the heating characteristics and surface

composition of vitreous carbon.

Scanning electron micrographs of the LANL material before and

after annealing are shown in Figure 9-3. The surface consists of a

smooth glessy leyer of carbon with evidence of localized patches of

contamination. Little chenge in morphology is observed after

anneeling to 1300 K. The elemental composition of the surface "as

received" and during heating at 1100 K is reported in Figure 9-4.

The surface is quite pure, with a small amount of S, 0, and N

contamination.

The electrical power required to heet vitreous carbon ribbon, as

a function of time, is shown in Figures 9-5 to 9-6. In this

experiment, the vitreous ribbon was resistively heated by a constant

current D.C. power supply while the voltage across the ribbon was

monitored for 5 hours. The power consumption Monotonically decreased

during this period, as the brightness temperature of the ribbon

dropped by about 20 degrees. Repeating the experiment at a higher
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Figure 9-3. Views of the vitreou8 carbon (LANL) 8urface. (a) The
"as received" 8urface; (b) After annealing to 1300 K. Little change
in surface aorphology is evident.
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starting temperature (1300 K) revealed a faster power dropoff and

temperature decrease (see Figure 9-6). Returning to the lower

temperature (1100 K), no change in power consuaption was observed

over a 5 hour period. These results indicate that the resistivity of

vitreous carbon changes during initial heating at 1300 K, but then is

stable at 1100 K. Thus, vitreous carbon possesses sufficient

electrical stability for use as a contact aaterial for liquid metal

alloys of B and As.

2. Wetting Studies of NilS to Vitreous Carbon

Wetting of NilS alloy to both LANL and OGC vitreous carbon

ribbons was studied. We first discuss the results on LANL

specimens. Wetting of NilS (OGC) to vitreous carbon (LANL) resulted

in the establishment of a poorly-wetted droplet of alloy with a

contact angle of about 120 degrees. Auger analysis of the molten

dropletat T = T. + 500 is shown in Figure 9-7. Large amounts of

surface carbon are readily apparent, in addition to lower

concentrations of N, Ca, and S. After leaving the system at this

temperature for a couple of hours, it was found that part of the

alloy had wet and spread over a substantial portion of the

substrate. As shown in Figure 9-8, it is clear that the wetted

portion of alloy has attacked the vitreous ribbon and penetrated to

the backside. forming a mirror-image of the frontside wetting. Side

and cross-sectional views of the poorly-wetted droplet are given in

Figure 9-9. It appears that the right side of the droplet has
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to vitreoua carbon (LARL). (8)

well-wetted alloy front proceeding
droplet: (b) View of the backaide
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Figure 9-9. Wetting of Ni/8 (OGe) to vitreous carbon (LANL).
Side view of the poorly-wetted droplet; (b) A cross-sectional

through the alloy droplet.
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collapsed during supply of the alloy to the ribbon. The results of

this experiment are therefore discouraging regarding the use of

vitreous carbon as a viable substrate for the nickel boride alloy.

Wetting of Ni/B (LANL: #273-7B: Ni=.55, B=.45> to the OGC sample

of vitreous carbon was better than wetting to the vitreous LANL

sample, but not aignificantly so. At".elting, the alloy formed a

droplet with a contact angle of about 90 degrees, which decreased to

about 45 degrees over a period of 0.5 hour. Auger analysis of the

.olten droplet (see Figure 9-10> shows the usual amounts of

segregated C and N. Position 3 of this figure shows evidence of

boron carbide. Figure 9-11 characterizes the wetting

photographically. The left rim of the alloy droplet (view a)

consists of material which is unifora, while the rest of the droplet

is covered by dark precipitates (view b). Further, there is evidence

of wetting and flow of some kind, as part of the glassy carbon is

covered with a thin layer of material that could only have originated

from the droplet (view a). Figure 9-12 provides an Auger analysis of

these features. The uniform aaterial consists of Ni-rich alloy with

a small amount of C, while the wetting front is composed of C with 5%

alloy coverage. A possible interpretation of this behavior is that

it corresponds to monolayer diffusion of alloy out over the vitreous

carbon. A blowup of the dark features atop the alloy is shown in

Figure 9-13. These structures are hexagonal in nature, and therefore

are probably precipitated graphite resulting from the C which has

segregated to the molten surface. The alloy material surrounding the

graphite consists of B, Ni, and C. The Ni-richness of this material
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Figure 9-11. Views of the wetting behavior of Mi/8 (LAML) on
vitreous carbon. The teaperature i8 300 K. (a) Top view of the

wetting: (b) A high aagnification view of the boxed region of photo
(8).
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indicates that the surface boron is being removed. A probable

mechanism is B4C formation. as the Auger spectra of the surface at

aelting showed boron carbide to have formed in the lower part of the

droplet. It is likely that further analysis of the droplet would

reveal the presence of boron carbide.

3. Wetting Studies of Pt/B to Vitreous Carbon

Wetting of Pt/B (LANL: #273-5A: Pt=.72, B=,28) to vitreous carbon

(LANL> was extremely poor. So little adhesion existed between slloy

and substrate that the alloy droplet rolled off the vitreous ribbon

during system venting. The Auger surface elemental composition for

the poorly-wetted molten droplet is shown in Figure 9-14. High

concentrations of segregated C and N are found at all sampled

locations. Photos of the resulting droplet and substrate are

provided in Figure 9-15. The circular morphology on the bottom of

the droplet in photo (a) is where the alloy contacted the substrate.

Photo (b) is a high magnification view of the substrate at the

position where the alloy contacted the substrate. Small particles of

alloy are seen, along with a thin film which marks the location where

the alloy sat. It is this kind of evidence which leads us to

question the validity of carbon ruboff in the contact systems. So

little affinity for the alloy and substrate exists here that it is

difficult to believe that carbon has been mechanically brought up

into the alloy during wetting.
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Figure 9-15. Views of the Pt/B alloy on vitreous carbon. (a) View
of the alloy droplet which had rolled off the aubstrate; (b) The
vitreous carbon surface where the alloy droplet had contact.
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C. Wetting Studies of Ni/B to an Overlayer of W6Co7

Storms [1] suggested a series of wetting agents to i~prove the

wetting of B-contain1ng alloys to graphite. This section details a

series of experiments which investigated the feasibility of using one

of these agents in a liquid metal ion source.

The wetting agent offering the best promise of success was a

tungsten-cobalt alloy. A slurry of W6Co7 alloy + acetone was

painted atop a ribbon of polycrystalline graphite and an Auger

spectrum of the surface layer was recorded. As seen in Figure 9-16,

the tungsten-cobalt overlayer at temperatures near the melting point

of the Ni/B alloy is heavily contaminated with 0 and Ca. This is not

unexpected, as Table XI. shows that a number of compounds of W. 0 and

Ca are strongly favored to form at 1300 K.

TABLE XI

GIBBS FREE ENERGIES OF FORMATION OF W, CO. AND CA OXIDES
AT 1300 K

---------------------------------------------------------------------

W02
W03
CoO

C0304
CaO

-83.5
-123.9
-34.6

-100.0
-119.9

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Wetting of Ni/B powder (Alfa) to this overlayer was excellent,

consisting of a contact angle of near-zero. However, an Auger

analysis of the alloy surface showed it to consist heavily of BN
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(Figure 9-17). As a result, the surface was solid during .ost of the

experiment and did not flow past the W/Co overlayer and onto the

virgin graphite. It is interesting that the W/Co overlayer causes

wetting to occur despite its inability to tie up the segregated C and

N in the same way that a boronized layer does. We have found this to

be the case for wetting to most metallic substrates. In the absence

of this gettering action, it appears that high-melting carbides and

nitrides have a greater propensity to form at the top surface of the

alloy, which is precisely where they cause the greatest harm. A

boronized layer, by contrast, causes formation of these compounds at

the interface instead of at the liquid-vacuum interface.

Figure 9-18 shows the wetted surface after system venting. The

wetting is excellent, but the alloy has not spread to the virgin

graphite. After 1.0 hour at temperatures near the melting point, no

sign of either W or Co appeared at the alloy surface.
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Figure 9-18. Views of the wetting of li/8 powder (JD&": .3) to

W6C07. (a) Overall view of the wetting: (b) A blowup of the
alloy near the left-hand alloy/substrate boundary in (a).
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

Significant progress in our understanding of liquid alloy wetting

has been attained as a result of this dissertation research. A

number of contact systems have been identified which show excellent

promise as liquid aetal ion sources of B. Further, the problem of

high vapor pressures in As-based contact systems has been completely

solved, resulting in the first beam of As ions.

Thermochemical considerations are key to understanding the

phenomenon of wetting in liquid metal contact systems containing B.

The initial act of wetting is governed by the existence of rapid

surface segregation of low-level nonmetallic impurities present in

the alloys. These materials form a reaction barrier which inhibits

contact between alloy and substrate and results in a poorly-wetted

system. There are t~o obvious solutions to this problem. The first

is to rid the alloy of these contaminants in the first place. The

second is to break down the surface segregated material by chemical

bonding to a surface coating with high affinity to the offending

elements. This is precisely what happens when a graphite substrate

is coated with free boron or silicon. Both of these elements form

stable compounds with carbon, which is tied up at the interface

between alloy and substrate. Direct contact between substrate and

alloy is then possible, and wetting proceeds along normal

thermochemical lines.
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The existence of surface segregation in the alloys casts an air

of suspicion on many previous studies of wetting, because low levels

of carbon and nitrogen have been observed to segregate in every alloy

system we have studied. This includes both As and B based materials,

which were manufactured under entirely different processes and whose

metallurgical properties are substantially different. Therefore, it

appears thst the use of pure materials and surface analytical

techniques is imperative to the study of wetting. As we noted in the

introduction, however, there have been very few studies of the liquid

surface with surface sensitive instrumentation. This creates a

situation where it is difficult for the researcher to defend the

purity of his materials, and in particular, the purity of the

surfaces of his materials. Since wetting is an interfacial

phenomenon, assurances regarding the integrity of the surfaces of

contacting phases are absolutely essential.

The first ne~essity in developing a liquid metal ion source of As

in to lower the vapor pressure of As by as much as 10 orders of

magnitude. This has been accomplished by use of 8 liquid compound

rather than a liquid alloy. The compound lowers the vapor activity

of As by way of chemical bonding, which is reflected through the

Gibbs free energy function. A compound with a low Gibbs free energy

is more stable than another form having a high Gibbs free energy.

The vapor pressure of As is lowered because it is more energetically

favorable for As to exist in the bound, compound liquid state than in

the free gaseous state. In addition, As-based alloys have excellent

contact propertiee with metals, since As is not so aggressive in
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attacking refractory metals. Boron, on the other hand, attacks

nearly all refractory metals.

Results for the most iMportant contact systeMs we have studied

and their potential for use in liquid metal ion sources. of B or As

are given in the Appendix.

\
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SUMMARY OF ALLOY PROPERTIES

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Experimental Melting Point:

Work Function:

Volatility:

Alloy Solubility in Substrate (~ MP>:

Substrate Solubility in Alloy (~ MP>:

Surface Percentage of B at KP:

Wetting Behavior:

Potential as LMI Source:
I
\

1102 K

3.5 eV

Minimal at the MP

Mini]l\al on Re

Substantial dissolution of Re

40%. Lowers to 20% with Re

dissolution.

Excellent on Re

Poor. B tied up with Y and
O. Little B in beam.

Melting point increases with
Re dissolution.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

Experimental Melting Point:

Work Function:

Volatility:

Alloy Solubility in Substrate (~ MP):

Substrate Solubility in Alloy (~ MP):

Surface Percentage of B at MP:

Wetting Behavior:

C (virgin)

C (with B overlayer--l00%)

C (with Si overlayer--l00%)

C (vitreous) .

B (single-crystal)

Boron carbide (B4C)

It Contact angle

1292 K (on C)

1192 K (on Si>

5.1 eV

Minimal at the MP

Minimal on C

Minimal on C

20% on C with Si overlayer

Minimal on C with B overlayer

60%

Nonwetting. Large amounts of

C and N on droplet surface.

Excellent wetting when alloy
is rid of contaminants.

Excellent wetting. Little C
at alloy surface.

Excellent wetting. 20% Si at
alloy surface.

Fair wetting. In case one,

CAtt was 90 at wetting,

lowering to 45 in 0.5 hour.

In case two, CA ) 90 with no
decrease.

Nonwetting. Large amounts of
C and N on droplet surface.

Excellent wetting.

Nonwetting on both CVD and

single-crystal specimens. BN
found near interface.



C (with Zr overlayer--20%)

C (with Cr overlayer)

C (with Ni overlayer-70%)

C (with Ti overlayer-10%)

C (with B overlayer-60%)

C (with B overlayer-80%)

Potential as LHI Source

352

Fair wetting. CA initially
130, lowering to 45 in 2

hours. Better than B4C,
but not as good as pure B.

Nonwetting. CA lowers

slightly with time. Large
amounts of C on droplet
surface.

Mixed wetting. For surface

of C with Cr overlayer (20%),

CA was initially 130,

lowering slightly with time.

For surface of Cr carbide, CA

was 75 with usual large
amounts of C and N.

Nonwetting. 20-40% C on

droplet. BN and B4C
detected.

Slight wetting. CA = 80.

Nonwetting. Initially CA was
170, lowering to 90 in 5
minutes.

Fair wetting. CA initially
160, lowering to 45 1n 30
aeconda.

Excellent wetting.
Substantial BN at surface.

No sign of W after a few
hours.

Good. Pure alloy wets C with
~inimal chemical reaction.

Impure alloy wets C with B or
S1 layer similarly.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

Experimental Helting Point:

Work Function:

Volatility:

Alloy Solubility in Substrate (~ MP):

Substrate Solubility in Alloy (i MP):

Surface Percentage of B at MP:

Wetting Behavior:

C (virgin)

C (with B overlayer--100%)

Re

C (vitreous)

Potential as LMI Source:

1196K

4.8 eV

Minimal at the MP

Minimal on C

Substantial dissolution on Re

MiniMal on C

l1inillal on Re

50%

Nonwetting. Droplet rolls
off substrate.

Good wetting. Powdered alloy
has CA of near-zero. Solid

alloy fragment has CA of 45.

Excellent. However, B
attacks Re and limits
lifetime to < 20 hours.

Nonwet ting.

Good. Wets and spreads over
C with boronized layer. Has
low melting point. No C
found in 100 hours of heating
near MP.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

Experimental Melting Point:

Work Function:

Voi atil i ty:

Alloy Solubility in Substrate (~ MP>:

Substrate Solubility in Alloy (~ MP>:

Suriace Percentage of B at MP:

Wetting Behavior!

Potential as LMI Source:

Too contaminated to

determine.

Too contaminated to

determine.

Low. System pressure found
to increase only at high
temperatures

Minimal on C

Minimal on C

45%

Excellent on C when the alloy
is rid of carbon.

Difficult to determine, but

suspected to be good.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

Experimental Melting Point:

Work Function:

Volatility:

Alloy Solubility in Substrate (@ MP):

Substrate Solubility in Alloy (@ KP):

Surface Percentage of B at MP:

Wetting Behavior:

Potential as LKj/Source:

1310 K on C

1165 K on Si

-------

Minimal at the MP

-------

On C (with Si overlayer):
2% Si at surface and 6% in

bulk

70%

Excellent on C (with Si

overlayer)

Good. Source structure has
been made and tested. No Si
observed after 70 hours at

MP. Good heating
characteristics. good wetting
characteristics.
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Experimental Melting Point:

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Work Function:

Volatility:

Alloy Solubility in Substrate (~ MP>:

Substrate Solubility in Alloy (~ MP>:

Surface Percentage of As at MP:

Wetting Behavior:

Potential as LMI Source:

/

1075 K

-------

Minimal at MP

Minimal on W

Minimal on W (for 150 hours>

20%

Excellent on W

Excellent. Emitter has
manufactured and tested
hours. Stable emission
As.

been
to 50
of
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

Experimental Melting Point:

Work Function:

Volatility:

Alloy Solubility in Substrate (~ MP):

Substrate Solubility in Alloy (~ MP):

Surface Percentage of As at MP:

Wetting Behavior:

Potential as LMI Source:

1050 K

-------

-------

Significant on Re

Excessive reaction with Re.
Failure after 16 hours.

5%

Excellent once alloy has

fully melted.

Doubtful.
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